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Racers set for scrimmage
tonight despite injuries
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Fix it up

Generous infield aids
Calloway upset of Tilghman

Home Improvement Guide
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WORLD

Friday there will be increasing
cloudiness and mild conditions
with -a 30 percent chance of showers developing. Highs will be from
65 to 70, and there will be a south
wind at 10 to 15 mph. Friday night
there will be considerable cloudiness with a 50 percent chance of
showers.

NATIONAL

FRIDAY
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Council discusses financial matters
By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Recommendations from the
finance and personnel committee
highlighted Thursday night's Murray City Council meeting in Council Chambers.
Howard Koenen, ranking member of the committee in seniority
after Chairman L.D. Miller, presented the recommendations in
Miller's absence. The first recom-

mendation was for an ordinance to
amend the personnel pay classification plan. Don Lect, Chief Financial Officer for the city, said this
would bring more flexibility in
doing future cost-of-living raises.
Mayor Chuck Foster added that it
could also promote more conciencious(?) work among city employees. The authorization was
approved.
Next from the finance and personnel committee was authoriza-

lion for an ordinance to amend
Ordinance 868, fixing the compensation for members of the City'
Council. The amount was raised to
S100 per Council member, an
increase of S60. The motion passed
and will become effective Jan. 1,
1990.
The third recommendation was
for an ordinance amending Ordinance 732 concerning the Mayor's
salary. It was proposed to raise the
salary from S9,000 to S15,000, plus

WASHINGTON — Ted Williams once said the hardest thing to do
in sports is hitting a baseball. The Soviet national team is learning that
it isn't so easy to field one, either.

.

CHICAGO — Sports agents Norby Walters and Lloyd Bloom were
intimidating players in the game of college athletics, but a federal jury
outmuscled them.
NORMAN, Okla. — Attorneys for three former Oklahoma football
players ordered to stand trial on first-degree rape charges say they have
started preparing their defense by taking aim at "damaging testimony"
from one witness.
LOS ANGELES — Houston right-hander Bob Forsch knows he's
nearing the end of a long big-league career. He's no longer a starter,
but that doesn't bother him. He's just happy to be pitching for the
Astros.
TORONTO — The Toronto Blue Jays begin writing the epitaph for
Exhibition Stadium by playing what is to be their final home opener at
the crudely converted football stadium.
IRVING, Texas — Dallas Cowboys defensive tackle Randy White,
whose football nickname was the "Manster" — half man, half monster — is calling it quits after a celebrated 14 years in the NFL.
TORONTO — Canadian Olympian Dave McKnight admits using
banned drugs as far back as 1978, and says teammate Desai Williams
also uied them.
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. — Two golfers who started the
Heritage Classic just hoping to find their game ended the first round as
co-leaders.
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By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger 8 Times Staff Writer
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- Congress overwhelmingly approved on
Thursday a compromise $49.7 million package of non-military aid for
the Nicaraguan Contras, giving
President Bush a chance to forge a
bipartisan policy on Central
America.
The Senate completed congressional action on the measure,
approving the aid package on an
89-9 roll call vote.
The House earlier endorsed the
paln, 309-110: Voting yes were
152 Democrats and 157 Republicans. Voting no were 99 Democrats
and 11 Republicans.
The congressional action represents an effort to declare a truce in
the bitter, years-old fight between
the White House and Congress
over aid to the Contras and bring
pressure on Nicaragua's leftist San-

Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
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dinista government to keep its
promises to allow free elections
and democratic reform.
"This bill tries to set in motion a
united, single-voice policy," said
House Speaker Jim Wright of Texas moments before the chamber
voted.
"It ends military involvement
and covert efforts to overthrow
governments in our hemisphere,"
Wright said.
At the same time, he added, "It
says to Nicaragua that we are very
earnest about you fulfilling these
commitments that you made to
internal democratization."
In the Senate, supporters of the
bipartisan agreement voted down a
series of amendments aimed at
altering or scuttling a plan they
said has the potential to usher in an
era of cooperation between the

executive and legislative branches
of government on Central American policy.
"If this accord is circumvented
or exploited, it would be an enormous blow to the chances for bipartisan cooperation in a broad range of
are'as," said Sen. Patrick Leahy,
D-Vt., Democratic floor manager
of the Contra-aid package.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Wash.,
who has voted against all other
proposals to aid the Contras, said
he decided to vote for the compromise plan after concluding that
''simply abandoning them because
they have become a political
embarrassment would be as immoral as the policy we were
pursuing.'
But Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.,
one of the Senate's strongest supporters of the Contras, called the

City teachers to air opinions
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Rotary club president Leroy Eldridge congratulates N1arquerite Brooks, who was named 1988 Humanitarian of the Year. Along with Eldridge and Brooks is Tom Duncan Reed, two-time past district governor of
Rotary, who spoke at the annual Rotary Banquet at KenLake State Park.

By MARK COOPER
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(Cont'd on page 2)

The Murray Rotary Club honored Marguerite Brooks as the
1988 Humanitarian of the Year at
its 65th annual Rotary Banquet at
Kenlake State Park Thursday
evening.
Also honored were five Paul
Harris Fellows, including two posthumously, one to William Ross
Bourne, Rotary District Governor
in 1929, and another to M.C. Garrott, long-time Rotary Club member. Joe Belcher, Joe Dick, and
Tripp Thurman were also recognized as Paul Harris Fellows.
In announcing Brooks, Rotary
past president Bob Billington said
that Brooks "exemplifies a life in
devoted service to others with an
unanswerving committmcnt to
community, neighbors, and
family."
A native of Graves County,
Brooks, a graduate of Murray State
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(Cont'd on page 2)
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Congress passes Contra aid proposal
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S100 a month for expenses. After
much discussion, the motion passes. It too will go into effect Jan. 1,
1990.
In other business, the City Council voted on the second reading to
update personnel policies and procedures. This also sparked discussion, one concern being that updating could be taking power away
from the Mayor and the Council

Church, school
service honored

STATE

•

•

Brooks:Humanitarian of the Year

WASHINGTON — With his position as the nation's highest elected
Democrat in jeopardy, House Speaker Jim Wright mounted an emotional defense Thursday against serious ethics charges and declared his
honor is "far more precious to me than any public office."
WASHINGTON — House Democrats, who re-elected Jim Wright
as speaker only four months ago, await with a sense "of foreboding"
an ethics committee report that might force them to strip the Texas
lawmaker of his leadership post.
MOSCOW — A commission is investigating whether soldiers used
shovels to beat nationalist demonstrators in Soviet Georgia during a
clash in which 19 people died, a government spokesman said
Thursday.

FRANKLIN — The Kentucky side offers lottery tickets and cheaper
cigarettes, gas and groceries. The Tennessee side counters with fireworks and beer. Fortunately for vendors in both states, U.S. 31W in
southern Simpson County at the Tennessee border is a two-way street.
GEORGETOWN — The United Auto Workers is gearing up for an
organizational drive among 1,900 hourly workers at Toyoto Motor
Corp.'s assembly plant, which began producing Camrys last year.
LOUISVILLE — Officials of a state-sponsored academic program
say the "Me Generation" appears to be losing ground in Kentucky's
high schools.
CENTRAL CITY — After 51 years of meeting in the same place,
the Central City Aeolian Club has been bounced to make space for the
Everly Brothers Foundation and two other groups.
LEBANON, Va. — It was uncertain Thursday what effect a ruling a
judge made barring mass picketing by striking miners at two Pittston
Coal Group mines would have on the scene.
LOUISVILLE — Rising health-care costs have forced Blue Cross
& Blue Shield of Kentucky to raise its rates for some policyholders by
up to 19 percent, company officials said.

35 CENTS

Teachers of the Murray School
system will get a chance to voice
their opinions on their current salary situation at a special meeting
called by the Murray School Board
April 17.
During regular session last night,
the Board discussed the need for
the meeting in order to discuss salary schedules and vote on staff
recommendations which have to be
approved by April 30.
April 27, which had been set
aside as the meeting date, caused
scheduling conflicts with several
Board members and had to be

changed.
Murray school superintendent
Doralyn Lanier told the Board that
several teachers had expressed a
desire to approach the Board when
salary changes were to be
discussed.
In other business, the Board
delayed action on vehicle insurance
for the system's seven buses until
further information could be
obtained.
Lanier said an "umbrella policy"
would be offered by the Kentucky
School Board Insurance Trust but
information on that policy would
not be available until the July
Board meeting.
Board member Sid Easl„.y

expressed concern about the issue
based on a reference to another
school which in the process of
changing insurance companies had
let the policy drop causing problems when an accident occured.
"This is a critical issue, especially at this time," Easley said, "and
we want, to try to get this matter
cleared up as soon as possible."
The Board also approved the
annual teacher/staff breakfast to be
held on the last day of school and a
trip by the FBLA group to the state
conference April 20.
Both existing photography and
regular insurance companies were
also approved for service next year.

Bush administration's plan "little
more than beans and bandaids."
"My administration ... sought
the least common denominator,"
Helms said. "This is not a bipartisan accord. It is an accord that
suited the other side."
(Con!'d on page 2)
•

County OKs
personnel
for 1989-90
By DAVITUCK
Murray Led

Times Staff Writer

Certified personnel in the Calloway County School District will be
getting raises averaging five percent for the next school year, while
classified personnel will be getting
an average raise of about seven
percent after passage of a tentative
salary schedule by the Calloway
County School Board Thursday
night.
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
said the raises are an average figure that do not take into account
the different levels of experience
and educational rank. "Some will
get more, and some will get less,
depending on their rank and experience," Rose said.
The county school board
approved the salary schedules and
personnel for 1989-90 after an
extended executive session and
approved a personal leave day for
each of the classified employees.
The board accepted resignations
(ConI'd on page 2)
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Contras...
(Coni'd from page I)
The compromise plan, reached
after more than two months of
negotiations, would provide at least
a temporary truce in the war that
has been waged between the White
House and Capitol Hitl since then-

Council...
t('ont'd from page 1)
and giving too much power to the
personnel officer. Fostv: emphasized the main reason this is being
done is to comply with new state
guidelines.
The Council also approved on
the first reading an ordinance to
amend certain portions of Ordinance 794 as it relates to zoning
districts. In addition, members
authorized the sale of 10 acres of
city property to HI.. Marketing.
Inc. of Murray for S60,000.
Council members also accepted
the low bid of S423,057.40 from
Lamb Plumbing and Mechanical
Contractors of Murray for city
water system improvements.

Nicaragua's leftist Sandinista
government.

President Reagan moved in 1981 to
arm the Contras as a force to battle

Parsons man faces charges
A Parsons, Tenn man was transported from a Tennessee facility
Thursday to answer charges in Calloway County, according to Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams.
Jerry Webb of Parsons, Tenn.
Aas returned to Murray from the
Lake County Regional Correctional
Facility in Tiptonville, Tenn. by.

Williams. He is charged with three
counts of theft by deception over
$100. The charges stem from three
checks Webb allegedly wrote to
Murray Auto Auction in March of
1988.
Webb is lodged in the Calloway
County Jail under a S25,000 cash
bond.

Murray firemen answer call
The Murray Fire DepartMent tern went off at Circus Skate in
responded to one call yesterday, U.S. 641 North. The fire departaccording to the Fire Marshall's ment discovered no damage and
Office.
slid it was unintentionally set off.
At 9:24 a.m., the fire alarm sys-

rIont'd from page 11
and copiers for the school
In other business, the hoard 7,,
ognized Shane Burkeen, a3r,1
grade student at East Callou,,
Elementary, who won 2nd place
the state American Automobile
Association poster contest. Burkeen
is a student in Maxine Pool's rtx):11
and is the son of Kenneth and Carol Burkeen.

from Janet West. Sue Adams, Bill
Miller (as assistant football coach
only), Richard Holt, and Richard
Williams.
Gasoline and fuel bids were
awarded to Belcher Oil for the
month, and Asst. Supt. Johnny
Bohannon was authorized to advertise for bids on approxirnately
S100.000 in furniture, equipment

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

We are pleased to
announce that Karen
Burkeen, bride-elect of
Ronnie Guthrie, has
selected her bedding,
bath and brass accessories from our bridal
registry.
Karen and Ronnie

1

GM QUALITY
SIRVIC1 PARTS

641 South
Murr•y
753.2617

GM I

Good
Neoghbor
Chary
Stars

***********
1983 Chevy Malibu S.W.

will he married May 27,
1989

gray ps, pb, air, auto
$4,900.00
4.8 mo @ S127.81 16.99%

APR
***********

JO Penney
Hills
Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
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County...

Recepients of the Paul Harris Fellowship awards at the Murray Rotary Club banquet included front row
(left to right): Dussie Bourne Gary, accepting for William Ross Bourne; Cathryn Garrott, accepting for
M.C. Garrott; Jane Bourne Renfro, accepting for William Ross Bourne; hack row : Sandra DuncanThurman, accepting for Tripp Thurman and Joe Belcher.
. StafT phut° by David Ramey

Brooks...
,Cont'd from page 11
University, was a long-time teacher
in the public schools of both
Graves and Calloway Counties.
After teaching at Cuba and Boaz in
Graves County, she married Hamp
Brooks and later took time off to
raise a family. She returned to
teaching at Kirksey High School,
and eventually taught at Calloway
County High School before
retiring.
Also active in the Murray
Woman's Club, Brooks has taught
Sunday School and Bible Classes
at Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, and she and her husband
were two of 14 who signed cards
of intent to begin the University
Church of Christ.
"She is a lady who loves people
and one who always believed that
the community in which she lived
was deserving of her very best which she has given in a constancy
of true Christian character," Billington said.
Wilson Gantt of the Murray Rotary Club, past district goyemor,
announced the five, Paul Harris Fellows. The Murray Club now has 38
fellows, and Bourne's induction
A

call for manuscripts
wf

ScRIMES

LEASE OR BUY
JiPt1

Prose, Poetry, and Art
by the children of
Murray Elementary School
DEADLINE: April 17, 1989

—7221

Telephone 753-5022

now makes all five district governors from the Murray club Harris
Fellows.
The awards were announced
after a dinner, and a performance
from Home Remedy, a bluegrassfolk band from Murray. The crowd
also heard from the evening's
speaker Tom Duncan Reed, twotime district governor, who talked
of the importance of Rotary, and
also did an impression of comedian
Foster Brooks, which delighted the
crowd.

"I think the object of Rotary is
the word service." Reed said. "If
we never think about another thing
in Rotary, we should think about
our service to man."
Reed talked about the contributions of Rotary in fighting polio,
saying that the organization had
given S800 million to polio
research since '1917. Reed also
talked about how a Rotarian. Walter Maddox, had been honored by
President George Bush this past
week.

Demolition Derby set
By DAVID TUCK
Murray L•diger & Times Staff Writer

Mashed metal will be abundant
when the first-ever Sigma Chi
Demolition Derby rolls into the
West Kentucky Exposition Center
Saturday night at 7.
Promoter Greg Brown said half
of the proceeds from the event will
be given to the local Children's
Health and Mental Protection
(CHAMP) organization, with the
rest going to the national Sigma
Chi philanthropy, the Cleo Wallace
Village for menatlly and emotionally handicapped children in
Bloomfield, Colorado.
"We usually send the village
about $150,000 per year from the
national Sigma Chi office," Brown
said. He expects 30-40 cars to be in
Murray for Saturday's competition,
and he will be inspecting each one
for safety.
"We check to make sure that all

the glass and chrome have been
removed, and the interior has to be
clean — we don't want any flying
debris that might injure anyone,"
Brown said, "and the stock fuel
tank must be removed and replaced
with a marine fuel tank, secured in
the back seat."
lie added that cars with beefedup suspensions and engines will
also be barred from competition.
"Mostly, we get station wagons
and big 4-door sedans." Brown
said. He noted that many of the
drivers tise the same engine and
transmission from event to event,
changing bodies for the next time
they hit the track. Saturday's derby
will feature four heats, with S450,
S350, and S250 going to the night's
top three finishers.
Advance tickets for the derby are
S5 for adults and S3 for children;
tickets are S6 and S4 at the door.
Key's Wrecker Service will be providing the towing for those who
don't finish their heats.

Where is everyone going?
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1989 CELICA ST COUPE
Air sterec 0.f;r1 cas S 1
sette sport str pes
power steerg an
more

1989 CAMRY
:Air, cruise control, bit $i2
wheel. power win
bows and door locks
stereo and more

1986 Toyota Corolla
Auss Air Cassette

1986 Isuzu Pup
Automatic

$112 for 42 mos. $160 for 42 mos

1987 Grand Am
Aw, Tilt. MOM

$200 for 48 mos.

967

386

1989 4X4 ICKUP
va,oe
package $1
power steenng, sliding rear window, stereo and more

1987 Toyota Corolla FX 1987 Toyota Camry LE
Alf, AAVFM Stereo
Tilt. Cruise. Air. PW, PL

'217 for 48 mos

T. J.'s
Bar-B-10
7th

1. for 48 mos.
$248
saie Price

Sale Pnce $8987
Sale Price $9487
Sale Price $4487
Sale Price $6487
$1 0.987
1986 Chevy S-10 PU
1987 Chevy
LW8 PU 1987 Dodge Dakota 1986 Toyota 4x4 SR5
23 XXX Miles
Celebrity Eurosport 1987 Toyota
Biack Air, 18 XXX Mies Air AP44f1.4 9 XXX Mies Tilt, Cruise, LWB. PW
A • AMFM Stereo
Custom Wrees
$19973 for 48 mos 10513 for 48 mos $23369 for 42 mos.
$142 for 42 mos $155 for 48 mos. Sale Price
$8987
Sale Price $8987
Sale Price $9487
Sale Price $6987
Sale Price $5987
1984 Cadillac Eldorado 1988 Toyota Camry
1987 Mazda PU
1984 Ford Tempo 1986 Toyota LWB PU
454 Cnrorne Wheels
Back Loaded
oNner, Air, AP5VFM 16,XXX Mies, As, 1 Owner
Air, Cruise, Tilt
so
for
36
mos
*
$177
for
48
mos
223
$13035 for 36 mos. $173 for 48 mos.
$239" for 60 'not
Sale Pnce $7987
Sale Price $7887
Sale Price $11 387
Sale Price $7987
Sale Price $4487
1986
Ford Mustang
1984 Ford LTD
1986 Toyota PU• 4 198$ Olds Cutlass
1979 Jeep
Titt
coryerwe
Ar
C^Jse
V8
XXX
Mies
A 28
Cruse Cassette,
Cr.rise Cassette

'1701

$13035 for 36 mos.

$16413 for 42 mos

$183 for 42 mos

for 18 mos

Sale Price $4487

Sale Price $6487

Sale Price $7487

Sale Price $3387

Phone
(502) 753-4961

OF MURRAY, INC.

on our Hamburger Special!

Large Hamburger,
French Fries &
Medium Drink

$1 99
Only
Good April 10-15

for 42 mos

$117

TOYOTA

_We've rolled back the price

$24282
Sale Price $9887

1982 Ford Fairmont 1984 Toyota Celica GT 1984 Dodge Convert. 1983 Chevy Silverado 1986 Chevy C-10 PU
LWB Loaded
Air. Tilt, AMFM
Alf, 70,XXX
Power Windows Locks
Tilt Cruise Cassette
$18430
.3
for 36 mos.
'225 for 36 mos $228 for 42 root
$117 for 24 mos $167 for 36 mos.
Sale Price $9387
Sale Price $5987
Sale Price $8487
Sale Price $2987
Sale Price $6487
1982 Toyota Tercel 1986 Ford Taurus
1984 Monts Carlo SS 1982 Buick Riviera
1984 Ford Tempo
Air, AM/FM Radio
kr Tilt Cruise
Air Tilt, Cruise
Loaded 60 XXX Mtift‘
GLX Air AM/FM
$17489 for 42 mos $194uo fer 12 mos '2241. lor 36 mos $228n for 30 mos
for 24 mos
Sale Price $6987
Sale Price $2987
Sale Price $6987
Sale Price $7967
Sale Price $2987
APR
14.9
Trade
All Pa ments Quoted with 20% Down, Cash or

515 St. 12th
Murray, Ky.

Anniversary

$100°° CASH
To Be Given Away
Do not have to be present to win

TJ's Bar-13-Q

753-0045

806 Chestnut

"Place ain't fancy, but sho is good food."
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Champion duck carver started big
career by painting by the numbers
By JEFF MALONEY
Th. Brainy Daily Dispatch
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BROWERVILLE, Minn. —
Laurie Lundell's career as a decoy
carver began with all the glamour
of a paint-by-number set.
A little over four years ago, she
bought a precarved decoy kit and
added the finishing touches.
But she quickly gained national
recognition for her award-winning
decoys. She commands as much as
S10,000 for commissioned works.
Lundell, who had worked as a
store detective and assistant at her
mother's stained glass studio, said
that she always knew she could do
well as a carver.
"Somehow I knew that I could
become a champion carver if I tried
hard enough," she said.
And she has. From her first
appearance on the competitive circuit, her work has drawn praise and

prizes. From Maryland to Louisiana to California, it has taken top
honors, first in novice classes, but
quickly in open competition.
Now, she and her fiance, Steve
Chlupsa, are immersed in waterfowl carving. In an old farmhouse
east of Browerville, she carves
likenesses of mounted birds while
Chlupsa designs and builds tools
for other carvers.
They moved from Minneapolis
to the 97-acre tract in 1987. It was
then that Lundell, who specializes
in loons, saw her first loon outside
a zoo.
"I was so excited," she said. "I
was practically in tears. I'd never
seen one in the wild before."
Creating a winning decoy can
take up to 1,000 hours and usually
begins with a clay model. Lundell
said that clay permits free
experimentation.

From the model, she draws side
and top views to cut a rough shape
from'a block of tupelo, a Southern
wood.
The finer carving is done with a
rotary grinder and burner designed
by Chlupsa.
Her work is exceptional, said
Tan Brunet, a Cajun from Galliano,
La., who has won seven world
championships for his decoys.
"(Lundell) is probably the best
woman carver in the world," he
said. "If not the best, she's within
the top two or three."
Brunet, who has been carving for
50 years and works with his son,
Jett, said Lundell's rise has been
swift.
"She's in a hurry to learn," he
said. "She's really hungry."
Brunet credited Lundell's success to her willingness to accept
criticism.

Lundell said she learned rapidly
by studying in 1985 with some of
the best carvers in the world. The
tutoring was expensive, she said,
but worth it. She learned skills that
enabled her to develop her own
techniques and style.
Lundell has also set out to
enhance Minnesota's position
among decoy and wildfowl carvers.
She is the primary promoter of the
Minnesota Masters Class Championship, a carving competition and
show scheduled for August in St.
Cloud. And she dreams of establishing an education center and
carving museum in the state.
She said Minnesota residents are
interested in arts depicting nature,
and many carvers and collectors
live here. The state is also conveniently accessible to carvers across
the country and in Canada, she
said.

Deer, such as this one, are some of the many animals you'll see by
visiting Land Between the Lakes. LBL prorides many opportunities for nature lovers.

Forestry success at LBL has come LBL full of natural
about by careful land management beauty and terrain
GOLDEN POND — In the first
25 years since TVA's Land
Between the Lakes (LBL) national
recreation area first opened to the
public, the burgeoning growth of
its wildlife population has become
one of its most visible success
stories.
Rare is the visit to LBL's
170,000 acres that doesn't result in
sightings of deer, turkey, small
game, hawks, eagles, songbirds,
raccons, beaver, or foxes, or a host
of other wildlife species, depending
on your location. This abundance
of wildlife makes LBL a sightseer's dream and a haven for
photographers and hunters, who
note, for example, that turkey numbers have increased from 500-600
to 6,000 and the whitetail deer herd
has grown from 1,000 to 8,000.
The common misconception that
most people have about wildlife is
that it is a product of mature forests," says Dennis Sharp, LBL's
supervisor of Fish and Wildlife
Management. "That's a fairy talc
promoted by various segments of
soceity and it's quite simply
untrue. It's certainly not true for
most species in this part of the
U.S."
The backbone of LBL's wildlife
program is habitat diversity,
according to Sharp. "The more
diversity you create in habitat-that is, the kinds of places for different animals to live--the more
variety of wildlife species you'll
have. To manage for wildlife you
really have to manage three things-

-the animals, the public, and the
habitat. If you have good habitat
you have animals, and when you
have animals, you have public
recreation opportunities. That's
essential to us since our mission
from the beginning was to manage
the resources here for the maximum recreation and education
opportunities of the American
people."
With 170,000 acres that is 90
percent forest, forest management
naturally becomes a key factor in
managing wildlife at LBL.
"Forest and openland areas are
in a constant state of change as
plants grow and die," explains
Sharp. "They progress through predictable stages of plant succession,
to a somewhat static condition
called a mature forests."
Sharp says mature forests provide habitat for a limited number of
species. In order to provide and
maintain a variety of habitats in a
predictable manner, some type of
physical disturbance needs to occur
on a schedule cycle. These disturbances are systematically applied
through the use of timber harvest in
forested areas or by the use fo fire
or soil disturbance on openland
arcs, according to Sharp.
"Our goal is to keep LBL in a
mixutre of weed fields, cropland,
pasture, brushland, immature forest, mature forest, old forest, and
evergreen forest. These different
kinds of habitat need to be in well
distributed patches all across
LBL," explains Sharp. "What we

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Weekend fishing activity was heavy in
western Kentucky, but light in the eastern half of the state, the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources said Monday.
Rain continued to keep some fishermen off the water and to slow the
return of some lakes to normal elevations, the department said in a
news release./
Black bas/, white bass and crappie were reported most active.
Here were reports from area lakes:
KENTUCKY — Crappie active on minnows and jigs 10-15 feet
deep over brush piles and along creek channels; largemouth bass hitting crank baits and jig-and -rind combinations 10-15 feet deep along
shoreline; murky, falling, one-half foot above summer pool, 54
degrees.
BARKLEY — Largemouth bass taking spinners and buzz baits from
the surface to 10 feet deep off rocky points and along shoreline; crappie hitting minnows and jigs 5-10 feet deep over brush piles and dropoffs; murky to muddy, falling, one-half foot above pool, 55.

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

do to achieve that doesn't Just
affect the kind of forest and wildlife we have next year, but what we
will have 50 and 100 years from
now."

ty of habitat is by timber harvesting. The harvest annualy affects
less than two percent of LBL's
forests and equals 28 percent of the
forests' annual growth, which
means LBL's forest volume is
increasing each year. In fact, the
volume of standing timber in LBL
has increased over the years from
308 million board feet in 1965 to
more than 630 million board feet in
1988.

The effect is an endless tapestry
or mosaic of different cover types
and food sources that sustain the
incredibly varied and numerous
wildlife species over many years.
One way to achieve this diversi-

TVA's Land Between the Lakes (LBL) national recreation area in
Western Kentucky and Tennessee will host the Cabin Fever Festival at
Empire Farm from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. on Saturday April 22.
"We look at this festival as a chance for families to get out of the
house together and leave those cooped-up days of winter behind," Ed
Graves, LBL's event coordinator, said. "It attracts several hundred
people each year."
The kstival will include games, pie eating contests, folk music,
wagon rides, storytelling, kite flying, and antique tractor and moonshine demonstrations. The kite flying, storytelling and tractor demonstration are new to the festival this year.
Empire Farm is located in LBL's Environmental Education Area on
Mulberry Flat Road, north of Hwy. 68/60. For more information, write
LBL, 100 Van Moprgan Dr., Golden Pond, Ky 42211, or call
924-5602.

Area anglers finished in the top twenty during the recent Crappiethon held on Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley on April 8.
Sharon Pierceall of Murray teamed with Bob Holmes of Trenton.
Tenn. to win third place, catching 25.9 pounds of fish.
Mack Bain and Mike Morgan, both of Murray, finished sixth, with
23.83 pounds. Gene Owens of Murray and Jackie Brewer of Newbern,
Tenn. finished 11th, with 21.11 pounds. Gary Darnell of Murray and
Buddy Boyd of Almo tied for 15th place, with 18.94 pounds, and Joel
Sinyard and Tom Watkins of Murray finished in 19th place with 17.40
pounds.
There were 234 boats that participated in the tournament, which
Socky Palmer and Moose Grimes of Trenton, Term. won by catching
28.79 pounds of fish.

TVA's Land Between the
Lakes is full of interesting wildlife and natural beauty. Here are
some tips for watching wildlife
at LBL.
Perhaps the best point to
begin a wildlife observation
expedition into LBL is at the
Woodlands Nature Center,
LBL's focal point for visitors
wanting to get in tune with plant
and animal life of the area.
The center, which is open daily from March 1 through
November 26, and on weekends
during the rest of the year, features a broad range of plant and
animal exhibits, audiovisual presentations, and staff-led programs on a variety of subjects.
Among the most popular
attractions are the live bald and
golden eagles, whitetail and fallow deer, a pair of coyotes, a
barred owl, and a barn owl. Live
snakes, a black vulture, an
oppossum, and a hellbender, the
largest salamander species in
North America, are also on
exhibit here.
Nature center staff are always
happy to provide information on
wildlife habits and best viewing
times. They can also direct you
to the best locations for observing various animals in the wild.
Several designated wildlife
observation areas are located
near the nature center. The picnic shelter adjacent to Woodlands
overlooks a field planted in
wildlife food and Honker Lake,
which is noted for its giant
Canada geese and, at times, bald
eagles and wading birds. An upclose look at Honker and its
wildlife is available by walking
the 5-mile-long Honker Trail
Early morning and late evening
hikers often observe deer.

Directly behind the nature
center is Woodland Walk, a
lopp trail of less than a mid
with two designated observation
ares. Songbirds and squirrels are
most often seen here. Waterfowl
Loop is a .4 mile trail that
branches off Woodland Walk
and provides another shoreside
observation point of Honker
with three observation areas. In
spring, watch for osprey and
nesting giant Canada geese.
On the entrance road to
Woodlands, behind the restroom
facility, is a large field planted
in winter wheat and baited with
corn for variuos wildlife species, including deer and turkey.
The area is lighted at night for
viewing opportunities after
sunset. Large groups of fallo,A
deer often use this area.
Hematite Lake Trail is a 2.2
mile footpath that features two
good wildlife observation points
and an enclosed photograph)
blind. Various species of waterfowl, beaver, and on occasion
otter can be seen here.
On the opposite side of LBL
Road 134 from Hematite Lake k
a small pond that seasonally
offers sightings of nesting Canada geese, wood ducks, and at
night, raccoons. Also, be alert
for deer, herons, and beaver.
Dozens of wildlife food plots
and managed woods openings
around LBL are also good
places for wildlife viewing
because they tend to concentrate
wildlife. A map pinpointing
their locations can be viewed at
the North and South Welcome
Stations.
For more information on
wildlife observation opportunities, call Land Between the
Lakes at 924-5602.
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Drug warriors are just blowing smoke at reality

•

Earlier this year, a woman was walking
on a main thoroughfare in a suburb north
of Chicago. She was going to meet her
husband for dinner.
She and her husband have been friends of
mine for 30 years. They are two of the most
civilized people I've ever known. I never
beard either of them say a cruel word
about anyone.
The woman didn't reach the restaurant.
She was found near an alley, bleeding from
severe head wounds. Someone had apparently struck her with a blunt instrument.
She died a few weeks later. Because she
never regained consciousness, we can't be
certain what happened. But it isn't hard to
figure.
Someone probably grabbed for her purse.
Out of shock or instinct, she may have
resisted. The thief or thieves hit her. It
happens often in and around the big cities.
Something eLse isn't hard to figure. She
was walking a short distance from a
neighborhood where gangs and drugs are a
reality.
So the odds are the blows came from a
dopehead needing money for a fix. Few
professAal criminals ply their trade so
stupidly.
A few weeks ago, the wife of another
friend of mine was leaving her home in a
Chicago neighborhood.

The next thing she remembers, she was
in a hospital. Someone had hit her in the
head, apparently with a baseball bat. She
suffered terrible injuries but, fortunately,
has recovered.
The attack had a profit motive. For
clubbing someone, the thug showed a profit
of the Pin the lady's purse
Once again, the motive isn't hard to
figure. My friends live in a part of the city
More talk. And in the time it takes for
that is within walking distance of gang and
to exchange empty words, another
them
dope territory. It's a typical doper crime. few tons of cocaine move as easily into this
No time for subtlety. Just bash, grab and country as clouds drift across the sky.
run. Getting high, losing the shakes, feeling
Much of it will be converted into crack.
good, are more urgent than someone's life.
some crack users, unable to work for a
And
It's happening in Chicago, Washington,
will go out with a lead pipe or a bat
living,
New York, Cleveland, Detroit, and just
defenseless women, or blow a hole
hit
and
about every other middle- to big-size city.
store clerk.
convenience
a
in
It has slopped over from the inner cities to
been getting from Washwe've
all
That's
the quieter neighborhoods and out into
years the dope industry
the
during
ington
some suburbs.
blabber and more
blabber,
—
grown
has
WashIn
And what's being done? Well,
blabber.
ington, the center of America's journalisticQueen Nancy urged the nation to "just
governmental hot air industry, they are
fighting with words. President Bush's new say no.,, She could afford so simple-minded
drug czar is carping at the mayor of a solution. With Secret Service agents front
Washington for not being cooperative about and rear, nobody was going slap her on the
some vague plan for the feds and the locals head.
And while Nancy was saying "say no,''
to get together in a new drug war. The
mayor just as vaguely says that isn't true, her husband's administration was playing
he'd be happy to cooperate.
footsie with the countries that pump the
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dope into this country. We were giving
them financial aid. Its even believed that
some of the Contra leaders — described by
Ron as the moral equivalent of our founding fathers — were in the drug business.
Maybe I missed something in history class,
but when did George Washington sell
cocaine?
Basically, the war on drugs has been,
and will continue to be, a fraud. There
aren't enough cops in the cities to deal with
all the local peddlers and users. There
aren't enough jails to house them.
Part of that problem is that the federal
government doesn't want to waste money
on cities. It can put our billions to better
use at the Pentagon. We can blow up the
Soviet Union 10 times, but D.C. can't spare
a few bucks so a woman can safely meet
her husband for dinner.
Part of the problem is the people in
Washington who make foreign policy and
look at the big picture don't want to offend
our friends, the drug-dealing nations.
I don't wish harm to anyone, but their
attitudes might change if a few White
House and State Department wives didn't
make it to dinner alive.
And part of the problem is the odd notion
that we can't use our military against drug
merchants.

Today In History
Today is Friday, April 14, the 104th day of 1989. There arc 261 days
lett in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 14, 1865, President Abraham Lincoln was shot and mortally
wounded by John Wilkes Booth while attending the comedy "Our American Cousin" at Ford's Theater in Washington. The president died the following morning.
On this date:
In 1759, George Frideric Handel died in London.
In 1775. the first American society for the abolition of slavery was
organized by Benjamin Franklin and Benjamin Rush.
In 1828. the first edition of Noah Webster's "American Dictionary of
the English Language" was published.
In 1902, J.C. Penney opened his first store in Kemmerer, Wyo.
In 1912, the supposedly unsinkable RMS Titanic ran into an iceberg in
the North Atlantic and began sinking.
In 1931. King Alfonso XIII of Spain went into exile, and the Spanish
Republic was proclaimed.
In 1939, the motion picture "Wuthering Heights," starring Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier, premiered in New York City.
In 1945, American planes firebombed Tokyo and damaged the Japanese
imperial palace.
In 1956. Ampex Corporation demonstrated its first commercial videotape recorder.
In 1981. the first test flight of America's first operational space shuttle,
the Columbia, ended successfully as the orbiter landed at Edwards Air
Force Base in California.
In 1986, Americans got first word of a U.S. air raid on Libya.
Ten years ago: Flash floods spawned by two days of driving rains
forced several thousand people to flee their homes in Mississippi and
Alabama.
Fke years ago: In his weekly radio address, President Ronald Reagan
announced he had ordered S32 million in emergency arms shipments for
El Salvador.
One year ago: Afghanistan, Pakistan, the United States and the Soviet
nun signed agreements providing for the withdrawal of Soviet forces
from Afghanistan and creation or a non-aligned Afghan state.
Today's birthdays: Actor Sir John Gielgud is 85. Former network news
Richard Salant is 75. Actor Rod Steiger is 64. Actor Anthony
Perkins is 57. Country singer Loretta Lynn is 54. Actress Julie Christie is
48. Baseball manager Pete Rose is 48.
Thought for today: "As 1 would not be a slave, so 1 would not be a
master. This expresses my idea of democracy." — Abraham Lincoln,
Is09-1865.
By The Associated Press
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Ten years ago
of America winning honors at DisKeith Smith. son of Mr. ..4(4ct FFA Day included Andy
Mr, Richard R. Smith and Rogers, Howard Steely, Preston
Murray High School. has Barrett, Glenn Rogers, Hamp
'elected as a Presidential Brooks, Charles Eldridge, Wayne
at Murray State University.-- Ezell, Ralph Oliver, Jimmy
Kelic Berry, 7, student at Thompson, Charles Byers, Charles
Rw)ertNon Elementary School. was Tutt. Walter Steely and Nelson
120 children chosen to rep- Key. Charles Leroy Eldridge is
their counties during "We advisor.
You Kentucky" luncheon on
The 50-member Freed-Hardernan
\IL1r.r. 31 at Frankfort. She is
College Chorus and Quartet will
4.:111 Vharlann, wife, and Ely present a concert on April 21 at
daughter. of Gov. Julian
College Church of Christ. •
ar7oil
Mrs. Price Doyle of Captain
irginia Nell Flora and Dowell
Ke. Ryan were married recently at Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of American Revolution
I-:rst Baptist Church. Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spiceland will attend the National DAR Consill he married for 50 years on gress to be held in Washington,
D.C.
April 17.
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
An effort is being made to have
State funds will be used to help
:mance construction of a new Clarks River dredged to present the
5200.629 library project in Murray, annual overflowing of many acres
according to Kentucky Governor of rich farm land in Calloway and
•
Louie B. Nunn. The building will other counties.
High
Grove
Lynn
at
Seniors
be built on Main Street.
Dean Crutchfield will give a School will present a play, "Amazreport on his six weeks' mission ing Grace," on April 15 at the
trip in India at Green Plain Church school. Cast Members are Gerald
Dunaway, Hilda Jo McCamish,
of Christ tonight.
Births reported include a boy to Glen Rogers, Earl Spann, Larue
Mr. and Mrs. John Coleman, a girl Jones. Annette Butterworth, Billy
to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Outland and Howard, Lili Myers, Bobby Wila boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Mikul- son. Annie Jones and Wanda
Lamb. Huron Jeffrey is sponsor.
cik, April 9.
Mrs. Glindel Reaves will play
Thirty years ago
the marimba at Easter service on
Members of Murray Training
April 17 at Bell City Baptist
School Chapter of Future Farmers Church.

I'm not suggesting that we have tanks
rolling down Dopeville Street or Marines
storming crack houses. But is it unthinkable to have Army troops along the Mexican
border? Would it be rude to use the Air
Force to chase air drug shipments? Would
it be an inconvenience to admirals If the
Navy searched out drug boats?
As for the crisis in prison space, I've
never understood why prisons have to be
more expensive to build than luxury housing.
When there are wars, no-frill prison
camps are built, simple and cheap. Barracks surrounded by high barbed-wire
fences, maybe electrified, with armed
guard towers, searchlights and mean dogs.
We have vast stretches of useless, remote
land in this country, perfectly suitable for
prison camps. True, inmates might not
learn a useful trade or earn a college
degree, and visitors might have a long
journey. But life is tradeoffs. The criminals
might be unhappy, but nice people will be
safer.
So, if we are going to have a genuine war
on drugs, we need a new drug slogan. Why
doesn't everyone out there drop a post card
to the White House with this slogan on it?
"Say No To Bull—!"
Cogynatt INS

The Chap Tribune

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
Senate. Veashington,

D.( . 20510

TAKING .-IM A1 111(;11(AA 1:14\MI-1NT PRINTING COSTS
It's easy to talk about the federal deficit, hut the real
challenge is to find sound and last Mu way s to actually do somethin!! about it.
We usually talk about eliminating hie chunks of the deficit
by cutting billions of dollars from our most s isible programs.
HID I am cons inced that we also can makc real prouress hy chipping assay at unnecessary- spending in ek erm nook and cranny oh
the federal government.
I am happy to report that I has e recently taken on an additional responsibility -- the chairmanship of the .loint Conrile a hem,
gressional Committee on Printing -- that u.s
into
praetice.
opportunity' to put this idea
Our federal government spends over a billion dollars a year
I or printing operations desnined to bring ilal information to as
many- of our citirens as possible. I already hose begun to act on
a . helief that we can do this job and still sac e millions of dollars
Dl sarious aspects of these operations.
We are supposed to he sac ing money through a lass requiring that all federal agencies deal ss ith a central printer -- our
Gos eminent Priming Office. But a numher of agencies are dismestatdirtst this lass. As a result, 1 hose asked our conl2ressional
appropriations comnUttees to stop letting these agencies use taxpayers' InOneN to bypass the ‘er- 01 lice Net Up to handle slur printing operations in the most economical cc
In one effort to cut costs, the(to‘ eminent Printing Office
sometimes contracts out work to pris ate priming firms. One of
my goals in the IOI st mtge., will he to expand this practice
to 120 more dOnC in a faster and less costly process ins()king less
go\ eminent paperss or k
number of Kentucky printers relitilarl c‘ in federal coiltracts. awarded on a loss -bid basis to assure the hest satire for
our tax dollars. Our state's highly. competitk e printing industry'
ranks 21st among the states in ()serail printing and I I th in engra% ing and platemaking. With 129 firms, this billion-dollar industry has increased its employment 11 16 percent o‘er six years.
I hope to see this trend continue. with Kentuckians becoming increasingly act ice in the competition for go\ ernInent
In another economy 'lime, I hose asked sec eral hundred
e\ecuti\e-branch agencies to stop using high -cost paper and other
materials I or elaborate, colorful 1)10s:11UL-es to tultill such simple
requirements as annual reports to Congress.
Some agencies, such as our National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, must use special techniques to cons ey important
scientific information to the public. But we can do without some
10-page
of the costly publications th hose come to my at
gosernment folders costing S a copy, for instance. This over1y. elaborate approach to printing is a go‘ernment-\‘ide problem,
and I ant determined to do something about it during this
Congress.
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Coming community events announced

Pack 73 winners named

ty

Friday, April 14
Works by Murray State University art students completed during
the current academic year will be
on display on main level of Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. A reception will be
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
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Cub Scout Pack 73 held its annual Pinewood Derby on Saturday,
March 4, at Southwest Elementary School gymnasium. Finalists in the
Downhill competition from the 38 cubs who participated were as follows: Tigers - Gold Medalist, Michael Windsor, Silver Medalist, Billy
Nored; Wolves - Gold Medalist, Chris Jones, Silver Medalist, Erick
Hicks; Bears Den 2 - Gold Medalist, Adam Nance, Silver Medalist,
Reese Adams; Bears Den 3 - Gold Medalist, Kyle Owens, Silver
Medalist, John Eric Yezerski; Webelos Den 1 - Gold Medalist, Brad
Wilson, Silver Medalist, Michael Hicks; Webelos Den 2 - Gold Medalist, .Jesse Owens, Silver Medalist, Jared Lencki. Pictured are the overall winners with the fastest cars from the 12 finalists - 1st place trophy, Adam Nance, second place trophy, Michael Windsor, and third
place trophy, Billy Nored. Ribbons were also awarded to each den for
the best looking, best designed and most original cars.
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Miss West Kentucky Pageant
The Miss West Kentucky Pageant will be Saturday, April 29, at the
Executive Inn, Paducah. The winner will enter the Kentucky State
Pageant with the winner to compete for the title of Miss America. To
qualify, a woman must be between the ages of 17 and 26 and be a high
school graduate by Labor Day preceding here competition in Atlantic
City, N.J. Contestants will be judged in private interview, evening gown,
swimsuit and the presentation of her talent. Last year's winner, Tammy
Wells of Princeton, a student at Murray State University, will be a guest
at the pageant. An open pageant will also be held with six age groups for
girls, 1 through 17, from any state. There will be several optional events.
For morc information contact Debbrah Hooks, regional director, Rt. 2,
Box 64, Eddyville, Ky., 42038 or call 1-545-3263 or 1-545-3263.

DeShields have son April 4
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Allen DeShields of E-16 Coach Estates, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Scott Allen, weighing eight pounds nine ounces,
measuring 211/2 inches, born on Tuesday, April 4, at 1:39 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Pamela Pendel. Grandparents are Mrs. Maria Pendel and the late Adolf Pendel of
Fancy Farm, and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Farris of Murray.

Stalls announce birth of daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Stalls of Murray are the parents of a daughter,
Randa Jo, weighing seven pounds 15 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born
on Tuesday, April 11, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
one son, Derck Lynn, 6. Grandparents are Jodie Hatcher, Hank and Edith
Hatcher, Lucy Stalls and the late Walter Stalls.

Robinson graduates law course
Marine Corps Pvt. 1st Class Michael R. Robinson, son of Ron L. and
Shirley Robinson of 1604 Belmont Ct., Murray, has graduated from the
U.S. Air Force law enforcement specialist course at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas. He studied general law enforcement duties, tactics, weapons
training, physical apprehension and restraint and earned credits toward an
associate degree in applied science through the Community College of the
Air Force. He is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School.

Dogwood Trail opens Monday
Opening night of the lighted Dogwood Trail in Paducah is planned for
Monday, April 17. During April, the dogwood trees in the Paducah area
abound in blossom. The lighted trail extends 12 miles throughout the city
where residents spotlight dogwood trees and blooming garden areas during the Dogwood Celebration beginning April 17 and continuing as long
as the dogwoods bloom. A public reception will be Monday. April 17, at
6:30 p.m. with the Paducah Symphony String Quartet performing in the
rotunda and the Paducah Woman's Club Art Show on display. For more
information on tours, etc., call Paducah Tourist Commission, 1-443-8783.

URRAY
MOVIES

Saturday, April 15
"Romeo and Juliet" wil! be presented at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theatre
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team will play Morehead
State at new Reagan Field. DedicaGames will be played at 8 p.m. tion of the field will be at 1 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is prior to the start of the game.
for members only.
Events in Land Between the
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 Lakes will include Bird Walk at 9
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South a.m. and Morel Mushroom Hunt at
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
1:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; West Kentucky Dogwood
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Classic (Bike Race) at 10 a.m.,
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30 Wagon Rides at 1:30 and 2:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m., and Egg Incubation at 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
Basement Bunch Sunday School
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Soap
Class will have a 50's GetMaking at 2 p.m. at
Together of First Christian Church
Homcplacc - 1850.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Take Me
Back Cafe.
Sunday, April 16
AA
will
have a closed meeting at
Events at First United Methodist
4
p.m.
at
American
Legion buildChurch will include Senior Adult
ing, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Fellowship at 11:45 a.m. and SinFor information call 759-4j059 or
gles Class at 7 p.m.; also Confir753-7663.
mation Class Cookout will be at
Doyle home at 5:30 p.m.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to carpool to dinner
and miniature golf. For information
Saturday, April 15
call Pamela at 753-7638.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet following noon luncheon
Reception for Artist Nancy Folin lakeside home of Mrs. Morgan
lis will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in
Sisk.
meeting room of Calloway Public
Library.
Murray Civitan Club will sponsor Yellow Tag Day in behalf of
Gospel singing featuring The
Special Olympics programs for
Faithrnen will be at 1:30 p.m. at
handicapped persons today.
Chestnut General Baptist Church.
Alford Lodge No. 925 of Free
and Accepted Masons will have a
ham breakfast from 6 to 10 a.m. at
lodge at Aurora. The public is
invited.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 5 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building to carpool
to Nashville, Tenn., for a 50s
dance. For information call Pamela
at 753-7638.
Sibling Class (free) will be at 10
a.m. in education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple, Streets.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Couples' Bridge with Carmon
and Crystal Parks as hosts will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Murray State University
Women's Tennis Team will play
Universily of Louisville at 9 a.m.
and UT-Martin at 2 p.m. on varsity
courts.
The local soccer officials clinic
that is being sponsored by the Murray Calloway County Soccer Association on April 15-16 will be held
at North Elementary School. North
Elementary is located on North
16th Street Extended. All participants who have pre-registered
should be at North Elementary by
8:15 a.m. Anyone who has not
registered for the clinic may still
sign up on Saturday morning at 8
a.m. at North Elementary.

MAL

GIFT

REGISTRY

Today is "Habitat for Humanity
Sunday" in several churches in
Murray and Calloway County. For
information call 753-3824.
Murray Art Guild will have an
exhibit of Princeton Art Guild
members' works on exhibit from I
to 4 p.m.
Bethel-Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Men will meet Sunday,
at 7:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party
for their regular monthly meeting.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include The Second
Great Awakening at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon Rides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. and Egg Incubation at 3 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Turtles of LBL at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center.
Monday, April 17
Reservations for luncheon by
Christian Women's Club of Murray
for Tuesday at Seven Seas should
be made by noon today with Linda
Salley, 753-8016, or Freda Lovett,
753-3999.
Purchase Area Development District Board of Directors will meet
at 5 p.m. at PADD office,
Mayfield.
Prepared Childbirth Class, Session I, will meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
Masonic odge, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
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Huge Skate Floor Plus 10,000 Sq
Ft Play Area 75 Bikes, Scooters,
Skateboards, Pogo Balls, Small
'rampoiine, and Stainless Steel 1'2
Pipe, Skid and Launch Ramps
Adm. $4.00; Church $3.50;
Family $3.25
Parents 25c Sat. Afternoon Free Birthday Room)
Thurs 7 30-10. Fn 8 Sat Night
730-10 30, Sat Afternoon 24

Circus Skate
IN U.S.A."
-LARGES
U.S. 641 N. 753-9622

We are pleased to announce
that Anita Hill. bride-elect of
Randy Dawson, has made her
domestic and houseware selec(ions from our bridal registry.
Anita and Randy will be mar
tied June 17. 1989.

Monday, April 17

We are pleased to announce
that Clarissa Thorn, bride-elect
of Mike Willey. has made her
domestic and houseware selections from our bridal registry.
Clarissa and Mike will be mar
ried May 20. 1989.

WAI:MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-8

1JOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-8

Bible Class (nondenon irrational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

Advanced scheduling for 1989
summer and fall terms at Murray
State University will be from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. in Curris Center
ballroom.

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

•

30%- 50% off
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thrut the end of April
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Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of April 17 to
21 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Judy Hina, food service
directors for Calloway County and
Murray City Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Elementary breakfast
Monday - honeybun; Tuesday biscuit/sausage gravy; Wednesday
whole wheat toast/jelly; Thursday - ham on biscuist; Friday French toast stix/syrup. Cereal,
milk and juice are available daily.
East, North, Southwest
Monday - corn dog or chicken
fillet sandwich; Tuesday - beef
nuggets or turkey club sandwich;
Wednesday - pizza or tuna salad
sandwich; Thursday - barbecued
chicken or hamburger; Friday spaghetti/meat sauce or hot ham
and cheese. Fruits, vegetables,
fries, desserts, milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - burrito/chili or hamburger; Tuesday - chicken nuggets
or footlong hot dog; Wednesday lasagne or tuna salad sandwich;
Thursday - turkey and dressing or
cheeseburger; Friday - corn dog or
deli ham sandwich. Pizza, salad
bar, fruits, vegetables, fries, milk
and fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway High
Monday - crispy steak or grilled
cheese/vegetable soup; Tuesday turkey and dressing or rcuben sandwich; Wednesday - barbecued
chicken or pizzaburger; Thursday
- spaghetti/meat sauce or turkey
club sandwich; Friday - taco bar
or corn dog. Fruits, vegetables,
salad bar, pizza, fries, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
MURRAY CITY

WAI:MART

Monday, April 17
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house. Members note
change in time.

•

Theatres

Disorganized
Crime al
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Elementary breakfast
Monday - buttered toast and jelly; Tuesday - peach turnover;
733-00115
‘ 6;11

Wednesday - cereal; Thursday poptart; Friday - donut. Fruit or
fruit juice and milk are available
daily.
Robertson
Monday - hamburger or grilled
cheese; Tuesday - pizza or tuna
fish sandwich; Wednesday - hot
dog or taco salad; Thursday - oven
baked chicken and rolls or peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Friday pizza or vegetable soup and sandwich. Choice of fruits and vegetables and milk are available daily.
Carter
Monday - hot ham and cheese or
Sloppy Joe; Tuesday - hamburger
or roast beef on bun; Wednesday taco and salad or grilled cheese;
Thursday - pizza or peanut butter
sandwich; Friday - chicken nuggets w/sauce or submarine. Choice
of fruits and vegetables and milk
are available daily.
Middle, High breakfast
Monday - poptart; Tuesday cinnamon toast; Wednesday bacon and toast; Thursday blueberry muffin; Friday - donut.
Fruit or fruit juice, milk and cereal
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - crispto w/cheese or
Hoagie; Tuesday - burritoes or
club sandwich; Wednesday lasagna w/rolls or 'submarine;
Thursday - French bread pizza or
ham sandwich; Friday - fish sandwich w/cheese or chicken fried
steak. French fries, pizza, choice of
fruits and vegetables, milk and fruit
drink are available daily.
Murray High
Monday - barbecued pork sandwich or fish sandwich w/cheese;
Tuesday - bacon cheeseburger or
ficstada; Wednesday - spaghetti w/
meat sauce and French bread or
ribette; Thursday - chicken fried
steak or grilled cheese; Friday deli ham on bun or chili w/cheese
and crackers. Hamburgers, pizza,
french fries, baked potatoes, choice
of fruits and vegetables, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.

1118 Smith 12th street
- Infant dim 1,4
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

Forsch older
but happier
than Abbott

Levitation trick

Mahoney sees progress
despite Racers'injuries
Staff Ritport
away Slats Sports

•:'

44-

Information

Wrapping up the second week of spring practices and looking forward
to a public scrimmage at Lone Oak High School on Friday, Murray State
football head coach Mike Mahoney has been pleased with the progress
being made by those able to practice, and disappointed that several young
players are sidelined by injury.
On the sidelines for the duration of spring drills are defensive backs
Terrence Petty and William Hostin, defensive tackle Bernard Cannon and
fullback Tony Brown.
"Having Petty, Hostin and Cannon out hurts defensively because they
were three freshmen who played last year and needed the spring ball time
to fully develop into the quality sophomores I think they're going to be,"
said Mahoney, who is in preparation for his third season at the MSU
helm.
"Brown is out with a knee injury from last fall, and that hurts him a
little bit. He needs to work."
Highlighting the players who arc performing well in practice is tailback
Philip Porter, who Mahoney said is challenging returnees DWayfIC Depp
and Kenny Flagg.
"He's making a move at tailback, pushing Dcpp and Flagg,- Mahoney
said. "He's working himself into some playing time and earning 4
scholarship."
At fullback, a battle is shaping up between Conrad Reynolds and
Michael Davis. "They're neck and neck right now." Mahoney said. "Conrad's a little better blocker. Michael's a little better runner, so in two
players we've got exactly what we're looking for."
At tight end, a year's experience is paying off for rookies Chris Mays
and Rick Nagy.
"Mays is having an excellent spring," Mahoney said. "Nags''s improved
from last year. so we've got two sophomore tight ends that arc getting
better every day."
The offensive line, anchored by returning veteran tackles Eric Crigler
and Richard Watson, is solid with the continued improvement of guard
Keith Askin and Steve Broughton, who must fill the void left by All-Ohio
Valley Conference center Marshall Sills.
"Broughton is emerging at center, as we thought he would," Mahoney
said. "Crigler and Watson are rock-solid."
Defensively, Shelton Burruss has moved from outside linebacker to
safety to shore up a depleted secondary, which has been hit by graduation
and injury. Of primary concern, though, is the defensive line.
"The tackles are still going to need help from the two junior college
players we have coming in," Mahoney said. referring to Texas JUCO
transfers James Lee of Cisco Junior College in Abilene and Corey Lee of
Tyler Junior College in LaPorte.
"Our returning players are looking good at defensive end, and Ridley
Jones, a walk-on from Paducah Tilghman who transferred in from Kentucky State, made some plays in the first scrimmage which caught our
eye. He runs well and is still learning the position, but he makes some
plays. He has that ability. When Bernard Cannon gets back and the two
jucos get in, we'll have a good line by September 2.• • •
The scrimmage at Lone Oak is scheduled to begin at 7:30 and will
serve two purposes, according to Mahoney.
"First, spring ball is a drudgery and the scrimmage is right at the halfway point of spring ball," he said. "With this scrimmage, we get off campus and do something a little different. We give them the weekend off so
we can scrimmage on Friday.
"Second, it gives the people of Lone Oak and Paducah a chance to
come out and see what a Division 1-AA team looks like,- he added.
"Hopefully we'll put on a good enough show that some of the people up
there will want to come to Murray and watch us in the fall.• • •
Willie Peete, an assistant coach for the Green Bay Packers and father of
University of Southern California quarterback and Heisman Trophy candidate Rodney Peete, will be one of the featured speakers at the 1989 Murray State University Football Coaches' Clinic on Friday and Saturday,
April 21 and 22 at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The clinic, which is open to high school. Pop Warner and Little League
football coaches, will feature in-depth discussion of such areas as the
Green Bay passing game by Peete; the triple-option offense by Paul Paryin, htad coach at J.0. Johnson High School in Huntsville, Ala.; the 50
defense by Tom Duffy, head coach at Fort Thomas Highlands, and; seminars on Racer football drdls and tactics.
Cost of the clinic is SIO, which includes admission to all seminars, support material for each seminar, a social hour on Friday evening and lunch
on Saturday afternoon.
For more information on the clinic, contact the Racer football office at
762-6181.

The ball — and the game — were up in the air when the Calloway infield held this mound meeting with
their game with Tilghman tied at 2-2 in the sixth. The Lakers went on to defeat the state's eighth-ranked
Start photo by Daniel T. Parker
team, 5-4 with three runs in the bottom of the seventh.

Walters and Bloom convicted of fraud
CHICAGO (AP) — Sports agents Norby Walters
and Lloyd Bloom were intimidating players in the
game of college athletics, but a federal jury outmuscled them.
The New York-based agents were convicted
Thursday of defrauding two universities by using
cash to lure college athletes into signing improper
representation contracts, and of threatening to harm
clients at other schools if they tried to rtege.
"The sad part may be that, ultimately, nobody
won," said Bob Woolf. the Boston-based dean of
sports agents, whose clients include football star Joe
Montana and basketball's Larry Bird.
"We've sent a very sobering message to unscru-

pulous agents, we've alerted schools to a problem
that is still festering, maybe we've even put some
kids and their families on notice that this kind of
business won't be tolerated.
"But the problem won't go away without some
fundamental changes ... until schools pay the kids on
scholarship enough to avoid the bribes ..."
- A U.S. District Court jury deliberated 40 hours
over six days before convicting Walters, 58, and
Bloom, 29, on charges of 'racketeering, conspiracy,
racketeering conspiracy and mail fraud.
Judge George Marovich scheduled a hearing today
on the government's request for forfeitures of
(Cont'd on page 7)

Sooner players ordered to stand trial
NORMAN, Okla. (AP) — Attorneys for three former Oklahoma football players ordered to stand trial
on first-degree rape charges say they have gusted
preparing their defense by taking aim at "damaging
testimony" from one witness.
Special District Judge Gary Purcell on Thursday
ordered Nigel Clay, Glen Bell and Bernard Hall
bound over for trial because of an alleged gang rape
Jan. 21 in an athletic dormitory. The men are scheduled to be formally arraigned on Wednesday.
In addition, Purcell ordered Hall and Clay to stand
trial on charges of furnishing liquor to a minor.
His ruling followed four days of preliminary' hearings, during which former player Jimmy Fennell

detailed how he watched all three rape the 20-yearold Oklahoma City woman.
"The only damaging testimony came from Jimmy'
Fennell and we don't think that testimony was
believeable," said Fred Schaeffer, Hall's attorney.
Fennell. who described during testimony Wednesday. how the three men took turns raping the woman
in Clay's bedroom, also had admitted he lied to
authorities when he initially was asked about the
incident.
"We're not through with Mr. Fennell," said Charles Cox, the attorney for Bell. "Fennell's testimony
was damaging hut this is the third different story he
has given."

Capitols, Red Local sports
Wings ousted
from playoffs
By KEN RAPPOPORT
For the Washington Capitals, it
was a familar scenario. Not so for
the Detroit Red Wings.
But the results were the same for
both — an early knockout in the
Stanley Cup playoffs.
"We were never at peace with
ourselves, not enjoying the season." Detroit coach Jacques
Demers said after his team was
routed 7-1 by the underdog Black hawks in the Norris Division semifinals Thursday night. "The Black hawks outhustled us and had fun. I
don't think we were ever in the
series. The two games we won at
home kept us from embarrassing
ourselves,''
The Capitals, meanwhile, were
beaten by Philadelphia 4-3 in the
Patrick Division, marking the
seventh straight year that they failed to make it out of the divisional
playoffs.
In other playoff action. Los
Angeles and Vancouver stayed
alive in the Smythe playoffs, the
Kings winning at Edmonton 4-1
and the homestanding Canucks
whipping Calgary 6-3. That tied
each series at three games apiece
and set up a seventh and deciding
game Saturday night, when Edmonton will play at Los Angeles and
Vancouver at Calgary

Bad-hop bounce lifts Lakers
Staff Report
Murray Laidipor & Timers Sports

AP Hocks)
, Wrttor

By The Associated Press
Bob Forsch knows he's nearing
the end of his major league career
and is just happy to be pitching.
Jim Abbott is just beginning his
career, but he'd be happier if his
California Angel teammates would
score some runs.
"I'm not upset because I'm not
starting," Forsch said Thursday
after earning the victory as Houston's fifth pitcher in the Astros'
4-2, 15-inning victory' over the Los
Angeles Dodgers. "We've got five
of tile best starters around.
"There aren't too many teams
who need 39-year-old long relievers. I'm just glad I made the
team."
Abbott made his second pro start
Thursday and once again the
Angels were shut out, losing 5-0 to
the Oakland Athletics„.
"I'm trying to keep everything
in perspective," Abbott said of the
lack of runs. "Those things even
up, the good and the bad. It would
be nice if I could keep us at an
even keel, not let us fall behind.
It's harder to get runs when you're
down."
The Dodgers know about that
after being shut out on one hit over
the final four innings by Forsch,
1-0.
Fact is, Forsch would have
pitched a lot longer had the Astros
not broken through in the 15th to
decide the four-hour, 16-minute
marathon.
"It was nice to have a veteran
come in and give us some
innings," Houston manager Art
Howe said. "He was out there for
the duration, he just didn't know. it.
(Reliever Juan) Agosto had thrown
three days in a row and I sure
wasn't going to run a starter out
there."
When told of Howc's remarks,
Forsch smiled and said, "Oh, is
that right? I'm sure glad it ended,
thcn. I had pitched a third of an
inning yesterday, but I felt fine. I
hadn't pitched for about a week
before that. It's nice to stan out
with a win on the road trip."
Houston's victory spoiled the
Dodgers' home opener and dropped
the defending World Series champions to 3-6.
Abbott, who made his professional debut with a 4 2-3 inning
stint in a 7-0 loss to Seattle last
Saturday night, pitched six innings
against Oakland.
He allowed four runs, two
unearned, and nine hits while striking out four.
"I'm feeling more confident in
myself, more and more confident in
being here," Abbott said. "It's
hard not to win the first couple of
games, but if I can keep my confidence, keep the confidence of my
teammates and the club, that will
breed a good outing."
Mike Moore allowed no runs and
three hits in eight innings for Oak(Cont'd on page 7)

A rough infield and smooth
pitching from Alan Bazzell combined to lift the Calloway County
Lakers over the state's eighthranked Paducah Tilghman Blue
Tornado Thursday afternoon in
Murray.
Johnny Ahart bounced a
checked-swing grounder over the
shortstop's glove in the bottom of
the seventh inning to score the winning run in Calloway's 5-4 decision. "We ruled it an error," said
Laker coach Randy McCallotf. "But
our infield was awful generous."
Bazzell, meanwhile, was stingy,
going the distance to pick up his
third win by checking Tilghman on
seven hits and 11 strikeouts. "He
pitched a whale of a game,"
McCallon noted.
McCallon noted the Lakers
"didn't execute a couple of times,"
but was generally well-pleased
with the win, Calloway's sixth of

the year against three losses.
After a leadoff run by Tilghman,
Calloway tied the game in the bottom of the first when Pookie Jones
scored from third on a strikeoutpassed ball.
Jones then ended a potential rally in the second, throwing out Tremayne Donald at the plate to end
the inning after Tilghman had
scored a run to regain the lead.
Calloway tied the game when
David Potts scored on a wild pitch
in the fourth.
Tilghman had a chance to take
the lead in the sixth when their leadoff batter drew a walk, took second on a wild pickoff throw and
stole third when Calloway was
slow to cover the base on a buntdefense play.
With one out, the Lakers got out
of the inning when Bazzell struck
out a Tilghman batter for the second out and the third strike got
away from catcher Joey Waller.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Sports notice

Murray High's James Westphal pulled away — FAR away — from the rest of the runners during the final
lap of the one-mile event at Murray High School Thursda$ afternoon.
Sistr photo by Daniel T Parker

Soccer clinic has been moved
The local soccer officials' clinic that is being sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association on April 15-16 will be
held at North Elementary School, located on North 16th Street
Extended. All participants who have pre-registered should be at
North Elementary by 8:15 a.m. Saturday. Anyone who has not registered
iemenmta
ayry.still sign up on Saturday morning at 8 a.m. at North
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Evel Knievel became famous 22 years ago by breaking nearly every bone
in his body when he crashed while trying to jump his motorcyle over the
fountains at Ceasar's Palace in Las Vegas, Nev. A few years later, daredevil
Gary Wells didn't become as famous, but was in the same (cntical) condition after duplicating Kruevel's attempt — and failure — in 1980.
Vroom, vroom. Make way for Robbie Knievel, Evel's 26-year-o10 son,
who expects to soar some 180 feet as he tnes to clear a 150-foot gap
between ramps and land successfully on the other side of the fountains
tonight in the front parking lot of the Stnp resort.
The younger Knievel has the advantage of better technology, Including a
laser system that will align the ramps perfectly. He is guaranteed 5250,000
for simply trying the stunt, and could earn much more if a pay-per-view TV
package takes off.
What does his dad think? "No matter how much money he makes, he's
got to be alive tc collect it," Evel warned.
"I figure my chances are about 90 percent of making it," Robbie said. "I
don't feel any fear at all about the jump. I'm not going to let myself feel
that way."
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Third-grade winners in the Calloway County Little League
basketball program included (front, left to right) Roger Houk,
Craig Coles, Josh Herndon and Sammy Ingram (back) Aaron
Noffsinger, David Johnson and Tim Stark. Shown with the winners is Calloway head coach Craig Morris.
Does he even LOOK like a horse?
Would you bet on a racehorse that "eats slow, dnnks water slow and
walks like a cow?" According to trainer Bud Delp, however, Dispersal, one
of the favorites in tomorrow's Blue Grass Stakes at Keerieland, also "runs
fast. He runs like a cat."
The three-year old has run fast enough to win his last three starts and
could be an entry in the May 6 Kentucky Derby, depending on his showing
tomorrow.
Owned by Harry and Tom Meyerhoff (who also owned Spectacular Bid),
Dispersal did not race as a two-year-old due to shin problems. Judging by
Delp's cow comments, it could have been "calf' problems that sidelined the
thoroughbred.

Thanks for the memories
Memories don't come cheap — at least, memorabilia doesn't.
A signed jersey from the 40-homer, 40-stolen base 1988 season of Jose
Canseco goes for $2,500, half the cost of an onginal Mickey Mantle baseball card (but you can get a recent Mantle autograph for only $30 or so).
And a handwritten love letter from Willie Mays, the "Say Hey" kid, is
worth about $100, guesses its owner, Ron Gordon of Albuquerque, N.M.
Former greats like Mantle and Joe DiMaggio can make up to S30,000
plus expenses for a couple of hours' worth of autograph signing now —
more than enough to cover any stiff arms.

Speaking of stiff arms...
Fernando Valenzuela may be back, but his fastball is gone, says Kevin
Mitchell of the San Francisco Giants. "It was like some softball games I
played in," said Mitchell, who hit a three-run homer in the first inning of
Wednesday's 3-1 win over Valenzuela and the Dodgers.
Valenzuela allowed only two more hits through 4 1-3 innings, but the
Giants say they clocked the southpaw's fastball at no higher than 81 mph.
Valenzuela, 0-2, was disabled last July with a stretched anterior capsule in
his left shoulder.

And stiff necks...
Eight-time All-Pro defensive tackle Randy White — now starring with
his mom in fast-food seafood commercials — announced his retirement
from the Dallas Cowboys because of a lingering neck injury.
"Fourteen years of pounding caught up to me," said White, who was
praised by former Cowboys' coach Tom Landry as one of the greatest players in the club's history.
White is suffenng from a bulging disc in his neck which has limited his
range of motion and made it difficult for him to raise his head from a downposition stance.
Another pain in the neck, new Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson, had no
comment after heanng of White's decision. White didn't realistically figure
into Johnson's plans to reconstruct an aging and injury-plagued defensive
line.
White's departure leaves only quarterback Danny White, defensive end
Ed Jones and center Tom Rafferty as survivors from the Cowboys' 1977-78
Super Bowl teams.

(Cont'd from page
Waller retrieved the ball and
checked the runner at third before
firing to Potts at first for the out.
Potts then fired the ball across the
infield to Travis Turner, who
slapped the tag on the straying
baserunner for the third out.
Tilghman, however, scored two
runs in the top olthe seventh on a
single and two doubles.
"We kept our heads up," McCalIon said of the Lakers. "They had
that look in their eyes — everyone
felt like we could win the
ballgame."
Patrick OR started the inning by
drawing a walk, and Jones followed with a single. A wild pitch
advanced both runners, and Greg
Lassiter scored Orr on a sacrifice
fly.
Jones then stole third base, and
Tilghman walked Bazzell. McCalIon then called for the "run and
hit," with Joey Waller slapping the
hall into the hole vacated by the
shortstop for the game-tying hit.
Bazzell was thrown out at third
on the play, but Potts kept the
inning going with a two-out single
and Tilghman issued an intentional
walk to Turner to load the bags for
Ahart's game-winning bad-hop
grounder.
Calloway travels to Marshall
County this afternoon.
Graves Co. 6
Murray High 5
(8 innings)
The Tigers suffered their second
straight one-run loss of the' year,
spoiling fine pitching with pourous
defense that accounted for five
costly errors.
"We're getting pretty good
pitching," MHS coach Cary Miller
said of the Tigers' 0-2 start.
"We're still making too many
errors.
"We still feel like we're going to
be okay," Miller added, pointing to
the earliness of the season.
Graves jumped out to a 2-0 lead
-- with one run unearned — in the
first inning Thursday, but Murray
came back with three runs in the
second on RBI singles from Robbie
Danner and Chris Hays and a balk
that scored Joey Bazzell.
An unearned run in the third tied
the game for Graves, and a solo
Eagle homer in the fourth put
GCHS on top briefly.
Murray came back with two runs
in the fourth when Doug Payne
singled, advanced on a balk and
error and scored on Hays' second
hit of the game. Another Eagle
error allowed Danner to score, putting Murray ahead 5-4.
Graves picked up another
unearned run in the sixth to tie the
game on two Tiger errors, and the
Eagles won the game with a twoout bloop single over second base.
James Payne, who relieved Allan
Rayburn in the fifth, took the loss
for Murray. The Tigers host Trigg
in a doubleheader this afternoon.
•

•

II

SOFTBALL
The Calloway County Lady Lakers split a twinbill at Heath Thursday, claiming a 5-4 win in the
opening game before losing 3-2 in
the nightcap.
Both games lasted five innings.
In the first game, Heath scored
all four runs in the third inning to
take a 4-0 lead, but Calloway came
back to account for all of their five
runs in the fourth.
Kim Shelton and Angie Miller

Forsch older but happier...
(Cont'd from page 6)
land and Dennis Eckersley
finished.
Abbott got his first major league
grounder — and made his first
error — on a sharp grounder to the
mound by the Carney Lansford in
the second inning.
Abbott, who was born without a
right hand and switches his glove
on and off his left, hadn't made the
switch on the grounder, but he did
knock the ball down and retrieve it

Walters...
(Cont'd from page 6)
$250,000 by Walters and $125,000
by Bloom. Under racketeering
laws, the government can seek to
recover profits which result from
an illegal scheme.
Sentencing was set for the week
of May 23. Walters and Bloom
each face up to 55 years in prison
and fines of up to $1.25 million.
Attorneys for both men promised
they would appeal.
"We'll take them in the next
round," Walters predicted. "We'll
be vindicated."

WERE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR UF-E

American Heart110
Association

in time to throw to first — but the
throw was high and he drew an
error.
"I'd like to get back out there,"
Abbott said. "I feel I'll do better
next time. If I start getting scared,
I'm in trouble."
In the only other games played
in the National League, the Pirates
took a series in Pittsburgh against
New York ;or the first time since
1983 as John Smiley took a one-hit
shutout into the ninth inning, get-

ting relief help from Jeff Robinson
in the 4-2 final, and Derek Lilliquist allowed three hits over 7 1-3
innings in his major league debut
as Atlanta defeated San Diego 4-1.
Elsewhere in the American
League it was Detroit 3, Minnesota
0 on Jeff Robinson's four-hitter;
Boston 9, Cleveland 1 as Roger
Clemens passed the 1,000-strikeout
mark, and; Texas 6, Milwaukee 1
as the Rangers went to 7-1 on the
year.

SPRING SPECIAL
Auto Air Conditioner Service
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Fleer

led off with hits before Krista
Stalls scored both runners with a
single. Stalls advanced to third and
scored on Holly Cherry's sacrifice
fly.
Tina Barrow doubled and Pam
Bucy singled to set the stage for
Erica Muskgrow, who scored the
tying and winning runs with a
double.
In the second game, Heath
scored once in the first and twice
in the second inni,ng. Calloway
punched one run across in the third
and another in the fourth but
stranded the tying run in the fifth
inning.
Muskgrow had two hits in the
opener for Calloway while Miller
delivered two hits in the second
game. Calloway hosts Fulton
County in a doubleheader this
afternoon at the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
TRACK AND FIELD
The Murray High Tiger track
teams split in action on Thursday
afternoon at MHS.
The Tigers finished second
behind Mayfield, 101-93, in boys'
action. Fulton County had 28
points, while Carlisle had eight.
In girls action, Murray walloped
the field with 110 points. Mayfiled
had 27, Fulton County 16.
In boys' action, Jim Hombuckle
finished first in the triple jump and
the high jump with leaps of 40-6
and 6-4, respectively. James
Westphal won the mile run in 5:08,
while Mike Brock took the twomiler in 12:08. Darrin Jones won
the 110 high hurdles in a time of
16.6, and Chaz Carpenter won the
shot put with a throw of 43-6.
The Lady Tigers got twin-win
performances from Ann Greenfield
and Tammy Olive. Greenfield won
the long jump and the high jump
with leaps of 16-8 and 5 feet, while
Olive won the discus and shot put,
with throws of 89 feet and 30-4.
Jenny Bell won the two-mile run
in 15:10, while Christi Bell won
the 800 meters in 2:56. Kelli Massey won the 100 low hurdles in
19.3. The Lady Tiger quartet of
Christi Bell, Greenfield, Jennifer
Parker, and Melvina Urughart took
both the 800 and 400 meter relays.
TENNIS
The Calloway County Lady Laker tennis team downed Marshall
County Thursday afternoon 6-3.
Amy Haskins, at No. I, swept
Marshall's Holly Morgan 8-0.
Rebecca Holt at No. 2, Susan Lax,
at No. 3, and April Woods, at No.
4, were all easy winners. Both Dara
Mitchell at No. 5 and Julie Pittman
dropped 8-4 decisions to Marshall
opponents, while in an exhibition
contest, Anne Paul downed Marshall's Amy Leeper 8-3.
At No. 1 doubles, Haskins and
Holt won 8-2, and at No. 3, Mitchell and Pittrnan downed their Lady
Marshall counterparts 8-6. At No.
2, Lax-Woods fell to Shawn Griffin
and Lori McKendre 8-6.
In boys' action, Calloway
downed Marshall 6-2, with Joey
Baust, Brian Eells, Rob Dennis and
Jay Newton winning in singles play
and Baust-Ray Roberts, Billy Jack
Haskins-Newton, and Eells-Dennis
claiming doubles' wins.
Calloway will face Lone Oak on
Monday.

Donruss
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Score

Major League baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct
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3 625
4
4 500
4 5 444
3
5 375
2 4 333
2 5 286
2 7 222
West Division
W L Pct
7
1 875
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5
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5 4 566
5 5 500
3 6 333
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Streak Home Away
6 2 0- 0
Won 5
4- 1 2-1
Won 3
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4- 2 0- 3
2- 0 1- 5
Won 2
Los! 2 0- 0 2- 4
Lash 2
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1-1), 905 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Boston 9, Cleveland I
Detroit 3, Minnesota 0
Oakland 5, California 0
Texas 6, Milwaukee 1
Only games scheduled

• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Ritsburgh 4, New York 2

Atlanta 4, San Diego 1
Houston 4, Los Angeles 2. 15 innings
Only games scheduled

Friday's Games
Kansas City (Leibrandt 0-0) at Toronto (Key
1-1), 12:35 p.m.
Oakland (Stewart 2-01 at Chicago (Perez
1-01, 1:30 p.m.
Cleveland (Swindell 2-01 at Milwaukee
(Birkbeck 0-0). 6 p.m.
Minnesota (Viola 0-2) at New York (Leiter
0-1), 6:30 p.m.
Baltimore (Schmidt 0-0) at Boston (Dopson
1-0), 6:35 p.m.
Texas (Moyer 1-0) at Detroit (Alexander
1-0), 6:35 p.m.
California (Witt 1-1) at Seattle (Langston

Friday's Games
Montreal (0.1.4artinez 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(Walk 0-1), 6:05 p.m.
Chicago (Sanderson 0-0) at Philadelphia
(Ruffin 0-1), 635 p.m.
New York (Cone 0-1) at St. Louis (Magrane
1-1), 7:35 p.m.
Houston (Scott 1-1) at Los Angeles (Morgan 0-0), 9:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (D.Jackson 1-1) at San Dier
(Show 1-1), 9.05. p.m.
Atlanta (Z.Smith 0-1) at San Francisco
(Reuschel 2-0), 9:35 p.m.

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

Last year we said we're going to be #1.
NOW IT'S OFFICIAL.
CHRYSLER FIVE STAR AWARD
Sourhem Illinois, Keiitucky, West
Tennessee and Southeast Missouri's

ONLY 5 STAR WINNER.
Why? Because we care.
When you buy.
After you buy.

11111 FIVE STAA
SIFRVICI QUALITY ANARD

A car that's "Near Perfect" when you take it home, with
factory trained technicians who fix it right the first time if
it's not. The courtesy of the area's highest rated sales team,
to help you make the right choice and the right deal. After
all.., isn't this what EXPECT THE BEST means to you?

Cain'S

Jeep
Eagle

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray. 753-6448

"The
Pinch"!
Nationwide can help you fight
the financial "pinch" of today's
tough economy
You can now get more
Homeowners insurance
coverage for less money than
you may have paid for equal
protection in the past
Qualified homeowners can
enjoy the added protection of
Nationwide's Elite Homeowners
Policy for no more than the
cost of limited coverage. This is
Nationwide's NW Homeowners
insurance plan that protects
you from more types of losses
than standard homeowners
So don't fight the pinch"
alone.
Call your Nationwide agent
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Rodney Crowell
Southern Pacific
Patty Loveless
Foster & Lloyd

•
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Save $5.00 Off Ticket Price
Save $500 on every ticket when you present an empty Red Man
pouch at the box office Limit one discount per ticket

Pick up $5-off ticket coupons
Listen to WKYQ for details

Offer Good thru May 15

$10 general admission.
Tickets available

753-3571

0

at Stewart

Stadium (M -F 8 a m to
430 pm &Sunset Blvd

Dale Willis
The National Hotel
100 N 6th St -Suite it
753-2508

SERVICE CENTER

Murray. Disc Jockey at
Kentucky Oaks Mal in
Paducah. Gateway Shop0-Rama in DraHenvile
Leach s Music in Parts.
TN & Hunt it Athletics in
in

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
, neatiorwoMaa 4 on your

TWIffri MAU
Ommendlem m116 the MEN Racer Ow&

WARNING

Mayfield Artsts are subiect
to change

bide

Nationwide Mutual F,t• Insurance
Company )40•A• °Nice Columbus. Ohio

•
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Saturday, April 29, 2:00 p.m.
Stewart Stadium • Murray State University

today

95
9
$l

Murra , K .

753-0473
901
Coldwater
Rd.

Nationwide
tackles

Price Includes:
Up To 3 Lbs. Freon,
One Oil Change, Leak Check and
a System Diagnosis.

5 Points
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This page is sonde possible by thee* firms who encovrogo
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SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 Oil• in
7 30 rr
Evening,
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 012 a In
Morning Moratup
11 00• m
[raining Morefup
6 65 pm
I-reusing (floe6 00 pm
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30• rn
Sunday School
10 416 • m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
it 00 a m

ADVENTISTS
ME VE NTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 9 15 • in
Sabbath School
Worship
Sat Ii 00• rn

adS
/
7101‘•

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Woe-ship
4 00 p in
CHERRY CORNER
Smiley Sclool
Wonky
CIIMPil Tramma
Wedmedey

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

CHARLIE'S

Moo,C cro

SAF - -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
We Cost Afford To lie Less Than The Rest
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Weeded* At Whituiell Across front Ledger ITimes)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll 7
Tire Inc...k
753-1489 — 11 05 Pogue ( . Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
8. 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

•C•rtified
Teacher
•Custorn Orders
•Supplim
Rt

1

Murray

753

2540

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
<SR) MERCURY
LINCOLN
7i/ Moot St

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

10
II sm. a a
5
7

L'Inn.*
kl FtSITc ISAPIITIIP m
Sunday School
9 46 a m
Mornirig Worship
10 43• rn
Evening Worship
6 OD p m
V.irdnesclay Mid Weel,
1 00 p rri
ServiceVICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 OD•in
Morning Worship
11 01.)• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
*EST FoR2
Vomitus Worship
II 00 • in
Surt&y IL waning
6 00 p in
Wednesday Evening 7 00 pm
WESTRIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10• in
Worship li a m and 10 50. in
Evening Worship
Spin

am
pea
pm.
p.m.

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 OD • rn
Bunting Worstup
11 00• rn
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 00• in
Evening Services
4 00 p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
C'H'L'RCH
Sunday School
0 66 • in
Morning See-via-0s
li 00 a in
Evening Services
4 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wirdnesday Sera
6 20 p m
Sunday School
10 00• RI
Worship Service
II 00arn
Sunday Night
4 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 66 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00•in
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Ii 00• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Worship
10 66•m 5 7 pm
Church Training
6 OD p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
II (Lam
Evening Worship
4 4.5 p rr.
:RACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 46 • in
Morning Worship
10 66 a in
Singing Eve Worship 6 CO p in

CATIIOUC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
5 00 p m
Saturday
9 00• m
Sunday
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday WOODS 4 00 p m Sat
li 00• m Sunday
11 00•m Sunday

I NIL'S GROiE
Morning Worship
10 50. in
E van hut Worship
4 00 p m
INII.E.RSITY
Bible Classes
V CO • in
Worship
10 00• m
6 00 p m
WEST MI ItitAY
Morning Worship
10 50• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a in
Mornuig Worship
11 00• rn
Wed E ve
Bible Study
7 00 p m

alma,OF MINI
C111111IT Of LAWN
DAT SAINTS
CHURCH OF' JESUS CHRIST
OF
DAY SAINTS
530 S 16th St
Sawrarams Mais
10 ass
Sioadey School
11.20 ads
Relief Sours, end
Pi c.thood
1110 p.m.

LATTER

EPISCOPAL
ST JoHN - F 1 ..isiP A;
1621, V, Main
Fall Schedule
Holy Eucharist" and 10 30 a n,
Church School
9 15 a ni
Daily Morning Prayera 30 a in

misapumoson

MASON S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
II 00* m
MT ( 61(141, I.
io a n.
Worship
Sunday School
11.in
,A,,,sh MT HERRON
Worship
Ii.
.m
Sunday Si hi.il
11 a m

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 OD• m
Worship
11 00• m
RUSSELL CHAPEL INITED
Worship
9 45 a rn
Sunday School
11 00• m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945am
Morning Worship
10 46 a m
E v en mg
6 00 p in
STOREY S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 OD a m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
II (Lam
ii AYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 (La in
Morning Service
11 00• in
Pastor FAUllam J Pratt

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
HUH-BURGER
Open Mon -Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m
Sun 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
759-1648
413 S 4th

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastside

Court Square • Downtown Mu•roy

15°. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum — Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

Hwy. 641 North

753-2654

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

e4e.„,,..4.. 3

amorruul HMCO

Worship

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES

s„„da„ s,

CROWN OF=err

Lorresumu

AUTNOINST

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jr.
501 N. 4th

753-6168

<PAI .`Q_JIAT'S
510 Main St. 753-2975

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body 81 Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

THEATRES

753-5142

12th

Call In Orders 753 7101

D & W Auto Supply
wp .•. •
Glcs

Au.°

Po

Try Our

512 S 12th

'
_or Wosh
753

4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

753.2380

Plaza

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING &

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N

SERVICE

Roy NIrKendree Pharmat st

Olympic

Franchisee

804 Chestnut

753-6656

a

Judy's
of Murray
Full Service Florist
753-1515

110 N. 12th

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Sodding Clocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

JONES TIRE & APPLIANCE
GOOD/YEAR
INDEPENDENT DEALER

721 S. 12th St.

753-0595

rRiENDSHIP

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION

Jack Marshall

MURRAY

PENTECOSTAL

DISOUNT PHARMACY

.1 .ntucicy Fried Chicken

CHESTNUT ST

CI111111TIAN
-

ROY'S

tooa CHESTNUT

0

MURRAY HOME
AUTO

NAZARENE

CHRISTI AN
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 (La in
9 30£ in
Sunday School
Sunday
10 (La m
School
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
6 00 p m
EY ening Worship
NORTNSIDE INDEPENDENT
MURRAY CHURCH
McKinney Road Dexter
School
Sunday
9 45 a m
10 00 a m
Sunday School
FIRST CHRISTIAN
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
it so a rn
Worshici
Iii So a m
Sunday School
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
10 45 a inNEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Worship
Wednesday Worship 6 30 0 m
4011 Main Street
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
1130am
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 46* m
Worship
10 30• m
Wednesday
7p m
Bible School
0 30• m
i HE NEW TESTAMENT
BETHEL(NAPEL
Evening Service
11 00 p m
CHURCH c/F Mi'LLRAV
10 Ca a m
Sunday School
I0 a m
Sunday School
II a in 0 7 I. !,
hr-rip
II a ni & 7 p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
7 15 p rn
Sunday School
10 00 a m
756 $1,.•
ilEVICIS
Farmer Ave & 17th St Murray
:1 A r11 & ri 30 o RI
,A,A,n,i,
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
Sunday
11 00 a m
CHURCH
DEN.TE/... Hol,INESS
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00•in
('III /WU
2nd Wed
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Morning Worship
11 00•in
Ili A in
h,m,:
FtR 2nd Wed
12 00-3 00 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p rn
11arn &Apr,.
%1orship
JEHVA AN S WITNESS
Wednesday Evening 7 sop m
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, I' ”,
Watchtower
10 30 a m
HAZEL BAPTIST
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
Bible L•cture
9 30 a m
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
il 00 inCH
a
RISTAlmo Heights
Bible School
9 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
S.inday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
0 50• m
i'hurry Training
5 00 p in
Worship Servicell a m & 7 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
5 00 p or
FAITH APOSTOLIC
COLDWATER
Wednesday Evening - 00 p m
CHURCH
Morning Worship
10 50. m
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
HILLTOP BAPTIST
..,2206 Coldwater Rd
Evening Worship
6 (5)p in
ay School &
Sunday School
10 00 a mSund
Sec
10 11 a in 7 00 p m
Sun
DE XTER
9 30 a TO
Bible Class
Worship Service
11 00a in
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
10 30 a m
Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
Evening Service
5 31) p in
Evening Worship
6 CIO p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
3 miles east of Aimo
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Sunday
School
10 00 a in
Ilam & 7pm
Evening Worship
Worship
7110pm
Morning
Worship
11
CC
a
m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
GREEN PLAIN
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
BAPTIST
Bible Study
10 co a m
10 00 a in
BETHEL UNITED
Sunday School
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning
Service
Morning
10
46
a
m
Worship
9 30a m
1,1,,r.r ip
Preaching
ii a III 0 7
11 (Lam Ile
Evening Worship
6
00
p
m
Sunday
School
10
30
a
m
JENNY RIDGE
6 00 p in
Wed Worship
7 30 p m
itnd 5 4th Sun Night 6 00 pm
/amines:My Night
7 00 p m
PENTECOSTAL
HAZEL CHURCH
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Saturday Evening
LOCUST GROVE
7 00 p m
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
AIL ..•s• .r,
10 30 A rii & 7 o M
Morning worship
11 00 a in
Bible Stud y
Morning
rnlng Worship
rship
10 00 a m
11 00 a m
MURRAY (I-FINCH OF GOD
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Morning Worship
1st 5 3rd Sun Night 7 00 p to
10 Ma in
Morning Worship
11 a m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
6 p m
lit Sunday
2 00 p m
Mid
Week
Worship
7
00
p
in
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
is )1.1,V. A Mk
TRIN ITT CHRISTIAN CENTER
HICKORY GROVE
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Sunday School
10* m
.1 A s,
Worship
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
10 SO. in
Worship
Sunday Si r,.,1
11 am
10 e,
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
MorningTRINITY MISSION
Worship
11 00 a m
MOUNT HOREB
Sunday School
10(Lam
Evening Worship
6 sop in
COLE S CAMPGROUNI/
FREEWILL BAPTIST
YY , r.r ,,
KIRKSE Y CHURCH
Worship Service
000
:I 1 m 0 . 1,,
Sunday School
9 10 a in
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 45
Worship
11 00• m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
DEXTER•HARDIN UNITED
NEW MT CARMEL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Morning
Sunday
Worship
10
School
10 00 a m
50 a m
MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
Worship
11 00• m 6 00 pm
7p m
Morning Worship
11 OD a re
Worship Serv
11 00-7 30 p m
I Sunday & Wednesdays .
FIRST METHODIST
Evening Worship
4 00 p m
LAKE
LAND
APOSTOLIC
MI' OLIVE
Worship
10 50 am
NORTHSIDE
CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Sunday Services
10 00• m
Sunday
School
Worship
10
OD
a
m
Service
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
6 00 p m
Morning Worship
Sunday School
11 OD a m
10 00 a IT
NEW PROVIDENCE
Evening
Worship
6
00
GOSHEN
p
m
METHODIST
Sunday School
10 00• m
NEW CONCORD
Church School
10 00 a 0,
Preaching Serv
11 (La m
Morning Service
1-• Ih:-•"1 1 - 1:1.•H'I 1.1(1 57.
Worship Service
10 Ma m
11 00a m
Niontly' Service
4 00 p m
Evening Worship
Evening Sir Wor
6 00 p in
Sunday School
0 30 0 rn
6 30 p in
OAK GROVE
NEW PROVIDENCE
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
III 43 a in
Worship
Worship
11 a m OS 10 p m
Morning Worship
Sunday School
11 00 a m
1100am
Sunday School
10•in
Evening Worship
worship
6 00 p in
10 00* m
LIBERTY (I'MBERLANI)
OWENS CHAPEL
PLEASANT VALLEY
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
10 00
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 46•0.
Sunday School
10 (La m
Worship Semi('
11 00arnl
11 OD
Preaching
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
0 00 p rr,
11 00 a m
MOUNT Pi.EASANT
1
5 30
Prayer Service
SECOND STREET
KIRKSEY UNITED
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
11 00
Church
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10 46. in
10 (La m
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
POPLAR SPRING
Evening Worship
11 -00 pin
Morning Worship
11 00 a IT
11 00 a m
Norrurte Worship
GLENDALE ROAD
Evening Worship
6 CO p in
NOP.TH PLEASANT GAO% E.
6 DO p in
F. vening Worship
CHURCH OF CIOUST
Sunday School
ir 15 a m
LYNN GROVE
SALEM BAPTIST
9 .m.
Worthip
Worship
Service
ii Siam
Worship
Service
Morning Worship
11 SO. in
9 so. m
10 a is
She Study
OAK
GHIA
E
Church
7 15 p in
School
Evening Worship
10
46
•
in
6 p rn.
Ewinsig Warship
Sunday School
10 ii0 a or
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
Se(YITS GROVE
Wad Bibb Stray 730 pm Winier
Worship
Worship Service
9 30* m
Worship Service
11 (La m
7 p.m. Sturm.
,
,r,I, e I I nip a rn &
(6 r rrl
'
Sunday School
10 30 a m
6 00 p m
EYerting Worship
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Compliments Of

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Hooting • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowledg•
753-8181
802 Chestnut

0

SERVICE CENTER

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
Rudy Lovett—Owner
5 Points — 753-3571

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401 Olive SYSTEM 753 5312
SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N. 12th
753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

408 N. 4th

Chevron

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Colvin Clerk — Ownor
753 2593
1417 Main

GOLDEN
CORRAL
[Family Steak House_A

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
At.
NISSAN Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

ERA HERITAGE REALTY
"We Make House Calls"
Chuck Williams, Broker — Owner
The Village
759-9ERA

CABLE

Bel-lir
Center

V1.51=N 753-5005

BLAIA)CK-COLEMAN
gm. KN.

1111r-rat

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
iisrooPoRAID

1401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Tf
LOWELL K. BECK

(502)753-1304

BEL-AIR LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

rs)
Arbls

SIRIROINSTOCKADE''

'L)lo DISCOUNT FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
BEL-AIR CENTER
753-5242

ITALIAN VILLAGE
The Only Real Italian Pizza

QUICKPRINT
of murray

"Modern Technology for Today's Printin Needs"
I ho- I vie•rirne oil 1 r.. I vi 1L:t•n, $ —

1 5111

I liewitiiit

;'Of 111; I
1 N1111 liii 1911 I

Sh•11

719 S 12th
753-3822

OPEN 7 AM-MIDNIGHT — 7 DAYS A WEEK
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

South side
Shopping
Center

4 be 6ravel

759-47961

Home of the
Famous 50 Item
Salad Bar

Pi99IY wig*

753-9600
759-9600

• Central Shopping Center

641 Super Shell
Opts 6.30 sm.•Close 11:00 p.m.
Sunday Open SAO a.m.-Cies, 10:00 p.m.
Seeds 12th -nom 753-1131

X
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Sermons, music for Sunday church services listed
the music. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Michael Milby, newly
elected music director, will direct
the music with Laura Paschall and
Sharon Furches as accompanists.
Sunday School with Jim Potter as
superintendent will be at 10 a.m., a
potluck luncheog at 12 noon, and
Church Training with Eric Knott as
director will be at 6 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The fourth Sunday of Easter will
be celebrated with the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre
Trevathan will be celebrant and
preacher. Assisting will be Nancy
Schempp, and lay reader, Randy
Johnson and Barbara Malinauskas,
lectors.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
continue with messages on "The
Church Alive" from the book of
Acts at the 9 and 10:50 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Tommy Scott will
direct the music with Kathy Ligon,
Patsy Neale and Susie Scott as
accompanists. At 6 p.m. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Susan AllsopAtkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service. Michael Lovett will
be lay helper and Joe Lawrence
will be in charge of children's
church. Robert DeSimone wil!
direct the music with Pat Brunn
and Suzanne Coleman as accompanists. Audra Todd and Clint
Todd will be acolytes. Sunday
School will begin at 10 a.m. and
Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. services. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Oneida White
and Roger Hutson as accompanists.
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and

Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released
information concerning their services for Sunday, April 16, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
Grace Baptist
Interim Pastor Waid Copeland
will bring the message at both the
morning and evening worship services. The choir will provide special music during both services.
They will sing "New Grace" in the
morning service and "When Jesus
Passed By" during evening
worship.

!Mut

ty

orist
3-1515

•
isrete
1-3540

iNCE

First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout will speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel Choir, directed
by Anne Lough with Susan Chamberlain as accompanist, will sing."
Church School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Donald Smith. Glenda Rowlett and
Teresa Suiter will be accompanists.
Sunday School with Brooks Oswalt
as director will be at 10 a.m., Deacons will meet at 5 p.m., and
Church Training with Bill Outland
as director and Junior Choir will be
at 6 p.m.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
James Miller will direct the song
service with Judy Lamb and Janice
Farris as accompanists. Sunday
School with Gary Evans as director
will be at 10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Donald Cleaver and Donna Downing will be in charge of

Church Training with Charles UMYF at 4:30 p.m., Dobson Film
Overcast as directeor will be at Series at 5 p.m., and Bible Study at
5:30 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
University
Eastwood Baptist
Church of Christ
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serspeak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. ser- vices. Gunner Nance will direct the
vices. Ernie Bailey will direct the music with April Mack and Bob
song service. Bible classes will be Sisk as accompanists. Assisting
at 9 a.m.
will be the Rev. Steve Todd,
Poplar Spring Baptist
announcements, the Rev. Randolph
Jack Jones, interim pastor, will Allen, Bible reading, and Brent
speak about "Love: Human and Evans, John Brittain, Jerry Conley,
Divine" with scripture from 11 Bob Tanner, Calvin Todd and Max
Samuel 1:26 at 11 a.m. service and Dowdy, ushers. Junior Church will
about "Mutual Dependence" with
Glendale Road
scripture from 1 Corinthians 3:6 at
Church of Christ
7 p.m. service. Terry Byerly will
Jay Lockhart, guest speaker, will
direct the music with Jean Brandon speak at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
and Carol Kelly as accompanists. Jerry Bolls will direct the song serSunday School with Marty Futrell vice. Assisting will be John Dale,
as director will be at 10 a.m. and John Mark Potts, Ted Howard,
Church Training with Ricky Stew- Jackie Geujrin, Tyler Bohannon,
art as director will be at 6 p.m. Lenith Rogers, Larry Pea, Tommy
First Christian
Carraway, Dan Grimes, Emmanual
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will Manners, Steve J. Simmons, Joel
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. Sun- Fisher and Allan Lovett. Bible
day School wil be at 9:30 a.m. and classes will be at 10 a.m.
Junior Church will be at 10:45 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
West Murray
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
Church of Christ
pastor, will speak about "My Hand
Cloyce Sutton II, minister, will In His" from John 10:22-30 at
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. ser- 10:30 a.m. service. Alice Witte will
vices. Bible classes will be at 10 be organist. Assisting will be Joe
a.m.
Gupton and Mike Friebel. Holy
Communion will be celebrated.
Memorial Baptist
Sunday School and Adult Bible
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, Class with Joyce Milbrath as superwill speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. be at 11 a.m. and Sunday School at
services. Morgan Owen, interim
10 a.m.
minister of music, will direct the
Sermon titles: "The tears of
music with Margaret Wilkins and Jesus" at 11 a.m. "Have Faith in
Brenda Hart as accompanists. Sun- God" at 6 p.m.
day School will be at 9:40 a.m. and
Sunday 11 a.m. music: Gunner
Church Training at 6 p.m.
Nance and Mary Mayall duet, and
First United Methodist
Mike Todd Family and soloist Greg
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham, Mayall.
minister, will speak at 8:30 and
6 p.m. music: Loma Borders,
10:50 a.m. services. Dr. Bruce soloist, and The Todd Men's Trio,
Chamberlain will direct the music Steve, Mike and Calvin. Duct by
with Joan Bowkcr as organist. Mary Ann Todd and Angele MayChurch School will be at 9:45 a.m., all. Wednesday evening Prayer
Confirmation Class at 3 p.m., Meeting: Belinda Sisk, soloist.

intendent will be at 9:30 a.m.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, minister,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Dr. Truman Whitfield will
direct the music. Assisting will be
Bill Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Sunday
School will be at. 9:45 a.m., UMY
at 6 p.m. and Choir Practice at 6:45
p.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will bring the 11th in a series of
lessons entitled "The Life and
Leadership of Moses" at 10 a.m.
preaching/teachiang session.
Evangelistic service will begin at 6
p.m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Jack Geurin, interim
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Alvin Usrey will
direct the music with Janet Arnold
as accompanist. Sunday School
with Stanley Anderson as director
will be at 10 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday
with Fr. Stan Tillman, S.J., as pastor. Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Mary Stroud, Al Paluch, Sr.
Mary Anne, Kevin Bertke, Aaron
Whitaker, Carolyn Ramsey, Bill
Whitaker, Jim Kelly, Jane Blankenship, lane Blair, Ben Erwin, Steve
Erwin, Anne Gorrell, lames
Schwartz, Misti Holcomb, Tom
Holcomb, Joe Gaietto, Darlene
Gaietto, Larry Krouse, Judy Krouse
and Mildred Nall.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.

Election causes furor

3-0595

ANNISTON, Ala. (AP) — The
election of two women as deacons
at the First Baptist Church of Williams is causing a furor, with the
Calhoun Baptist Association asking
the church to reconsider its
decision.

IDES

i3-0440

C.

Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
Bible Study will be at 2 jp.m.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will
direct the song service with Faye
Childress as pianist. Sunday School
with Jimmy Burkeen as director
will be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study
and Youth Study at 6 p.m.
New Life
.
Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. service.
Directing the music will be the
Rev. Karen Welch. Men's prayer
breakfast will be at 7:30 a.m. and
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Sam Foreman, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service with
Don Wilson directing the music
and Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Scott
Haneline and Ronnie Wilson will
be ushers. Sunday School with
Dean Haneline as director will be
at 10 a.m. and MYF at 5:30 p.m.
Salem Baptist
The- Rev. Buron Richerson, interim pastor, will speak about "The
Doctrine of Salvation" with scripture from Romans 12-15 at 11 a.m.
service and about "The Rock of the
Ages" with scripture from I Corinthians 10:1-4 at 7 p.m. service.
Bobby Fain will direct the music
with Shirley Lamb and Denise
Windsor as accompanists. Sunday
School with Dan Miller as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.; a potluck luncheon and fellowship at 12
noon; and Church Training with
Charles Windsor as director at 6
p.m.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Hwy 641 S. Murray
753-7389
10:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
6:30 P.M.

Sunday School
Worship & Praise
Time of Celebration
Wednesday - Family Night

Association members voted
433-225 at a special meeting for a
resolution disapproving the ordination of Dean Norton and Peggy
Hamby. The small Williams church
was told to reconsider and if it
doesn't take appropriate action it
may be ousted.

Nursery

7:30 P.M.

Transportation Provided

Pastor E. F. Clere
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"

Pepsi hears protest
114
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Steve Littlefield

A.B. Colvin-

Revival to start Sunday
53-5005
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100

Home

Box 165
D7 1

53 1 304

RY
3-5242
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'izza ,s,
753-9600
759-9600
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Spring revival services at First
Baptist Church will start Sunday,
April 16, and continue through
Wednesday, April 19.
The Rev. A.B. Colvin of Louisville will be the speaker for the services at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. on
Sunday and at 11:50 a.m. and 7
p.m., Monday through Wednesday.
Rev. Colvin is now serving as an
interim pastor of a church in the
Louisville area. He was president
of Kentucky Baptist Convention
and pastor of Ballardsville Baptist
Church in 1986-87. He received his
ThM degree from Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in 1942.
He has served as pastor of several churches in Williamstown,
Covington and Lebanon. He has
served as a professor at Boyce
Bible School and as assistant to the
president of Oneida Baptist Insti-

tute. He and his wife, Irene, have
two children and two
grandchildren.
Steve Littlefield, .minister of
music, will be the musicsvangelist.
He has been at the local church for
about a year coming here from
First Baptist Church, Anchorage,
Alaska. He has served churches in
Princeton, Crofton, Pembroke and
Hopkinsville.
The music evangelist has his
Master of Church Music from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, and his Bachelor
of Science in Music Education
from Austin Peay State University,
Clarksville, Tenn.
Noon luncheons will be served
daily in the Fellowship Hall before
the noon service.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor,
invites the public to attend these
services.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
77›:, SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. When you flee temptation, be sure you don't leave a forwarding address.
2. Men should not boast so much; a little hornet if he feels
well can break up a whole camp meeting. Josh Billings
3. There is nothing wrong with change, if it is in the right
direction. Winston Churchill
4. If you haven't got any charity in your heart, you have the
worst kind of heart trouble. Bob Hope
S. The ones who will suffer most for the mistakes we make in
raising our children will be our grandchildren.
6. A long dispute means that both parties are wrong. Voltaire
7. Christianity is like electricity. It cannot enter a person
unless it can pass through. Bishop Raines.

TUPELO, Miss. (AP) — Christ- very wise business and moral deciian protests apparently are having sion," says the Rev. Donld E.
increased influence on commercial Wildmon„txFA executive director.
advertisers on television, as inditic also says Domino's Pizza,
cated by some of their recent Ralston Purina and General Mills
actions.
have canceled their advertising on
The American Family Associa- Saturday Night Live after protests
tion, based here, called off its boy- from the association.
cott of the Pepsi Cola company,
"More and more corporations
saying it has agreed not to air its are beginning to say no to the
Madonna commercial or to sponsor exploitative and anti-Christian
the rock singer's tour.
programming of the networks," he
Roman Catholic Bishop Rene H. says.
Gracida of Corpus Christi, Texas,
also canceled a boycott which he
had called against the Pepsi company because of Madonna's sensual
video, "Like a Prayer."
"We think Pepsi has made a

5 Speed, Local Car

MURRAY nissan
CHRYSLER DODGE
753-7114

S. 12th St.

You Are Invited
To Attend A Series On

Violence opposed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
president- of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops has written to President Bush urging his
diplomatic efforts to stop the shelling in Lebanon.
"The cycle of violence must be
stopped so that needed political
negotiations can begin," said
Archbishop John L. May of St.
Louis.

1985 300 ZX

"T5[E AMAZING Gm,OF GOD
featuring

Homeowners

Jay Lockhart

insurance

of Tyler, Texas

discounts from
State Farm.
For qualified
homeowners, we offer
discounts which can
make our already low
premium even lower
Call for details

Donald E. Henry
Bldg 104 N 4th
Suite C
Office
753-9935
Home
753-1540
Like a good,e,ce;dor
State parr" s there

Sunday - April 16 - 9:00 & 10:00 A.M. & 6:00 P.M.
Monday-Wednesday - April 17-19 - 7:00 P.M.

G

lendale R3sact
Church of Christ

1101 Glendale Road

For Transportation - 753-3714
NalmagIMMOINIMEINIviamiimmigotpi - •

Farm Fpre and Casualty company
Home Office Bloomington 0,nos

Slate

„

'
'4 • '.••• •
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DR. GOTT

Sad Little Shoplifter Ends
Up Playing a Happier Tune

Explaining
paroxysmal

PETER
GOTT, M D

tachycardia

By Abigail Van Buren
,5a9

-

DEAR ABBY: You have had quite
a lot of letters about shoplifting in
your column. Here's how I handled a
young shoplifter:
A father and his young son came
into my music store in Atlanta many
years ago.
The father said,"My son wants to
return a chromatic harmonica he took
from your store The son had tears in his eyes
With bowed head he handed me the
harmonica
I asked. "Did y:ou like- the harmonica?"
He looked we in the eye and said.
*1 loved it

P•ViaiNVIVVViiaN

e,ess Synd,,

DEAR DR GOTT I have paroxystachycardia Please tell me what
mal
DEAR IN: Re your first quesDEAR J.S.: You were excepDo you have a weekly allowance?"
this is, what causes it and what the
and
kicker
concerning
the
tion
tionally generous.The father was
I asked. The answer was "yes "
kickee was best treatment is
"Would you be willing to bring me exceptionally forgiving. And the the kickee: Since the
a grown woman, unless she had
a dollar a week until the $13 is paid" boy was exceptionally lucky.
mentality of the 4-year-old
the
Paroxysmal
DEAR READER
I asked.
kicker, the "dialogue" should means sudden bursts of unpredictable
"Oh, yes," the boy beamed
kicking. Re activity, tachycardia means rapid
DEAR ABBY. He the guest who have put a stop to the
I gave him back the instrument.
question:
You could heart rate_ Therefore, I conclude that
second
your
The father tried to pay for it. 1 said. had been deliberately kicked by a 4have handled the little food. you are experiencing periodic epiNo. it comes from his allowance - year-old -bully". You suggested that not
sodes of rapid pulse.
the guest ask the child why she was handler better. Bravo!
starting next week."
In order to answer your question. I
my
kicking her- thereby opening a diaThe father and son came into
have to detour into some basic cardistore every Saturday. and the son logue What if the child persisted in
ac anatomy.
* * *
gaxe me a dollar until the harmon- kicking her?
The heart is divided into four musMy ve tie and I recently had dinner
ica v.:as paid in full.
cular chambers: two low-pressure
His father thanked me for giving with a friend and her :1- year-old son
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this
high-pressure ventrihis son a lesson in not stealing.
at a small pizza place We ordered a from a very romantic Hawaiian is- atria and two
contract in sechambers
These
cles
RUTAN.
.1.5
large pizza for all of us to share.
land (Maui, to be exact. I am a man
rhythmic electriBEAVERTON. ORE
The child started handling the on his honeymoon with nothing to do quence because of
in the heart's
antipasto, taking a piece. putting it at the moment because my bride is cal charges that begin
sinoatrial
(the
pacemaker
natural
hack on the plate. trying another. re- busy writing thank-you notes for our
musatrial
through
the
pass
node),
placing it. etc lie ignored his wedding gifts - we must have recles, intensify in an area called the
mother's directives to stop.
ceived more than 200 of them. She's AV node (the junction between the
I v. as particularly distressed bebeen writing for three hours already. atria and the ventricles) and then
cause the child, who had a cold and We are not exactly "over the hill," spread through a conduction sysiem
a runny noise, kept rubbing his eyes Abby. I'm 26 and she's 23. What do into the ventricles.
;end his nose %%hilt. sort lug through you make of this situation? When
All along the route of the electricalIt order country ham,
the antipasto'
our friends get thank-you notes from impulse conduction are areas of cartwo eggs, home fries,
I asked him to please stop touch- a bride on her honeymoon, don't you diac tissue that can initiate their own
ing the food unless he was going to .think they might think something is bursts of electricity, in competition
toast or bigcuits and gravy
with the normal mechanism. On occaeat it. He ignored me, so I moved the wrong with her?
TWIDDLING MY THUMBS sion, one of these areas will fire off a
plate out of his reach and told him
that he should not handle food that
normal pacemaker. It often reflects
(ether people might vs ant to eat._
DEAR TWIDDLING: No. They underlying heart disease, such as corMy wife was very upset with me,
for having disciplined her friend's might think something is wrong onary insufficiency, that also should
759-1864
child Could I have. handled it better.' with you. P.S. How about offer- be treated- Ventricular tachycardia
ing to help her? Those gifts are may' produce no symptoms other than
IN THE DOG11(11"SE
lightheadedness.
IN CLARK, N..1 for you, too.

EVERY SAT. and SUN. 'TIL N00,1

ountry Ham Breakfast

Only 2•85

10*Check For Our XX et.kly Dinner Specials!
Nameplate Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd

NOTICES
PUBLIC
BECAUSE THE PEOPLE MUST KN0Wi
(Editor's Note Public Notice advertising plays a unique role both in American history and in the
process by which this country's democracy is preserved. Its one promise that people must be
informed if they are to govern themselves competently. Public Notice advertising first came into
being with the Congress of 1792. The body, recognizing its responsbility to the people,
required the Postmaster General to advertise for bids for the construction of new post offices.
From that insespisioas beginning to the complex publication requirements in federal,state and
local laws today, government officials have come 1110re and more to understand their obligations
to inform the public through Public Notice advertising. Newspapers over the years have been the
vehicle by which these obligations have been felfelled. They will continue to be as long as the
public demands that it be informed frequently and by the best rneens possele.)
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18,XXX Miles, One Owner. Loaded!

For more information, I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Eating Right for a Healthy Heart."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.

9/Verpnelfrayl

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE

So. 12th

St.

753-7114

ale
Legal
No11C-0

Griggs, Alan; 1694; Tr/Riviera Courts
Grogan, Earl; 1700
Haley, Jeffrey Lynn; 1740; 10-3-1/S 6th & Poplar
Harding, Bert, 1771; 9-31-I6A/N. 2nd St.
Hargrove, Joe, 1776
Harrington, Wacelyn; 1800; 6-4-14
Hawkins, Sandy; 1855; Tr/Fox Meadow's
Hayden. Gary; 1856; Tr/Fox Meadows
Hill, Louis C.; 1931; 11-12-29/Plainview Ac
Hobbs, Michael W., 1943, 3-11-1A/S.V. Foy Sub
1988 CITY OF Mt RRAY DELINQCENT TAXES
Hopkins Body Shop
c/o Harold Hopkins; 1994
Name
Bill Number, Map LAxation. addreve
Amount Due
Hopkins. J.L.; 2(X10; 5-27-3/Holly Bush
.17.07
Allen, Kenneth, 84, 9 5 195(6 Pine .
Hopkins, Ricky: 2004; 10-3-14/South 6th St.
238.50
Arnburgey. David B . 96; 11 21-6,1509 C..,
Hornbuckle, Charlie
258.17
Barnett, Diane, 215, 2 9 IA
do Wm. B. Hombuckle; 2024; 9-20-5/215 L.P. Miller
Bartholmy, Matt; 237
9.54
Hornbudsle, John H.. Jr.; 2032; 6-4-22/1106 Olive .
Bayless, Tony 247, Tr/Coach Estates
. 4.51
Hounshell, James; 205 1
12.72
Beach, Ruth, 252, Tr/Riviera Courts
Howard, Steve; 2066
246.87
Beane, Terry R., 263. 11-13-8/1204 Melrose Dr
Hubbard, Louise
5.90
Fieaugard, Georgia, 266, Spruce St
---4-1 Terra Coats; 2072 9 27-3/1st St.
..36.47-"
Fiennett, James, 296; Tr/Riviera Courts
Hubbard, Louise
filaniiin. Luke, 359. 9-28-1/1st Si...
9.54
c/o Terra Coats; 2073' 9-30-7/105 Pine
Boggess Terry, 390, Tr/Fox Meadows
49.88
Humphrey, Ann; 2107; 3-10-8/211 No. 13th
Humphreys, Anna; 2108: 9-9-13
Thr.y. 422, Tr/Coach Estates
2
18
86 )4
3
Humphreys Anna Farmer; '2109; 9-9-20/406 No. 5th
Boy le Marvin i)r Verta; 448; 2-2 11
85
3
23..0
Humphreys Leslie; 2116; 1-19-9/No. 16th
Bradley, Robert A 451
Humphreys Leslie; 2117; 9-6-3/503 Pine St
Bucnarian Feed & Seed; 546 ..
Humphrey's, Leslie; 2119; 7-4-3/1109 Vine
Buo.:. Mark A., 563
7.29
Humphreys, Leslie Ray; 2120; 4-5-22/307 So. 15th
Bulard, Walter D III; 573; 5-18-10/South 13th St _
243.10
Hutcherson, Clifford. Jr.; 2151; 9-10-12A/104 Spruce
Campbell, Dale; 640; 7-5-10/405 1/2 So. 12th
152.69
Ivory, Anna Bell; 2189; 9-29-7/1 st St.
Campbell. Patrick A. & Patricia Alvey; 641;
Jans Cafe; 2241
9-5.8..501 No. 5th St.
62.28
Jones, Carl; 2316- 7-4-8004 So. 11th St.
Carson, Rick, 686
,8.78
Jones, Dan: 2323' Tr/Fox Meadows
Catlett. George Earl; 714; 10-26-11A
17.07
Jones Lawrence D.; 2362; 10-3-6/300 So. 5th
Catlette, Yvonne; 715; 10-26-14
32.14
Joyces Beauty Shop; 2196 ...
Cavitt, Gloria; 718, 9-15-6/205 Spruce St. ............ .................
99.96
Cavitt. Teresa; 722; 9-30-11/100 Spruce St.
137
22
1
47..6
Kawalski. Eric; 42M-3-10/Gatesborough 983
Cavitt, Theresa Ann; 723; 9-31-9/Spruce
Kind, Thomas C.; 2466; 41N-1-3/108 Sherry Ln
Churchill, Mason; 770; Tr/Fox Meadows
33.79
King, Jerry D.; 2472; 9-30-2/209 E. Pine
Cituens & So Nail Bank; 774
Landrum, Gloria & Willis Clovis
Clark. Lyrn W.; 785; 7-9-1/907 Vine St.
29
12
2134
97
& Cathma; 2561, 10 214/Pooltown
Coats, Terra; 801; 9-27-4/1 st St.
9.54
Lane, Linda A.: 2564; 11- 21-7A/1505 Clayshire
Conner, Carolyn A.; 870; 1-15-6/1631 Olive
288.31
Lee, Billy; 2620; Tr/Riviera Courts
Conner, Shane; 872
13.31
Lee, David; 2621; Tr/Coach Estates..
Costomology by Ladora; 891
9.85
Lil Beagle Wholesale Tire; 2646.,
Coughenour. Larry.; 900
19.33
Long Run Audio; 2672 .......... ....
Crawford, John; 931; 9-9-14/405 No. 4th
115.02
Lord, Alice Faye; 2674; 51-72/01 Murray Paris R
Creative Printers; 937
27.41
M G Complete Glass; 2720
Cummings, David; 973
.8.52
Manners, Emmanuel; 2750; 6.7 8/301 No. 8th
Cunningham, Mike; 984; 51-120/Off Hwy. 121 S.
111.31
Manning. Paul; 2751; Tr/Fox Meadows
Cunningham, Theodore; 991; 9-25-7/302 Cherry
122.55
Manning, Randy; 2752; Tr/Coach Estates
Dakota; Patrick Food Inc.; 1010; 3-2-12A/Imp Only
1,124.64
Marchese, Louella &
Danner, Ronnie; 1021; 7-1-21/1004 Poplar
Evelyn Bayless; 2757; 8-9-15/607 So. 9th
Dannya Gas Mart; 1022
132
79.0
13
7
Mathis, Wayne; 2789; 8-2 6 .
Daun, Robert M.; 1035
6.52
Maxwell, George D.; 2797; 11-21 8/Plainview Ac
Denham, Betty; 1056; Tr/Coach Estates
McCarty. John W.; 2821; 3-14-25/No. 13th
"
Dowdy. Russell; 1141; Tr/Riviera Courts
67..1
13
1
McDaniel, Dan; 2874; 6-9-1/907 Olive St...
Dublin, Rebecca; 1162; 7-2-10/So. 12th St.
250.64
McDaniel. Lubie Dan; 2877; 10-1 7/Court Square
Dunbar, Ella Est
McGee, Richard D.; 2901; 41R-5/Hwy. 641 N.
c/o Estelle Turner; 1164; 10-26-15/709 SO, 3rd Si,
20.84
McGee, Rick; 2902.
Faker, Rodney; 1205; 3-8-13/1404 Hughes Ave
303.38
McGeehee, Cora; 2903; 9-23-1. .........2-Che
....................
Cherry
-y.
Edmiston. Terry; 1215
Memories, Inc.; 2996
Fantastic Sams; 1316
Milarn, Sam D.; 3009; 9-15-11/22 No, 2nd
3.15
Farmer, L. H.
Miller, Richard B.; 3052
c/o Doralyn Lanier; 1332; 4-6-3/1319 Poplar. St.
Miller, Robin; 3065
152.69
Foy, SY.; 1462; 7-19-7/512 Broad
Miller, Robert G.; 3053; 5-7-1/Meadow Lane Sub
136.86
104 ier5a1
Gibson. Mark W.; 1610
Modglin, Lillian; 3081; Tr3/Riv;
6.52
James Kenneth;
Kenth;Morga,
-C
10
68
Gilbert, Johonna; 1614; 9-29-1/R R
13.31
Morris, William & Janice; 3138; 51-118/Riverwood
Clock, Roy; 1636
45.71
Muller, Justin; 3158....
Gordon, Marshall; 1646; 42R/Detail D01101 Rd
40.30
Squires, Ed; 3333; 4-12-2/1205 Main St.
Graves, Linda Joyce; 1668; 9-28-4/No 1st & CST
13.31

Listed below are individuals. firms and corporations who have failed to pay 1988
City of Murray Property Taxes. The amount set opposite the property owners
7:arne is the amount of delinquent taxes and includes penalty, interest and
pi.hli..ation charge Unpaid property taxes become a lien upon the described
proper...es until paid in full. The City of Murray will, on July 15, 1989, file suit in
Ca,lov-av (ur.ty I)istrict Court for collection of unpaid property taxes.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Paroxysmal atrial tachycardia can
often be prevented with certain drugs,
particularly beta-blockers.
Junctional tachycardia is similar to
the atrial variety. It is usually scary
but harmless, and is treated the same
way
On the other hand, ventricular
tachycardia is serious. It may herald
the development of heart stoppage or
a runaway rhythm This ominous arrhythmia(irregularity) must be treated using drugs that suppress the ventricles' tendency to over-ride the

Searching for answers to all
those wholwhatwhere questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer,
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

1988 Dodge Diplomat SE

010

010

Legal
Notice

Thus, doctors recognize three masources of paroxysmal tachycardia atrial, junctional and ventricular
Atrial tachycardia is, by and large,
harmless. It lasts from a few beats to
a few minutes and is frightening because a person has the sensation that
his or her heart is beating out of con-

Hello
Stranger!

4\f

010

Therefore, the answer to your question depends on the type of paroxysmal tachycardia This symptom
should be assessed by a doctor who
can give specific advice and treatment, according to the nature of the
tachycardia

Legal
Notice
19.63
.5.02
137.62
.8.03
13.49
175.30
17.32
21.92
5365..9711

3.92
6
14
17
9.85
03
39.68
303.38
13.49
19.23
8.03
35.91
66.05
137.62
115.02
254.41
98.44
197.90
164.00
47.21
.6.52
32.13
141.39
55.61
220.51
6
2...38
250
..217
0
74
138.33

17.07
246.87
32.63
18.09
131.25
151.13
49114
18
1
122.55
15.79
32.63
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010
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Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg Ktng 492 9348

Legal
Notice

Outland. Tammy; 3367; Tr/Fox Meadows
Parham, John; 3421; 10-26-10/Pooltown
Parker, Billie; 3423; Tr/Fox Meadows
Paschall, Gail; 3500; Tr/Fox Meadows
Payne, Eusheki
c/o Mary' Payne; 3528; 9-24-1/409 No. 2nd
Peeler, Phillip; 3545; Tr/Coach Estates
Pennington, Tommy; 3548; Tr/Fox Meadows
Perry, Willie; 3568; 9-24-4/407 No. 2nd
Perry, Willie Earl; 3571; 9-29-8/408 1st
Phillips, Shane; 3584
Pizza Inn; 3618
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.; 3622; 9-26-5A/Ash St.
Pridemore, James Lyle; 3653
Quick Print Center; 3688
Redden, Paul R.; 3735; 7-12-25/So. 8th & 9th St
Reed, Donald Neal; 3543; 10-21-1/East Sycamore
Reed, Neal; 3747; 9-27-11/404 No. 2nd St.
Reeves, Ray & J.B. Bostick; 3750; 6-3-25/304 So, 12th St
Reeves, Ray A.; 3751; 10-17-3/2nd & Maple
Revco Discount Drugs
Cu of KY Inc #2920; 3761
Robinson, Daniel Eugene; 3846; 2-4-10/1615 Miller
Rogers, Tracey; 3884; Tr/Riviera Courts
Russell, Mildred Beale; 3977; 6-13-5/No. 7th
Rutledge, Anthony; 3982; 9-27-5/405 No. 1st
Seafood Express, Inc.; 4091
Sheridan, Ernie; 4136; 7-14-6/711 Poplar St
Showtime; 4157/Singleton, I
c/o Lindell Singleton; 4202; 9-30-10/Pine St.
Skinner, Mary Jane; 4211; 9-30-18/120 Spruce
Smith, Beatrice- 4220; 7-8-4/1001 Vine
Smith, tarryG47; Tr/41-130
Spann Enterprise,Inc.; 4296; 7-1-2 & 37/So. 12th
Sparks, Maggie Martin
c/o Louis Hubbard; 4309; 9-29-4/400 1st
Stalls, Fred Paul; 4327; 11-22-1/Plainview Ac
Starnes, Angela; 4346
Steffy, David; 4362; Tr/Fox Meadows
Story, Eric S.; 4403
Strode, Karl; 4411; Tr/Fox Meadows
Sullivan, Mark; 4437; Tr/Riviera Courts
Swift, Bill; 4457
Tabers Body Shop, Inc.; 4473
Tabers, Christine; 4474; 3-13-4
Thomas, Gregory E.; 4516; 2-8-21/W Main
Thomas, Jerry; 4517; Tr/Riviera Courts
Thornton. Tommy; 4566; Tr/Riviera Courts
Thorpe, Bobby Lee; 4549; 9-19-3 & 9-19-4

Legal
NotIce

21.15
50.98
26.13
15.79
41.93
51.78
16.18
69.82
58.52
35.91
309.51
5.77
16.31
11.26
220.51
115.02
62.28
341.06
47.21
1,004.20
130.09
.30.73
385.50
167.76
55.88
158.72
42.21
7.29
92.42
39.68
15.40
378,73
6.52
371.20
24.61
15.79
32.14
15.79
10.05
7.29
18.58
310.92
269.48
19.23
44.13
94.67

18456..4896
284.55
341.06
32.14
160.23
87
5
.1.5
39
417
.30.64
71.72
115.02
54.75
.8.78
303.38
20.01
68.70urts
22.39
34.55
.228.04

Todd Tire Service
c/o Howard Todd; 4591
Tubby's Sub Shop; 4624
Turska, Jeff; 4654; Tr/Riviera Courts
Uncle Jeff's; 4664
Utterback, Ed; 4680; 9-8-2/505 Walnut St.
Vance, Jan; 4685
Voohers, Jerry Gilbert; 4727; 9-6-2/505 Pine St.
Voohres, Jerry; 4728
Voorkes, Jerry G.• 4729; 12-2-3/Peggy Ann
Walls Walter; 4781; 9-24-1/Bishop View
Watson, William; 4838
Welch, Robert V Jr.; 4856; 42P-11-6 Canterbury Est.
West, Gary; 4879; 59-49B
Wilford, Bernice; 4945; 41-53.
Williams, Dorothy; 4958; Tr/Coach Estates
Wilson, Larry L.; 5014
Wofford, Louise; 5042; Pleasant Hill Add

72.83
170.31
.31.49
1,102.03
47.21
8.78
137.62
9.54
338.80
107.48
.54.75
50.29
107.44
70.93
13.49
7.29
.5.02
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

Your Individual
Horoscope

"Every man takes care that his
4 14 A
NORTH
neighbor shall not cheat him. But a
•J
85
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the day comes when he begins to care
•A Q
•
forecast given for your birth sign
that he does not cheat his neighbor
•A 9 7 4
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1989.
Then all goes wen."
•Q J 72
ARIES
SCORPIO
- Emerson
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
WEST
EAST
You have extra energy and drive
You could make an important
•Q 10 6
•A 9 7 3
today. Others find you especially business contact at a social gathering
•J 8 3 2
•7 6 5
A player at the ACBL Fall Cham- • 10 6
attractive now. Romance and today. Dealings with those in top
•J 5 3 2
recreational pursuits bring you positions are favored now You make pionships asked me,"If it is ethical- 44 8 6 4 3
4 10 5
ly correct for one player to draw inhappiness. Creative interests are a good impression.
SOUTH
favored.
an opponent's
SAGITTARIUS
ferences from
•K 4 2
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
discomfort, why isn't it also ethical
V K 10 9 4
(Apr.20 to May 20)
This is a day to have fun with the for that opponent to feign such disK Q8
•
You'll be making purchases for the children. Make plans for a special comfort?" This was the hand that
•
A K9
home now. The accent is on family outing. Travel, romance, and brought on the question.
life and you may invite company over recreational interests are all happily
The lack of any long suit made
for dinner. Romance too will be part highlighted,
the
slam a stretch, but there were Vulnerable East-West
of your day.
CAPRICORN
some
chances. One declarer cashed Dealer South
(Dec.
22
to
Jan.
19)
GEMINI
discarding a spade, and The bidding
four
clubs,
You'll have luck today if
(May 21 to June 20)
You're more aggressive than usual house-hunting. Begin new decorating then cashed the ace and queen of
today and you'll take the lead in projects now. You'll devote some of hearts. Needing a spade trick reEast
West
North
contacting others. Get-togethers with this day to a work interest. Tonight gardless of whatever else happened, South
1•
Pass
Pass
your friends will certainly lead to favors entertaining others.
South led a bold spade to his king, 14
Pass
6 NT
All pass
good times tonight.
AQUARIUS
holding the trick. South then cashed 2 NT
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
the king and queen of diamonds and
Opening lead: Club six
It's a time of greater commitment the king of hearts, giving East a dis(June 21 to July 22)
Judgment is very good about for those in love. You express carding problem. Down to the spade
financial interests today and you'll yourself to good advantage today.
A-9 and the diamond J-5, what
come up with new plans now for Travel is a plus. Enjoy a special
BID WITH THE ACES
should
East discard on the heart
increasing your income. Business and evening'entertainment.
4-14-B
king?
pleasure mix to your advantage.
PISCES
rows
East's
discomfort
was
obvious
as
holds
South
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mew(
LEO
You may be busy with a work he reluctantly parted with the spade
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
•J 85
has romantic project today. New chances for nine. South countered by leading a
Travel now
V A Q
overtpnes. Things go very much your financial gain come now. Your charm spade, and dummy's A-9 of dia•A 9 7 4
way today. Leadership qualities are to and
friendliness
invite
the monds took the last two tricks.
Q J 72
the fore. You'll certainly be getting cooperation of others. It's a good day
My friend asked,"What if my last
together with your friends now.
for you!
four cards were A-10-9 of spades North South
YOU BORN TODAY like large
VIRGO
and a singleton diamond jack? t V
- (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
ventures and usually are a good
Would I have been smart to show
Behind-the-scenes developments moneymaker. You work well with
ANSWER: Two clubs or two diatoday in business are in your favor. groups and often achieve a position the same discomfort?"
The answer is an emphatic "no," monds. No need to rush to two noYou may want to devote some time of leadership in that capacity. You
now to a creative hobby. Privacy have a natural interest in reform and and the Laws are clear. A player trump with a nebulous spade stopmay draw inferences, at his own per. Partner's rebid should clarify
abets romance tonight.
may be drawn to public service and
.LIBRA
politics. You are an individualist, risk, from an opponent's manner or further action.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
however, who must do his or her own variation in tempo. However, it is
Social activity is highlighted now. thing. You also need a home to be grossly improper to attempt to de- Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
Loved ones will feel especially close happy. Birthdate of: Henry James, liberately mislead an opponent by 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
envelope for reply
to each other today. Get-togethers writer; Elizabeth Montgomery, remark, gesture or tempo.(A typi- stamped
Copyright 19119 Cnited Feature Syndicate
with friends are a lot of fun. Accept actress; and Al Bloomingdale,
cal example is to hesitate unduly
invitations.
merchant.
before playing a singleton.)
Copyright 1989 by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

Landed
Existed
Plaything
Mother of
Castor and
Pollux
13 Rend
14 Lamb s pen
name
15 Become
satiated
16 Wrath
17 Is ill
18 Incantations
20 Apportions
22 Consume
23 Fish eggs
24 Whiskers
27 Robust
31 Harvest
goddess
32 Meadow
33 Automobile
parts
37 The Eagle
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I CAN'T CATCH THOSE
BECAUSE THE GROUND
IS TOO BUMPL('
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THAT MEANS

'53 3079
1g 492 8348
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21.15
50.98
26.13
15.79
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41.93
51.78
16.18
69.82
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35.91
309.51
5.77
16.31
11.26
220.51
115.02
62.28
341.06
47.21
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GARFIELD

I'VE BEEN
L‘i'INCT HERE.

GET
ALL
AFTERNOON! /JP

\

WI PE AWAKE

11,
I •110

1,004.20
130.09
30.73
385.50
167.76
55.88
158.72
42.21

yto

PAV?S

BEETLE BAILEY
you

7.29
92.42
39.68
15.40
378.73

SEEM
HAPPY,
COOKIE

X I LOVE BEING OUT IN THE
WIDE-OPEN SPACES, FRESH
AIR, AWAY FROM CROWDS

Crf

6.52
371.20
24.61
15.79
32.14
15.79
10.05
7.29
18.58
310.92
269.48
19.23
44.13
94.67

CENTRAL CITY, Ky. (AP) After 51 years of meeting in the
same place, the Central City Aeolian Club has been bounced to
make space for the Everly Brothers
Foundation and two other groups.
The Central City Board of Council voted Wednesday to give the
cultural arts club 60 days to vacate
its meeting room in the city
building.
"The council tried to avoid,
dodge and duck this, but a decision
had to be made," Mayor Hugh
Sweatt Jr. said following the
meeting.
"Putting the emotional issue
aside, I feel they were offered a
fair deal. But at the same time I
understand why they would be
unhappy with having to move."
The order has upset members of
the club, who say they don't want
to leave the room because of the
memories it holds.
The city building's main government offices arc on the second
floor of the three-story structure.
The Aeolian Club occupies the second floor's spacious front room.
At the end of the hall is a smaller room occupied by the Central
City Chamber of Commerce, the
Main Street Program office and the
foundation for the Everly Brothers
Foundation. The Everly brothers,
Don and Phil, are a well-known
singing duo who claim Central City
as their hometown.
Representatives of those three
offices maintain they need higher
visibility and better access to the
public. The club's room offers
both.
Initially, the council asked representatives of the three offices and
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DOWN
5 Arm parts
6 Ventilate
7 Lances
8 Merchant
9 Mixture
10 Swing
11 Young girl

1 Mountains of
Europe
2 Jump
3 Unemployed
4 Higher
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club members to work together on
finding a solution to the problem.
-But the parties never met.
"It's a bad issue to decide, but I
don't see us sitting down and negotiating this any further," said Alma
Smith, the club's secretarytreasurer.
'What is there to negotiate? We
don't see why we should move.''
Club members maintain a 1938
city resolution gave them access to
the room.
But City Attorney Russ Croley
said a resolution implies no
contract.

"I think this has been so blown
out of proportion that it has
become a fiasco," said Chamber
President Scott Ray. "I think it's
time for Central City to get back
on track instead of worrying about
this room."
The council passed a motion stipulating that the club should relocate in an available meeting place
of its choice within the city limits.
including the city building. The
three offices have agreed to help
defray the club's moving and
decorating expenses.
010

010
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With Classified

753-1916
Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!
By GARY LARSON

ure

BLONDIE

Legal
Notice

020

020

Pt

OS SHIRTS N THINGS,
uror a 474-8890, daily 10
to 5 Great new fashions,
come on in'
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $29 99 Get at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St. Murray
MURRAY Furniture Mart 3
piece living suite $699
Former Uncle Jeff's Build
ing, 753-E575

Specializing in
Top Quality
Used Furniture
WITH FRIENDS. THEY GREW UP WITH
REX„ BUT WITH STRANGERS,
TRY TO REACH RE?.

THAT'S WHAT ACM
HAPPEN IF A STRANGER
TRIED To TAKE REX.IS
THAT SECURITY,
MAJOR?

Giftware
Silk Flowers

fen,.
sal 1.4. 5,0

-Now over here, Mom and Dad, is what
we call 'The Rack,' and I'll show you how
it works."

Notice

Notice

OPENING April 1- Country
At Heart! Hours: TuesdaySaturday 9a.m.-5p m ,
Sunday 1-5p m. Featuring
wood and quilt crafts, hand
woven baskets, antiques,
quilts Located in Aurora,
next to The Bass Lantern.

AND MY FELLOW EXECUTIVES
RECENTLY VOTED ME THE
MAN MOST LIKELY TO
SUCCEE0

Legal
Notice

Notice Of Sherriffs Sale
By virtue of a judgement rendered in the
Calloway District Court, Civil Action Number
88-C-045, and execution and levy, the following personal property will be sold at public
auction on Monday, May 1, 1989, 10:00 a.m. at
Key Auto Parts, Highway 121:
1977 Cadillac, Serial Number
6D6957Q236574
Terms Of Sale - Cash.
Property sold as is. Vehicles may be inspected
at the above location during regular business
hours.
Sheriff J.D. Williams

Carolyn's
Corner
72.83
170.31
31.49
1,102.03
47.21
8.78
137.62
9.54
338.80
107.48
34.75
50.29
107.44
70.93
13.49
7.29
3.02

11

14

12

Young boy
"Salem's Nod
Slender
finial
26 Viper
28 Ancient
29 Born
30 Mild
expletive
34 Come into
view
35 Hurried
36 Cubic meters
37 Mourn
greatly
38 Mature
39 Immaturity
42 Coarse
hominy
43 Silkworm
44 Rage
46 Gull-like
bird
47 Dry
48 Actor
Chaney, et al
51 Metric
measure

19
21
24
25

Everly cent& bumps club from location

E;111:11101___

Legal
iotIce

49
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sit

vers to all
e questions

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Has --"
Small rug
Time gone by
Calm
Pertaining
to the mind
Sandarac
tree
Charlotte of
TV
Danish
island
Chinese
dynasty
Sea bird
Smile
Top of head
Deposit
Finishes

40
41
42
45

1
5
8
12
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,ze three manal tachycard ventricular
by and large,
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Fraaces Drake

to your quesof paroxyss symptom
doctor who
e and treatlature of the
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Brinn & Dynasty
Collectible
Dolls
New Shipment
of Lamp Shades
753-9234
BEL-AIR CENTER

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19!
Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired due to age. Our
most popular Ma
jor Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
-free Weal claim service"

BRAIDED Throw Rugs Assorted colors, $5 each
Terry's Paint & Decorating
Southside Shopping
Center
CARPET Outlet Quality
carpets and vinyl at afford
able prices Former Uncle
Jeff's building 753-2600
025

Personals
CHARLES Frace- New release' 'Giant Panda" Advanr_ed orders 255,
,off retail Framers Discount Gallery, Dixieland Center,

Chestnut St. 753-0077.

I.•
.•
•` •
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240

Penwell
SWEATSHIRTS, Punch
Embroidery & Leather Visit
Lyndaa Pretty Punch Shop
and Ward s Leather &
Skins for all supplies Spe
dal on patterns See meras
ana ladies leather and
snakeskin belts and bill
folds ladies purses and
men s leather boots now
available 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line Rd
8.93 492 8580
TPANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$350 per 50 ft reel tape
included Also slides ne
gatrves and photographs
Free pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell. Video
Production Specialties
-59 9246

Miscellaneous

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
NEEDED AT
KENTUCKY STATE
PENITENTIARY:
Psychologist, Pharmacist,
Radiographer, Dentw. Must
be licensed in Kentucky. Contracts effective from 07-01-89
06-30-90.
through
Contact
Kentucky
State Penitentiary,
P. 0. Box 128, Eddy.
•
KY. 42038,
Business Office or
call,

502-388-2211

Ext. 204 for job speci•
fications. Inquire by
April 21, 1989. AN
EQUAL OPI.X.MTVNITY EM
P1.0YEK

Ain't it
nifty,
Sharon is

501

CHEMICAL depandancy
counselor for a'Thed ado
lescent unit at Pirkwa y Re
gional Hospital in Eton
KY Masters level with
chemical dependency ea
penence preferred Send
resume to Parkway Reg
*nal Hospital, 2000 Ho11
day Lane. Fulton KY
42041 E 0 E
DID Christmas get you be
hind-) Sell Avon products
Be your own boss Work
your own hours ruo or part
time Earn up to 50° Cal
today 753 0'71
EARN MONEY read rig
books i $30 000 yr income,?
potential Details
805 687 6000 Fit
Y '0'06

FOUND Wc.u,o the person
that lost sornetti.ng of value
at Silos Stoceade please
oonta • -3. management
'-OS'
t..

a binder

Accepting applications for Nurse's
Aides for 3-11 and
11-7 shifts. Flexible hours. Starting
salary $3.50'hour.

Apply At:
West View
Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Eor ItF

ACT a.
• ..aals
e.perien
Ch
re'-, teen!:
dung
gh pay 7.,
tamil,es
adverts.ng Ca tor castng
,nformatica Caarrn Stu
dios (313; 542-8400 Ext
2614
EXPEPaENCED Par-to'
Foreman Mast have 5
years expeaurae or more
e,
,
On tes.desta• and :Ornr
Z a' work A.sa, ree -7
Darla, Apply
De:0ra! ag Center 72.1 S
4th Street faaaay. Ken
tacky ot :31! 753 0839

SABY S now tai. irg
catiors to, r..I!
P35 tio^s Pre,
•
ous food managerne^t
otj.
Per- er--ze
,esurne to Lakee E'-t,.'
prises, 300 West 11.th.
Metropo:a IL 62960

-0yck,44.,..b7Rs. needed
a/sai maaagara tor new
Par!y plans
est concept
"k/Orkr3m OL.P
. Own home
ng and aainag demo,
saaaaa Ca' 288 2695

WANTEE44•Carsar a Shop
• Su,des No n',,estmert
Own hours Free training
$300 tree merphandise
759 9679 after Sc
more mformaticn

CARPEN7Ea
expu•
759 3780

MANAGEMENT Trainee
Our financial services cons
pany is seeking an indivi
dual for a management
training position We have
an operung for a qualified
person who wants to tomn
our nationwide team Our
comprehensive training
program allows a person
with or without experience
to progress according to
their own ability For addi
tional information and con
sideration send your re
sume to Credit Thrift at
America Inc P O' Box
377 Cadiz KY 42211
NEED outgoing people to
answer in coming calls in
Paris Guaranteed salary
Call 90'(
642 0086
NOW talking applicat ons
*or waitresses and cooks
Apply in pe•son on'y
r_ThVe In Hwy 94 East
9,1 m •2p rn
SECRETARY Receip• on
St National ,:cra--;:a."b
aperung ,oca otaa, R.,
sumes to P0 Box 7‘•,:i8
Paditc-Ah KY 42aC2

120 GALLCA4 fuel tank with
hand pump $100 10a6
greenhouse frame with
door $75 Straw for sale
$1 25 bale Boom pole
530 435 4263
1 TEA LENGTH size 14
taupe lace and chiffon
mother of the bode groom
dress worn once will sell
for I price 753 8958
20 BUMPER hitch back
hoe trailer 4 dovetail with
ramps new axels and tires
good wood Poor light; and
brakes Call 753 1725 be
tween 8a m &5p m
$2 200
3 LAVENDER Tatetta
Prom Dresses Worn 1 in a
Aociding sizes
9 & 11
cxoellent condition
416 5450
ARROW storage buildings
10.9 h holding with door
•
w!de x 59 height
$22999 10,1.7 h building
with door 56' wide x 61
r,i,ght $299 99 10x9 high
g lhi1 beading with door 56x50 flelaf`i $299 99
▪
7.7..551 to Coast Hardware
8504
6 cylinder truck en
Chevy 3 speed
cluch and
la $15 both
ai•
$2:5 Hi a. y duty
t--_.rnper for
$'0.2 Short
' .0
•
h,lse t--)a,r $75
;rt 'reezi $35 Like
pi..puri.tirgiu waterbed
•
c,••.i up for you to
•
$'.75 -5-, 6962
HE

want a job driving aaak
.1.1
but will take any
el,e -59 1661
name and number W :
back
MOWING TILLING adit
reasonable dependamt.
Call 436 2879 anytime
WILL sit wat
I we in or out -59 4'-''
753-0785
WILL stay A
der)
, Sowork Fop,-

c,c•rl• or

-

Business
Opponunrty
NA" iNA,
'

r

know
• 255

FOR SAlE R„
Qua,.
-irte,n B:t‘a.7
-a.. um Oliver
Cci '7 ,
• •.
Pali Eagle
" Original
-.-. Club
Her :age
-ott7idge
Su-F
&
.7.. :lc az
.•'
IS
works C.

•

W

10 SPEED BIKE Raleigh
super record new c.ondi
bon 436 2929

LTn ,:t-ci Nationwide hiIe you can
SKS
▪
Mr
POINT 45

Roger's
Gun Shop
Appointment only.

759-9673

PIANO For Sale Responsibie party to take up low
monthly payments on
beautiful console piano
all
Toll
Free
* *X) 346 2450
UPRIGHT
753 3632

piano

.NAPPER Riding Mower
h motor last year.
-53 6533

.SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC
.WORD PROCESSOR
»cybat 5V Jc •

WS •R.,00%,,

Ca.
-r2 88re

-FINANCIAL A10 AVAIL

.J06 PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
''ZE freezer
', ;15,, 5p r-,

Fool Manager, Lifeguards and Concession Workers Deadline for application
for Pool Manager will be 4 p.m. April 12.
Applications for Lifeguard and Concession Workers will also be accepted at
the Park Office. 1 0th & Payne S',,ee!s
753-7640
Did You Know That We Rent

•

•AIRLINES
•CRUISE

LINES

•TRAVEL AGENCIES

•• • •FINANCiAL AID AVAIL
•1011 PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728

INSTRUCTION

S
'
0#<4 LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILER
•,••c ••‘•••.••••••
Need!

• 251
yeae• si
'
'

end tat-,c
tab"- wt7 2 .4a.
stere; -;! 264

• X•T
•
2. PM
,.•••••
•.W•••••••. Dow
•
,•••••••Ko•A.0
••••lable

'
-..7..9ce wits us for
ace

ALLIANCE
•PAC
,
01• 'AAA./

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTER

•RAMIDIGCIENTLIK
LEBANON
CAN TON on.,

753-8201

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised Your
Rates, Please Call Us Immediately
For A Price Quote.
We Represent 9 "A" And "A+"
Rated Insurance Companies. If
You Are In Average Health For
Your Age, We May Be Able To
Save You Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 27th Year Of Service"
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Budding

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5p m
BUYING aluminum cans
50c lb
battery scrap
metal copper and junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days 498 8785
nights

COPPER aluminum stain
less and radiators Post
Oak Rd Hwy 94 East
753 0467
WANTED 5 to 10 acres
west of 641 to build house
on Prefer some trees,
paved road P0 Box 1355
Murray
WANTED White Peking
ducks Murray Memorial
Gardens 753 2654
WE buy scrap aluminum
copper, brass and alums
num cans Call Balcan Re
cycling @ 753 0338

top dr..isk•
4
sal, Gook
-

$65

ar,d r..- .ottee
aher 3 3xDp rn

•;i

753

CAkPrI"ts,r calf, Good for
and tra,'ers
asd !owe seat
2 Round end
$1 25.
tab.es $25 each Room of
carpet Grown 13,23
Touch & Sew Singer
sewing machine with three
drawer maple cabinet,
$'50 1977 Oldsmobile,
new t-es red & white
5600 753 2392
ELECTRIC stove washer
Irving room bedroom turni
ture dinette set lots of
mist 436 2759
PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
butcher block table From
basic to exciasite any size
height or shape to fa your
need or fancy Genuine oak
tops Call today 435 4142
170

HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
Tillef only 251bs $229 95
Keith s Lawn & Tractor In
Murray
dustrial Rd
753 9831
LARGE large large selec
ton of storage buildings in
stock for immediate dela
cry Acree Portable Build
trigs. Mayfield
Ky
502-247-7831
MANURE sold by the truck
load or bag Will delrver
753 8.372
P F Collier encyclopedias
1987 edition Still in box.
have never been used
Also, legal guide, 1987.
1988 yearbooks 4 vol dictionary, home repair guide.
1987 and 88 Science Hon
zons 1988 medical hori
zons Value over $2000
asking $1500 762 3813

CABINETS vanities countertops See displays
Wood Specialty, Sedalia
Kentucky
JOYCE Noel Tax Service
offering electronic filing
489 2440
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x60 2 BEDROOM all
electric stove, refrigerator,
couch chair, underpinning
included Call after 5p m
437 4375

• REWOOD for sale
'4667

T.aon to be a Professional

GO carts go carts, go carts'
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Trac
tor Center Industrial Road
Call 759 9831

ASSAULT
WEAPONS

••ANNEL Catfisi Fingergs $60 per 1,000 and up.
an
deliver
•rD01i840 0307

Applications are being accepted by the
Murray Calloway County Park Dept. for

MIRRAV

GOOSENECK Trailer 32
heavyduty 3 axel electric
brakes with loading ramps
Call 759 1204 before 8a m
Or after Bp m

"'•

:Pool Manager, Lifeguards
& Concession Workers
Needed -

200 E. MAIN ST.

SINGER Sewing Machine
Model *6212, never been
used $175 753 8760

tf ,
"

•

POST HOLE DIGGERS

SINGER Open Arm Sewing
Machine Zig tag button
holes etc like new Sold
for $350 Pay balance of
$80 10 or $15 per month
753 3315
REW—home sewing m
chine 492 8657

Apsamosts
For Rent

3 BEDROOM, party furnished,$175/ month
492-8220 after 4 30p m

AKC Registered French
Poodle Call Barn 4p m
436 2786

CLEAN, 2 bedroom mobile FULL-BLOODED Siberian
home, well maintained Husky Male 4 months old,
court. $100 single, $110 $100 759 9698 alter 5p m
double 753 8216
GROOMINGDALE S 2513
Road,
Coldwater
753-6756 Jack Covey,
1 BEDROOM Furnished Owner/ Groomer GraduApartment Close to univer- ate State Certified Central
sity and hospital some utili- Academy of Dog Groom
ties paid 753-4012 or ing Registered Member
753-8756
National Dog Groomers
1 BEDROOM apartment Association of America,
Inc Clean, new, modern
near downtown Murray
facility The ultimate for
753-4109
your pet's grooming needs
Where every pet is aVIP
2 BEDROOM Furnished (Very Important Pet)
Apartment a mile from
campus, water paid $175 I PARADISE Kennels AKC
Poodle puppies AKC Bull
person. $185 2 people
Available now No pets No Terriers, grooming and
boarding. Hwy 94 East
children 753-5980
753-4106
2 BEDROOM apartment in
Northwood appliances PEG'S Dog Grooming,
furnished, carpeted, $250 753-2915 Drop your pet off
as you go in to work and
per month 759-4406
pick up afterwards
2 BEDROOM Bock Duplex
Westwood Drive. washer/ PET Pen- tuna* pet shop
dryer hook-up, available Tropical fish, small aniMay 1, $300/ month
mals, young birds- some
tame Dog grooming, rea759-4979 or 753-8859
sonable prices and quality
2 BEDROOM furnished, service for the
caring pet
utilities paid, no children or owner
Mon -Sat,
pets, prefer mid aged peo- 10A M -6P
M , Sun
ple 436-5431
1-5P M 759-1322, 1101
2 BEDROOM apartment for Storey
rent, no pets Call 753-0521
SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
before 3 30p m
or 354-8211
753-9475
SHIH-TSUS for sale
CLEAN Attractive 1 Bed474-8057
room Apartment furnished
private bath partial utilities
410
paid no children or pets,
Public
laase and deposit required,
Sale
$175 136-2755

173SHIBA 1000 Lap top
,umputer demonstration
.r..1 new warranty. $895
NICE 12x65 Norris set-up,
IBM Computer Center,
low utilities partially furn-53 7733
ished 753-9761
.'iC)ODWOFiKING Tools
UNIVERSAL HOUSING,
awr dr,i1 press, items too
INC , 1578 Ft Campbell
:merous to mention Must Blvd , Clarksville, TN
a:a it no answer, leave
552 6948 50/0 Down Fi
3 BEDROOM House $365
,-,..r.s.aje 753 6233
naming on any new home
per month, plus deposit
1989 14x70 2 or 3 Bedroom 753-0332
1600 BTU Sears Home Only $675 down
a.r conditioner, only and $173 per month 1989 LARGE 3 Bedroom Brick
House East of town. prefer
I season, $450 OBO 4 Bedroom Double Wide
a '2 Paprika color oval Delivered and set-up on retired couple with farm
•• -3.. rug $60 6' round concrete footings Only background or couple with
child, no pets, $275/
"'ar• n...g $20 2200 BTU $1350 down and $325 per small
month 753-8848 before
aa 2,-aae heater. $50 All month LARGE SELEC
..ery good condition TION AND LOWEST 8 30p m
' ; 2 4 7 - 5 3 3 0 or PRICES'
NICE 2 Bedroom Brick 8
miles SE of Murray, refrigerator. stove, deposit &
7ess & Crinoline
* Four Star* references 492-8594
• ,or length, lots of
white trimmed in
Mobile Home
SPACIOUS 3 Bedroom
nsi Ayr 1 time Call abler
House Every room newty
Parts & Service
5p rn 753 8583
decorated, oak cabinets in
Doors and Knobs
kitchen/ dining area, large
$84.95 and up
T/
. BE Camper 22',
utility room and outside
ta- f' 'r- sleeps 6. gas/
Ertorior Windows
storage, washer/ dryer
stove refrigerator.
Bath & Garden Tubs
hook-up in Murray, $350/
aitiraa good condition
T-Loc Vinyl Skirling
month, $200 deposit
70"
r,r,hing
Boat 16
5.*
Straps & anchoring
759-4665 after 6p m
•
.
33HP Johnson
Roots Kool
matca :.adestal
seats. new
TAKING applications for 3
Repair & replace siding
N fuel tank, ex
bedroom 2 baths in town
phone
•
boat. ready for the
Rent $400 Call Tina days
(502) 492-8488
watia $' 500 firm Call
753-4000, nights
641
N.
Hazel
Hwy.
43c., 2"r Iv., ,a ter ap m
759-9244
i.=7101 decks
RID '.1. Vower Riley
Lattice or bannister
360
12aaa and low gear,
4x8 $240
For Rent
36' a.! '25,8 model, $850
6x10 $325
Or Low
Ca. ar-aa 4p - 753-7701
10x16 $660
FOR Lease Approximately
SILVER ao!'ars Over 90
8 acres for farming After
first issue stamps Reaso6p m call 435-4454
nably pr,ced 753 4029
ann
Business
FIREWOOD tor Sale Tree
Rentals
remo,'ri cree estimate
For Saha
435 2562 436 2758
Or Law

I ‘(

BRICK
Mari at

S133'
• . . per

1,000

Retail Space
Available,
Bel-Air

S.,37S Per
l'uryear Brick
‘fqrtar

ILE

Pur,esr, TN
247-3232

Center.
Call
Bob Billington

753-4751

Vacuum
Claws

4,000 SQUARE Ft Building Ideally located for manufacturing, wholesale
supply, fitness center, factory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes Well insulated
and equipped with 4 of
Noes. 2 restrooms adequ
ate parking, all city utilities
and room for expansion
Priced for quick sale Otters
Call
appreciated
(502)759-9439 after 5p m

FACE BRICK
Prices Start At
ELECTROLUX Sales &
Service Bags hoses &
belts DOROTHY M
BROWN 508 So 7th Mayfield, KY 247-6808

t $131r.
VOWELL &
t SON INC.
Marti, sey.ms
I aa

121 \hull
'.,11 or:Ivy

livestock
& Supplies
MORGAN Mare 8 years
old. 142, gentle but needs
experienced rider, $1,500
or best offer 753-0573

Public
Salo

AKC male Austrian Terrier
puppy Call 489-2246
AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies 12 weeks old shots
wormed 901 644 1850

NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments located near campus Also
Houses For Rent near campus Nice, quiet locations,
one 4-5 bedroom, one 3
bedroom 753-0606 nights
753-6111 days

110

&

2 OR 3 bedroom furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

1979 CRIMSON 14x70, 2
bedroom. 1 a baths large
kitchen, all appliances liv1.a" Lovely 2 bed ing room with fireplace, to loom ,
dryer hookbe moved Call 435-4221 or up dishwasher,
garbage
753 0368 after 2p m
disposal walk in closets,
deck and much more,
1985 SCOTTSDALE
14x70 3 bedroom, 2 baths Westwood Subdivision
5350/ month, $300 deposit
527-0083
Lease until July, then reMOBILE Home 1989 Bu - newable on yearly basis
cancer, 14x80 3 bedroom, 753-9660 after 3 30p m
2 baths 753 7181
FURNISHED Apartments
MOVING' Must Sell' 2 bed- Efficiency. 1 or 2 bedroom, 1 bath very nice, rooms Also sleeping
$10,900 or best offer rooms Adults only No
759-4054
pets Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th St .
753-6609

2 MOBILE Homes 12x65
2 bedrooms, 2 baths
12x50 2 bedrooms, 1 bath
For sale or rent 759 9921

Pets

LIQUIDATION
YARD SALE
Fri & Sat
April 14 & 15
Something lor everyone'
Florist supplies sia bowers
baskets, pots vases, antiques
and coilectables and much
much more'

Juanita's Flowers
917 Coldwater
Murray, Ky.

YARD
SALE
1706 Keenland
Saturday
7a.m.-?
Antiques. Coke items,
misc , jewelry, cars,
bikes, knick-knacks,
clocks knives, furniture
SorninAing tor •voryonel

3 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Saturday
April 15
8a.m.-2p.m.
804 N. 17th
St.

HUGE
MOVING
SALE
903 Doran Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
7a.m.-5p.m.
Bedroom suite, end
tables, cocktail table. 4
bar stools, living room,
clothing, odds & ends,
much morel

CARPORT
SALE
903

Meadow
Lane
Saturday
8a.m.-1p.m.

Unique items, salesman samples

Definitely a different
type of sale!

6

4 Party
Garage
Sale
1523 Oxford
Fri. & Sat.
7a.m.-?
Like new Baldwin piano,
furniture, household 'terns.
glassware, baby items,
clothing (all sizes), Collier's Encyclopedias
753-5677

SATURDAY
YARD SALE
8a.m.-?
1603 Ryan
(one street south of
5-PoInts, just off 16th)
Baby cradle, quilt rack,
men's & women's name
brand clothes, glassware. Schwinn bike, ski
boat
Cancel If rain.

Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
House on north
side of Memorial
Gardens, 641
North.
Gond
•iro came•a
em, bicycle, electric
little tyke p'ay.se. toys, kids' clothes
mucn more
759-1759

Large
Yard Sale
8a.m.-?
Saturday Only
1702-A
Oak Hill Dr.
Furniture, gun
cabinet, all sizes of
clothes, shoes, crafts,
glassware, etc....

GARAGE
SALE

5-Party
Yard Sale

at

205 N. 6th St.
Saturday
April 15
7a.m.-?

Bill Roberts
4-15-89
Saturday
8:00a.m.
4 miles from
Chestnut, North
641.

3 Party
Garage
Sale
Saturday
7a.m.-1p.m.
5 Miles west of Murray at 783 & 1550, just
west of Southwest
Elem•ntary School.
Camping supplies, upfight
Pano, trunk. tredie
machine. toys. Clothes lots
'novel

Baby items, maternity
clothes, men's and
women's clothes (all
sizes)

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8a.m.-5p.m.
3rd house past
National Guard
Armory on left on
Coldwater Rd.
China, stereo, toys clothing
Something for everyone!
.130

2 FAMILY
GARAGE
SALE
Saturday Only
AprIl 15
8a.m.-1:30p.m.
1803 College
Farm
Furnilur•, youth bed
dryer, Atari, children's
clothes crafts. dressing
labia TV and muds more'

F1681
buts
BOB HALEY ethical
knowledgable easy to
work with He cares' Call
him today at Roberts Realty
753-1651 or 489-2266
BUILD you dream home
now on 33 acres wooded
land 'Timber to cut, 1 acre
stocked lake 1 pond, on
paved
road
(901)986-3147

•
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les

RD
LE

Homes
For Soto

Used

KOPPERUD Realty otters
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1 800 251-HOME Ext
711L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

WATERFRONT Home Approximately 2,400 appraised upper 70s will
trade or consider reasonable otter Call 753-3672
after 5p m

1981 OLDSMOBILE Cut
lass Supreme 4 new tires
$1,500 753-9752

oke items
.31ry, cars,
:k-knacks,
des, turn,-

'4torryonot

YOU can't believe your
eyes! Reduced! 2 bedroom
mobile home with add-on
electric heat, 1 bath, gable
roof, large block garage on
2 lots Owner said sell! Key
Associates, Wilson Realty,
302 South 12th St Phone
753-3263 or call Wayne at
home 753-5086

RTY
RD
LE

rday
I 15
2p.m.
17th
t.

1982 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE Dark blue 4-door,
good running V-6 engine.
loaded Must sell $2,000
See at 606 LaFollette off
Sycamore
1983 CHEVY 9 passenger
stationwagon, excellent
condition 753-3683
1984 CENTURY Limited
52,000 miles burgundy,
V-6, $4,150 1981 Grand
Prix 63,000 miles, white
bucket seats, $2,500
437-4118

1980 HONDA C-70 Motor
Bike low mileage, good
condition Can be seen at
801 Minerva 753-7906

'an Rd.
Sat.
5p.m.

Taylor
Dan
Free 1-800 325
nv

Chan:rig aidsmobile,
Calk,Ix. of
Ws, TN

1987 HONDA 125 4 Trax
1987 Honda Elite 505 motor scooter 759-1605

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

460

,uite, end
tail table, 4
iving room.
iS & ends,

Now it's

1983 YAMAHA RX 50 Special . Bought new 1986, only
1.800 miles, $325
759-1960. See at 1405
Main, Apt 4C

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
2 LOTS by Kentucky Lake, brands! Keith's Lawn &
$2,500 Owner will pay Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murcosts ray. 759-9831
closing
(501)753-8580
COME see the world s
57, ACRES airport area, most innovative line of Polocated on blacktop road laris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd., Mur489-2645
ray. 759-9831
CORNER lot (acre)6 miles
east Murray. Access
485
beach boat dock $3,100
0i}rto
Call 1 618-524 8658
Parts

SE
'ING
LE

Used
Cars

Campers

1986 LINCOLN Mark VII
LSC loaded 1988 Mercury
Topaz LS loaded like new
753-3632

1978 STARCRAFT 21 self
contained tandem travel
trailer, fully equipped excellent condition, $3,975
753-8019

Cars

WEEK-END retreat or
year-round home, this 3
bedroom home, fully furnished and well insulated,
NEW By Owner 2 bed- close to the lake has it al
room, 2 bath house, 2 car Has a large deck overlookgarage heat pump, dis- ing a heavily wooded lot,
hwasher, stove 'A acre lot full lake privileges, and prsundeck 4 Miles to State iced in the $30s Call Ray at
Park golf course, 11 miles Roberts Realty 753-1651
to Pans 26 miles to Murray, or 753-9711 nights
1 mile to Kentucky Lake
Days
$ 4 3 , 7 50
901-642-3388 Nights
901-232-8678

renland
rday

1986 Z28 CAMARO red.
tuned port injection, tilt, 1979 28' AIR awning new
cruise T tops 39,000 refrigerator and sofa, extra
miles $9,300 753-6664 nice, $5500 759-1987
anytime
1983 LAYTON 23 5', A/C
1987 TAURUS L 38,000 and heat with electronic
miles silver, cruise, tilt, ignition large bath with tub
AM FM cassette, $5,850 and shower, electric hitch
437 4723
awning perfect condition
offer
$6,900 or
1987 TOYOTA Cressida
(901)642-1762
37KM, , loaded including
2-way sunroof, new radials, 8' SLIDE-IN Truck Camper
voted Most Trouble Free self-contained $500 Call
Car" for '87 and '88 by 753-7783 after 5p m
owner survey Must sell
$13,500 Call and let's talk CAMPER excellent condition, Coachman, 217: re522-6294, Cadiz, Ky
frigerator, electric or gas,
hot water heater gas, lights
electric or battery, 1 fullsize bed, sleeps 6
Weak Credit?
(502)527-7656
Bad Credit?

901-642.3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

1984 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme Brougham:
41,XXX miles, loaded with
all the extras, extra nice.
492-8989
1985 CAMARO: V-8 engine, new interior Make an
offer Must sell! 759-4116_
1986 BUICK Regal,
loaded, 37,000 miles,
$7000. Call before
1,30P.M 474-2744

Homes
For Sale

350 CHEVY engine, $350.
CARS:
'67 Chevy 'A ton, needs
motor, $350. Chevy 350 88 Dodge Daytona:
transmission, $100. Chevy Red 15,000 miles
BY Contractor. New homes 400 transmission, $125.
choose
from,
in Murray, 4 to
The Chevy Shop,
'88 Chevy Caviler:
starting in upper 50s Call 753-4184.
753-3672 after 5p.m
Blue. 7,100 miles,
ANTIQUE Model A and
FOR Sale By Owner. 3-4 Model T Parts large assortbedroom ranch home in- ment including transmis- '87 Oldsmobile Cuttown, new carpeting, re- sion, bumpers, chrome, lass Ciera: 2 dr,
modeled bath, large eat-in motor parts, etc. Will sell all 81. cherry. 36,000
kitchen with all appliances, or separately. 753-9414.
miles.
nice older treed lot, 24'
- - swimming pool with deck,
move in condition Priced at
'86 Oldsmobile 98
$39,900 753-9706.
Regency:4 dr. chas

'ORT
LE

eadow
le
-day
1p.m.

ns, sales

MODEST 3 bedroom brick
home . Well built, fenced-in
backyard, all appliances,
hardwood floors, quiet, well
established neighborhood,
end of dead end street. Like
living in the country inside
city limits 759-1396.

different
sale!

1964 FORD Falcon no
rust, all original $1,600
753-0115

56,500 miles,

'86 Chysier LaBaron
GTS. 4 dr. Burgundy
24,000 miles
Auto, Air.
1974 DODGE Monaco
- - Brougham 440 motor,
NEW custom built 3 bed- dean 435-4277
'85 Dodge Lancer:
room, 2 bath, house in MarCarlo
Light
1975
MONTE
4 dr. maroon.
tin Heights subdivision.
PS, PB, air, Can be 55,600 miles.
Formal living/ dining room, blue,

arty
Sale

Sat
n north
Memorial
s, 6 4 1

air condi
:le electric
le tyke p ay
kids' clothes
)re
1759

Falcon

Minerva,

family room with fireplace,
central gas heat, 2 car garage Call 753-3903 after
4 30p m

seen at 801
753-7906

SELLING YOUR HOME?
Let us help you increase it's
market value. Call us for a
free consultation 753-9752
anytime day or night

1977 THUNDERBIRD
good shape, can be seen at
1303 Storey. Call after
5p m 753-6538

SPORTSMANS Getaway!
1 room cabin in a secluded
area, less than 1 mile from
boat dock Very reasonably
priced at $7,500 Call
Roberts Realty @
753-1651 or 435-4510, ask
for Cindy.

°ge
Sale

1965 FORD
753-3302

'85 Chryler 5th
1977 CAPRICE gray,
Ave.: White. 49,000
4-door, $600 527-9729
miles

1978 TRANS AM black,
T-tops, loaded, runs good,
$1,700 753-9414

1979 CADILLAC. 78,000
4-door, nice, $2,995.
1980 Malibu Classic
Coupe 86,000 miles,
$2,195. 1975 El Camino:
restored, 67,000 miles,
$3,295. 1963 Chevy Pick3 BEDROOM house, 309
up, restored, 1 owner, red &
South 10th St 753-7837 or
white, $3,000. 1979 Vol(901)664-5128
kswagon Rabbit, 50 MPG,
3 BEDROOM home in $995. 753-8780.
country. 2 extra sleeping
1979 CAMARO Berlinetta
rooms upstairs, large living
black, $2,500 759-1435
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air. 12 1980 FORD Mustang 351,
miles east of Murray. AT, new tires or wheels,
$50,000 Call 753-1203
$1,800. 753-0115.

n.-?
ly Only
2-A
ill Dr.

e, gun
I sizes of
Des, crafts,
etc....

arty
Sale

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath cedar
home in-town, $30,000
753-0659

6th St.
rday
I 15
n.-?

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent From Gene At

BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom,
01NAIN TAYLOR
2'4 bath bi-level on large
pine covered lot in quiet
CHEVROLET.
neighborhood. Has a deck
502 753 2617
and patio, 2 fireplaces, extra large 2 car garage,
satellite dish and much 1981 MAZDA 626: 4-door,
more! Call Ray at Roberts 5-speed, air, AM/FM radio,
Realty 753-1651 or 1 owner,$2,000 759-1021.
753-9711 nights.
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
cassette,
SPORTSMAN'S getaway! A/C, tilt, AM-FM
753-4993 after
Secluded 1 bedroom cabin, PS, PB
dose to lake on 4 wooded 4p m

'85 Dodge Aries:
4 dr. Brown. 59,000
miles
- - '85 Pontiac 6000:
4 dr. Gold. 66,000
miles,
- - '83 Ford LTD: 4 dr.
Grey, 68,000 miles.
'83 Ford Mustang
Cony.: Red. 40,500
miles.
'83 Cadillac Fleetwood Brgh.: White.
61,000 miles,
- - -

TRUCKS &
VANS:
'87 Plymouth
Voyager: White
41,000 miles

'87 Chevrolet S-10
rerT/LI: Red. 8,500
miles
- - '86 Ford F-150 LWB
P/U: Brown/ton
14,000 miles
- - '87 Chevy S-10:
lots. Priced right at $7,500 1984 HONDA Accord LX
Call Cindy at Roberts Re- 4-door, very low mileage, Beige. 17,800 miles.
- - alty 753-1651 or 435-4510 $5,650. 753-6149 or
nights.
753-4437.
'86 Dodge D-100
SWB,: Blue 37,000
miles. Manual trans.
& air.- - '85 Ford F-150 XL.:
Red 4x4. 1 owner
ALL ELIGIBLE
VEHICLES CARRY
A 3 MONTH
3,000 MILE
quick
sale!
REDUCED - For
WARRANTY.
Real nice 3 bedroom, 1 bath home on 1-1/2
acres in the country. Satellite dish, drapes,
eiREPPERSv
range, hardwood floors, carport. Located on
edhryaler, Plymouth,
Blacktop just off Penney Rd. Owner leaving
Inc.
state. $35,000.00.
.F-'
:
717- 2400 E. Wood Call

, maternity
nen's and
lothes (all

RD
LE

r Sat.
5p.m.
se past

I Guard
n left on
Rd.

o, toys, do-

lor •very1•1

Pal
tale

EY ethical,
>le easy to
le cares! Call
Roberts Realty
489-2266

dream home
acres wooded
to cut, 1 acre
1, 1 pond, on
road
17

ROBERTS REALTY
Ask for Prentice, 753-1651
or 753-5725 (nights)
4

•

510

490

490

Uri

Rad
Estate

_

Ports, TN

W4443-1444 4000414104•84
"Wfootortor N Toltec ..
Ws Wont to bo Your
Cot Of truck Company"

We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here
'79 Olds Cutlass
'80 Toyota Corrolla
78 AMC Pacer
78 Ford LTD
'78 Datsun B-210
'77 Mercury Gand Marquis
'82 Dodge Aries
'78 Camaro Z-28
'76 Olds Cutlass
78 Grand Prix
'77 Olds Toronado
'75 Pinto

Call Sammy

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Services
Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disposals ranges ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models GE
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd
Hwy 783,
753 2455

ATTENTION' For a first
class mowing job of your
yard big or small Call J-nB's Mowing Service
437-4171

STARCRAFT Pop-up
Camper sleeps 6, $1,200
753-8306 after 5p m

14' FISHING Boat steering
console, boat trailer, $600
firm Call after 6p m
753-0827

BLOWN fiberglass insulation by Certainteed Mac's
Supply, Hwy 80 East, Mayfield. 247-1622 or
247-5447.
BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard landscaping Bush hogging
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds
436-5430 or 753-0659
CHIM CHIM CHIMNEY
SWEEPS: Spring clean
your chimney_ 10% Senior
Citizen discount Caps to fit
all chimneys. For free estimate call 753-3445.

14' GLASSMATE fishing
boat, key start, steering
wheel and 35 horse Johnson. $800 or best otfer.
753-6171.

CUSTOM tilling with TroyBuilt tiller. Will till garden by
the hour or by the size.
436-5462.

15' TRI-HULL Boat motor
and trailer, foot controlled
trolling motor, 2 seats, new
subfloor 436-2410.

1966 17' GLASSBAR Cabin Cruiser 65HP Evinrude
outboard with trailer, good
condition, $1,000.
1988 VW Fox GL: 11,800
753-8552.
miles, 4-door, red, superb
condition. 436-2595 after 1977 ARROWGLASS 17
5p m
PLEASURE BOAT: 170HP
Mercruiser, power tilt and
1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
Sports Coupe new turbo, trim, AM-FM cassette,
new tires, power windows, good condition, $2,750.
T tops, power steering, 753-4408 days, 753-1959
power brakes, AM-FM ste- nights.
reo, cruise control Call 1982 HYDROSPORT Bass
759-1026
Boat: 1984 115 Mariner,
SHARP 1985 Monte Carlo, tournament rigged, excellent condition, $8,000.
new tires, 435-4144
443-1075 or 443-4757.

DAVE'S Lawn Mowing Service and Lawn Care. Call
after 5p.m. 354-8706.
DECKS, patios, additions,
sunrooms, framing, garages. new home construction. Hourly or contract.
Tripp Williams, Builder &
Broker 753-0563.
DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior, exterior, residential,
commercial. 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332. Ask
for Mike.
HAULING, yard work, tre
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing. Firewood for sale.
Free estimates. 753-5981
or 759-1683.

Vans
1985 DODGE Mini Van•
Custom interior, extra nice
759-9921
500
Used
Trucks
1978 AND 1977-1 ton, 4x4,
metal bed, GMCs. 1969
1"/, ton GMC. 2- CP550
drills and core drills, drill
pipe, water and grout
pumps, drill and grout
equipment Hipe and buildmaterial
ing
502-365-3522'
1978 CHEVROLET Silverado Pick-up, sharp Call
753-6675 after 5 30p.m
1978 FORD Bronco Ranger XLT too many extras to
list, $4,500 Also 5-year old
Registered Sorrell Quarterhorse saddles and tack
762-6158 after 5p m
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561.
1985 FORD F-150 XLT
Lariat loaded, SWB,
Call
33,XXX miles
759-1361 after 4p m
1985 S-10 BLAZER 4x4:
8
2
V-6, Tahoe package,
67,000 miles, excellent
condition. 759-1953 or
753-8742.

Calipers
18' STARCRAFT Pop-up
Camper swing out gas
stove, electric or battery
lights, awning sleeps 7
good condition 759-1219
1970 MOBILE Scout Travel
Trailer fully contained, air
Call after 5p m 753-6538

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759-1835

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
Of 437-4113
SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752

LICENSED electrician residential and commercial SPRING Cleaning? We
Air conditioning Sales and can dean your home's exservice Gas installation terior You'll be amazed at
FOR most any type drrve- and repair for natural and the difference Super Clean
way white rock also any LP
Fred s Repair pressure wash Call us for a
tree estimate 753-9752,
type gravel, dirt and sand 753-7203
call anytime
call Roger Hudson,
MOBILE HOME Specialist753-4545 or 753-6763
repair, leveling, underpin- SUREWAY Tree ServiceGENERAL House & Office ning, set-ups, tear-downs, Topping, pruning, tree reCleaning. Also Spring roofs floors, plumbing, wir- moval Aerial bucket truck
Cleaning including win- ing. washing, hurricane Fully insured for your prodows,floor stripping. Refer- straps 759-4850
tection Stump removal
ences supplied 759-1578.
with no lawn damage Free
MOODY Mower Repair
GRAVEL & Mulch De- Pick-up and delrvery, all estimates No obligations
753-5484
wayne McKnight 753-0467 work guaranteed
after 6p m
TELEPHONE wiring- Jacks
753-5668
installed- phones movedGUTTERING by Sears
MOWING leveling and till- residence and businessSears continuous gutters ing 753-2555
experienced Call Bobby
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310 NEED room for car, boat or Wade 753-2220
household furnishings? VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
for free estimate
Call Highway 280 Storage, Service Center, cleaningHAMILTON Cultured 753-8848 before 8 30p m
marble and tile 643 Old Special 6 months or 1 year servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Benton Rd 753-9400
rate
Almo, 753-0530
HANDYMAN: carpentry, NEW homes built, decks
masonry, painting, electri- and additions Hourly or WILL brake and disc gardens
753-5463 or
cal Quality work for a good contract 435-4306
753-0144
price. 753-8372.
PACE 1 coat black top seaINSULATION blown in by lant Also will do seamless WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranSears_ TVA approved. roofing 435-4336
teed Free estimates
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears PAINTING Exterior and in- Phone 492-8899 or
753-2310 for free estimate. terior 20 years experience 753-1308
Free estimates 437-4221
JERRY'S YARD GUARD:
SSO
Scale landscaping plans PLUMBING repairman with
Feed
with plant names, prices same day service Call
I Seed
and discriptions. Planting 759-4850
tips for problem areas Get PORCHES and decks and 175 BALES Red Clover,
a sound plan and some remodeling Call G & A 100 bales Alfalfa Call
489-2597 after 6p m
informed advice today for Construction. 436-2617.
only $25 (to be deducted
HAY 300 square bales,
from landscaping you hire ROCKY COLSON Home $1 40 each 20 round
us tb do). Free estimates Repair. Roofing, siding, bales $20 each 753-6864
(without scale drawing) for painting, plumbing, conin -town residents. crete Free estimates. Call HAY in held you cut
436-5587
759-4808, evening/ 474-2307 or 753-6973
weekend calls welcome.
SEWING Machine Repair.
560
LAWN Care_ Dependable, All makes and models,
Fre.
reasonable rates Will take home and industry. Call
Column
Barnhill,
total
lawn
Kenneth
care of your
needs. For estimate call 753-2674, Hwy 121 North, FREE Puppies to a good
home 759-1021
Stella, Ky.
759-9706.

Donald's Professional
Painting
Residential Commercial Painting

23' SAILBOAT motor,
trailer, other equipment
$4,395 (901)642-9078

28' HARRIS Rote Boat
Chevy inboard motor, new
deck, carpet and top
$6,800 436-2684

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWOUING

Free Estimates
Low Prices
Fast Efficient Service

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Dsrolboy
409

IR

Ile esenor a dr first Impression of your hoax or burarcu, make a an
exprection of you Ex mut your borne or 5ua cur begionthg int0 the eagnor
TI:en examine We tolcnor If you mod quality acmrx alio* prim CAUCL
We car WM you best *nth years of eipenerce
Let us be of assistance.

Jah:
MciRR
44041 O
Allyr i3er

Call

y Bread

753-3115-

Donald's Professional
Painting Contractor

For Job Bookings Now

8' SOFA, tan and brown,
brown matching chair, rust
colored recliner, hexagon
coffee table,$603. Also assorted pictures and accessories Call 753-2452
anytime
BASS Boat, 15A 'Pro Craft
with 70HP Johnson motor,
trolling motor, depth finder,
2 new batteries_ Contact
Bill McCourt at Mac &
Mac's 474-2251 or
759-1508 after 6p m
$4,000 Used very little
BASS Boat, 15A 'Pro Craft
with 70HP Johnson motor,
trolling motor, depth finder,
2 new batteries. Contact
Bill McCourt at Mac &
Mac's 474-2251 or
759-1508 after 6p m
$4,000. Used very little
FISHING Boat, All new interior, 40HP Johnson, trolling motor, new battery,
trailer. Asking $1,700, will
negotiate. 492-8749.
JAVELIN- Ozark- Vision
Johnson motors. Excellent
service with experienced
mechanics Hoagland Marine, Aurora, KY 42048,
across from Sue & CharPhone
lie's,
502-474-2209

A Little Green Goes
A Long Way In Classified
And the week of April 9-15
when we celebrate
Classified Advertising Week
it will go even further...

530
Services
Offered

510

LAWN mowing and trim
ming large or small
435-4447 or 436-2331

1983 RED & Silver metallic
Cheetah 70HP Evinrude,
good condition 489-2699

25' CRIS Craft: excellent
condition, $16,000
443-1075 or 443-4757

495

Services
Offered

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service,
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753 4872 or
436 5848

Phone
753-4961

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Caprice S296 68mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
Pius Tar, Title & License
48 Mo. Closed End Lease,

FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
it's 2nd year' Specializing in
lawn maintenance including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling Now serving
county arid city 10% off for
Senior Citizens Call now
for dependable service
Free estimates 753-3455

Services
Ofitrad

A-1 TREE Service Your
pro service with 35 years
experience. Topping removal, stump removal,
spraying and feeding. Free
estimates. 753-0906
ALARM System 24 hour
monitoring, lowest prices in
Purchase Area, guaranteed (502)753-0342

Spring Special

Get 10 Days For The Price of 7
on all reader ads placed during the week
meeting the following requirements:
$
$
$
$

-w
t •

•

Ads must run 10 consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader ads
will remain in effect.

•1

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8,dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

Miierray Ledger 8c Times
Celebrate Classified Ad Week and Save!!!
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Place your ad Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
or Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
Call 753-1916, mail, or bring your ad to:
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OBITUARIES
Lula Mbritten

Martha Deweese
Services for Martha Dell tDeweesc, 77, of Mayfield Rt. 1,
Cuba Road, were at 2 p.m. Friday
at Byrn Funeral Home. The Rev.
Carey Puckett officiated and burial
was in Highland Park Cemetery.
Mrs. Deweese died at 9:05 a.m.

She was a member of the First
United Methodist Church.
She left no immediate survivors.
Mrs. Deweese was preceded in
death by her husband, James B.
Deweese, and a brother, Robert
Frost. Her parents were Leonard
M. and Mary Ann Frost.

Wednesday at Community
Hospital.
Mrs. Deweese was a graduate of
Murray State University with a
master's degree in music. She was
a teacher in the Graves County
school system for 44 years.

Lula Albritten, 98, of Hazel,
died Thursday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was the daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Stubblefield
of Hazel.
'Survivors include her husband,
Elbert M. Albraten of Hazel, and
one daughter, Alston Evelyn Nor-

Magdalene Manning
Miss Magdalene Manning. 77,
Route 1, Murray, died at 5 p.m.
Thursday in the Long-Term Care
Unit at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Coldwater
Baptist Church and was retired

from Meritt Clothing Company in
Mayfield.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Bill (Louise) Peery, Route I.
Murray.
She was preceeded in death by
her father. William Madison Manning; her mother, Nora Pace Man-

ning; lour brothers, Claude Manning, Eddie Manning, Clyde Manning, and Jimmy Manning.
The funeral is scheduled for 2
p.m. Saturday at Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial in Salem
Cemetary. Friends may call after 4
p.m. today at Blalock-Coleman.

University in Bethlehem, Pa. He
married Marjorie McElrath in Cincinnati, Ohio. Oct. 24, 1936. She
survives him.
Also surviving is one daughter.
Ellen Major Sell-husband James,
Sparta, N.J.; one son. Robert Lear
Major, Know ''e. Tenn.; two

POND RAISED
CATFISH

c JAuJit,i,1
44.141

11111..N
411
r iji artU

Fillets or Fiddlers
Potato - Coleslaw - White BearIS - Hushpuppies

EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY
4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

inside Holiday Inn

753-0910

$4.25

$5.95

'-laff order

full order

III

MI OM
1 Large
111
16" Pizza
With Chzese Plus
2 toppings
Of Your Choice

EXPIRES

5/15/89
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grandchildren, James Andrew and
Anne Kathryn Sell, Sparta, N.J.
He was a member of the Murray
Rotary Club and Paul Harris Fellowship, a Kentucky Colonel, a
lifetime member of the American
Society for Mechanical Engineers.
and active in the Alumni Association of Lehigh University.
In lieu of flowers, donations may
go to First United Methodist
Church or to the William S. Major
Scholarship Fund at Lehigh
University.
Visitation will be after 6 p.m.
Sunday at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Mrs. Mildrid C. Colley, Farmington, died at 1:25 this morning
at Murray Calloway County Hospital. She was 84.
The daughter of the late Luther
and Ila Usher Cobb, Mrs. Colley is
survived by her husband, Robert
Colley of Farmington; by three
sons, Dr. Jack Colley of Lebanon,
Ky., Larry Colley of Farmington
and Jerry Colley of Medford, Ore.

She is also survived by two daughters: Mrs. Ralph (Bobbie) Billington
of Redford, Mich., and Mrs. Jimmy
(Carolyn) Wood of Farmington. A
brother, Usher Cobb of Galax, Va.,
also survives, as well as 15 grandchildren and 21 greatgrandchildren.
Mrs. Colley was preceded in
death by one brother, Hollis Cobb.
She was a member of the Farming-

Clark makes presentation at conference
Dr. Beth Clark, assistant professor
in the Department of Elementary
Education recently made a joint presentation with Association for Childhood Education Intemationl (ACED
s,udent of Murray State University at
,he Annual Study Conference of
ACEI. The student presenters were:
Carla Sylvester, Jodi Shoulders,
Nendy Boran and Cheryl Pratt.

Dr. Hoke L. Smith, presiderii of
Towson State University in Baltimore
for the past 10 years, will be at Murray
State University on Friday and Saturday, April 14-15,to conduct a Symposium on Institutional Mission and
Effectiveness..
Sessions will run from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Friday and from 9 a.m. to noon
Saturday in the Ohio Room of the
Curris Center. He will be working
with regents, administrators and faculty, staff and student leaders involved in strategic planning and work
on institutional mission and effective-

'5.99.
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The title of their presentation was
‘'Teaching Thinking Skills at Three
Educational Levels: A Cooperative
Project." In this presentation, the
teaching of thinking skills in a multiage preschool, public school classrooms and university methods
courses were described. This presentation represented a cooperative effort
among Murray State University ACEI
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Dr. Anita Lawson, assistant to the
president and director of institutional
planning at Murray State, arranged
the campus visit by Smith. She said
anyone interested in topics covered in
his presentation is invited to attend.
"He is considered an authority on
the character and role of the comprehensive regional university, the
use of concepts of quality control in
long-range planning and relationships
among general, professional and liberal education," she explained.
Under Smith's leadership, Towson

State, which has about 15,000 students, has gained a national repeation
as one of the best comprehensive
universities in America.
Smith is chairman of the executive
committu of the Council on Economic Education in Maryland and a
member of the Baltimore County
Economic Development Commission.
On a national level, he is a member
of the hoards of directors of both the
American Asse,ciation for State Colleges and Universities(AASCU)and
the American Council on Education

James Dale Gantt of Atlanta, formerly of Murray, was recently
awarded the Ph.D. degree in industrial
and systems engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Since 1983 Gantt has served as chief
of the Management Information Systems Division of the Army Institute
for Research in Management Information, Communications and Corn-

putcr Science (AIRMICS).
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Gantt of Murray,he is a 1967 graduate
of Murray College High School and a
1971 graduate of Murray State University. He joined AIRMICS in 1978
as an operation research analyst.
Gantt was selected 1981-82 as a
Fellow in the Center for Advanced
Engineering Studies at the Massa-

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+22.0
Industrial Average
Preiious Close
2296.0
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
42/3 -1
/
4
Air Products
41%A
,ferrico
A.T.C.-Class A
41%
/
4
Kmart
AT&T
31% +3
Kroger
41% +1
/
4
Bell South
McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
27 unc
JCPenney
313
/
4 +%
Chrysler
311
/
4 +%
Penwalt
CSX Corp
Quaker Oats
Dean Foods
31% +3/.
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store 10% B 10% A
Texaco
41% -%
Exxon
471
/
2 +1
Time Inc.
Ford
/
2
U.S.Tobacco
40% +1
/
4
General Motors
Wal-Mart
17% +%
GenCorp, Inc
C.E.F. Yield
53 +%
Goodrich
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chusetts Institute of Technology.
He earned the M.S. degree in
computer science (with a major in
operations research) at the University
of Missouri at Rolla in 1972. After
entering the Army as an instructor at
the Fort Harrison (Ind.) Computer
Science School, Gantt did graduate
work at Purdue University and completed the Ed.S. degree in managemental Ball State University in 1978.
His wife, the former Kay Thompson
of Paducah,e.rned degrees-at-Murray
State in 1971 and 1973. They have
two daughters, Heather, 12, and
Jenny, 8.

James D. Gantt
COURT SQUARE

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

MURRAY KY.

•
•
•
•
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Call or Stop By For Details

A former chairman of the AASCU
beard, Smith has written AASCU
policy statements and served on the
organization's National Commission
on the Role and Future of State
Colleges and Universities. He is currently chairman of AASCU's Council
of State Representatives.
Smith is a member of the executive
board of ACE and has served on its
Committee on Division One Intercollegiate Athletics Lnd its Commission
on Women in Higher Education.

477/. +%
111% +2%
/
4
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16% B 16% A
38% +1
/
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4
44% +%
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113% +Y.
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/
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9.20
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members, public school teachers and
university faculty.
Advisor for the Murray State University Student Branch of ACEI, Dr.
James B. Carlin also participated in
this conference as a member of the
ACEI Executive Board. The conference was held in Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gantt awarded Ph.D.at Georgia I of T

Read the
want ads daily
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ton Baptist Church.
Services will be held Sunday at
2 p.m. at the Byrn Funeral Home in
Mayfield, with the Rev. Harry
Yates, Jerry Mayes, and Harvey
Lynn Elder officiating. Burial will
be in the Farmington Cemetery.
Mrs. Colley's grandsons will be
serving as pallbearers.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m.

Smith to conduct symposium at Murray State

tentral Shopping t enter
•lurray
753-96011

•
•
•

Albritten and Sarah Albrittcn.
She was a member of the Hazel
United Methodist Church.
Visitation will be after 4 p.m.
today at the Miller Funeral Home
in Hazel. Funeral services will be
Saturday at 2:30 with burial in the
Puryear Cemetery.
The Rev. Dan Leslie will
officiate.

Mildred C. Colley

William S. Major
William S. Major, 87, Ft. Myers.
Fla., died at 7:20 a.m. today in Ft.
Myers. He is a former resident of
Murray.
He was born in Philadelphia, Pa.
on Nov. IS, 1901. His parents were
Samuel Lear and Irene Fort Major.
He was a graduate of Lehigh

wood, of Purycar.
She was preceded in death by
one daughter, Mildred Bennett and
seven sisters.
Also surviving were three grandchildren, Jerrye Brannon, George
Albraten and David Albritten and
four great-grandchildren, Nathan
Brannon, Isaac Albritten, Steven

REWARD
URPLUS SCHOOL ORDERS
NELCO 4104L Sew N' Serge Sewing Machines
Tristate's Education Department placed orders In anticipailtuaf
this year's sales. These sales did not occur. Now we are of
them to the public. These NELCO 4104L Sew N' Serge Sewing
Machines must be sold. All sewing machines offered are new and
top of the NELCO Line. These NELCO 4104L Sew N' &nip)Sewing
Machines sew on all fabrics, Levi's, canvas, upholstery, nylon,
stretch, vinyl, silk. These NELCO 4104L Sew N Serge Sewing
Machines are made special to sew the seams,overlock the edge at
the same time. EVEN SEWS ON LEATHER. These NELCO 4104L
Sew N' Serge Sewing Machines are new with a 25 YEAR
WARRANTY. With the 1989 NELCO 4104L Sew N' Serge Sewing
Machines, you just set the dial and see magic happen; straight
sewing,zigzag, buttonholes(any size), Invisible blindhem, monogram, satin stitch, embroidery, applique, sew on buttons and
snaps. YOUR PRICE WITH THIS AD $188.00, Suggested Retail
Price 8529.00. These are some of the finest sewing machines on
the market. Trades accepted. Layaways welcome. Toll Free 1-800331-9062.
VISA • MasterCard • Ameriecus Express

1 DAY
ONLY
TUESDAY
APRIL 18TH
11 AM-6 PM

Disroter • Cash or Cheeks

YOUR PRICE

SALE LOCATION

$188

HOLIDAY INN
S 12th St.

Layaways
Welcome

US 641 S.
Murray KY

Explorer
Post 803
to hold free
car wash
The Murray-Calloway County
Explorer Post 803 will have a fret
car wash Saturday, April 15.
The car wash will be held from
noon until 4 p.m. in the Kroger
parking lot and from 4 p.m. until
10 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Hog market
report listed
Federal-State Market News Service April
11, 1919 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 341, F.st.700 Barrows & Gilts
25 higher, Sows steady•1.00 higher.
531.25-31.75
US 1-2 224-250 lb.
LS 1-2 200-220 lb.
.S31.25-341.2!
LS- 2-3 220-250 lb.
$35.75-3&2$
US 3-1 250-270 lb.
531.75-35.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-351 lb...-.........--527.50-24.00
US 1-3 3•4-1011 lb.
$27.00-21.00
US 1-3 104-504 lb.
521.50-21.00
IS 1-3 514 and sp
$211.00-32.00
IS 2-3 311111-50111 lb.
Roars $25.114.27.51/
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HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Quality Paint Applicators Are
Wise Homeowner Investment
PVC • Aluminum Strap • Resin
Hammocks • Outdoor Lighting
Patio Accessories
Pool Chemicals & Supplies
Folding Directors Chairs
Cj
'
s
1111431_
the Sun

A GOOD INVESTMENT

Casual
Pool & Patio Shop
106 N. 4th St. 759-19

Select high quality. applicators for a smooth, uniform painted
surface. The National Paint and Coatings Association recommends using durable. long-lasting applicators.

WHY MOVE?

IMPROVE!
Home Improvement Loans
• .1

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

e
-t•

Bank of Murray
"THE FtlEtDELBANK"

Many do-it-yotirscll painter. will splurge
on quality paint, only to scrimp on paint
applicators. Selecting quality applicators
is just as important as the paint itself. accordinrto the National Paint and Coatings Association.
Signs of high-quality paint brushes include "Ilagging" (split ends) at bristle
tips, wooden handles. different lengths
of bristles. and a thickness at the base of
the paint brush.
There are two basic types of bristles on
paint brushes, which should be used as
follows for best results:
Natural bristle brushes composed of
china bnstle. hog hair, and us hair. Natural bristle brushes are recommended for
use in thin-bodied coatings. such as shellac. varnish and enamel. Natural bnsiles
should nevet be used in water-based
coatings because they tend to wear down
faster than synthetic brushes.
Synthetic brushes composed of
polyester and tries bnstles. Synih
hrushes are recommended for use

in water-based coatings because of their
stillness,
A second category of applicators are
rollers, which are distinguished by their
outside roller cover, or nap_ There are
synthetic and natural naps. Syr.thetic
roller covers should be used primarily in
water-based paints, but can be used in
oil-based paints which have been thinned
with paint thinner. If used in oil-based
paint which has not been thinned, outside nap covers will disintegrate.
Natural naps are composed of sheepskin, lambswool, and mohari. Natural
rollers usually cost more than synthetic
rollers and should be used only with oilbased paints. If used with water-based
paints, outside nap covers will deteriorate.
Purchasing durable, long-lasting paint
applicators is a wise investment for do-ityourself painters, advises the National
Paint and Coatings Association. You
may end up spending more money, but
saving in the long run with better results.

10 Energy Saving Tips
Many homeowners who remember summer's blistering heat are looking for
ways to cut the costs of cooling their
homes during the summer months. The
key to an energy efficient home and
lower cooling bills is knowing how to
save and where to save. Here are 10 energy saving tips that involve little or no
cost and can help you shrink your summer air conditioning hills. whik conserving energy and making your home
MOM comfortable at the same time
• Check to see that the insulation levels
in your attic • meet today's new energy
standards If not, add an extra layer of
insulation using a quality product like
C'ertainTeed Fiber Glass Insulation.
• Add caulking and weather stnpping
around your doors and windows Cool
air can leak out of your home through
gaps in these areas Sealing the gaps
can slop air leaks for greater energy
savings and comfort
• Install awnings over windows exposed
to direct sunlight. White or lightcolored awnings are the most effective
and can help you to greatly reduce inside temperatures during hot summer
weather
• Install an automatic setback thermostat They will help cut your energy
costs by automatically lowering or
raising the temperature in your home

while you're at work or on vacation_
• Clean or replace your air conditioner's
filter. A dirty filter will block the flow
of air making your cooling unit work
harder and less efficiently.
• Plant deciduous trees (e.g.. maples.
oak, etc.) on the southern and western
sides of your home. Their big full
leaves provide shade during the summer and can help you lower your
home's temperature up to 15 degrees.
• Check your attic air vents and clear
them of at& dust or debris. If the attic
is not vented, your air conditioner will
have to work harder than necessary.
• Insulate and seal your air conditioning
ducts. The joints and fittings of your
duct system may allow air to pass into
your attic and floor causing a loss of
energy dollars
• Have your cooling unit professionally
tuned and cleaned. It can help reduce
your system's energy consumption up
to 10 percent
• Install ceiling fans in rooms that are
used frequently. They will circulate
cool, still air and cut down on your air
conditioning use
For more facts and figures on energy
efficiency, write to the CertainTeed
Home Institute, PG Box 860, Valley
Forge. PA 19482 Inca free copy of "The
CertainTeed Energy Tnvia Booklet.'
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Fans Beat The Heat
The Economical Way
The way most people look at it. there's
no trick to beating the heat in summer—
as long as you're willing to pay the pnce.
There is an alternative, however.
More and more homeowners are finding
that fans can provide them with the cooling effects they seek, without resulting in
overwhelming utility bills.
There are a wide vanety of powered
ventilators currently available. Properly
selected and installed, they can .reate an
indoor environment which remains comfortable all summer long.

Whole-House Fans
Foremost among the energy-saving
powered ventilators is the whole-house
fan Situated near the center of the home,
the fan can be used during the summer
months to draw in cooler evening air
through screened windows and doors,
creating a pleasant and comfortable indoor envin-mment. The fan also produces
breezes that can make the temperature
seem two to eight degrees cooler than it
actually is.
An effective cooling device at temperatures well into the eighties, the wholehouse fan can yield substantial energy
savings as it takes much of the cooling
burden off of the air-conditioning system. yet can be operated for as little as
one-tenth of the cost of air-conditioner
operation. Useful in all climates, the
whole-house fan can replace the airconditioner in some areas of the country.
The Home Ventilating Institute (HVI),
a voluntary organization of manufacturers of static and powered home ventilating equipment, offers a simple method
for proper selection of whole-house fans.
HVI labels displayed on members' products, show the certified capacity of the
fan as measured in cubic feet of air
moved per minute (CFM). To determine
the necessary CFM rating for a wholehouse fan, multiply the intenor square
footage of the home (excluding garage,
attic or basement) by three. In warmer,
more humid climates, a larger capacity is
needed, and the square footage should be
multiplied by four in those areas The resulting number is the CFM rating for the
fan needed for the home.
It is important for the homeowner to
provide sufficient static vents for the
whole-house fan to function properly. To
determine the necessary vent area, the
CFM rating should be divided by 750.
The resulting number will be the square
feet of static vent area which must be
provided.

Ceiling Fans
Ceiling fans, devices which have been
around since the turn of the century,
have enjoyed a rebirth in popularity recently, largely because of their decorative appeal. However, the fans also offer
significant cooling and energy-saving
benefits to homeowners.
Research has shown that ceiling fans
have the ability to make room occupants
feel comfortable at temperatures up to 85
degrees Fahrenheit. The ceiling fan's

Attic Fans
During the summer months, as the sun
beats down upon the roof of the house,
air in the attic can become extremely hot.
As the heat builds up, it can penetrate to
the house below, causing discomfort or
putting an added burden on a home's
cooling system. Further, attic heat buildup poses a threat to insulation and to
structural materials, causing senous deterioration of these items. The problem
continues in the winter when water vapor
produced throughout the house rises to
the attic and collects there. It can penetrate insulation, seriously impairing its
efficiency, and can also cause damage to
other materials in the roof and attic.
The ideal way to combat both unwanted intruders is with a powered attic
space ventilator. Mounted on the roof or
gable wall, the ventilator removes hot or
moist air, replacing it with clean, fresh
air from the outside. Equipped with a
thermostat, the ventilator automatically
comes on whenever the attic temperature
exceeds safe levels. In the winter, ventilators equipped with a humidistat activate automatically when moisture in the
attic air reaches an unacceptable level.
To determine the necessary CFM rating for an attic fan. HVI recommends
multiplying attic floor area by 0.7 (add
15% for dark roofs). The resulting number is the correct CFM rating for the fan
needed to properly ventilate the attic. As
with whole-house fans, the powered attic
ventilators manufactured by HVI members are independently tested and certified, and the CFM rating is shown on the
HVI label.
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ability to provide cooling effects at temperatures into the mid-80s is of notable
significance in terms of energy arid cost
savings. The fans are extremely economical to operate and can yield substantial
savings when used to supplement airconditioning. Based on 1982 national averages, an article in "Consumer Reports" estimated that the cost for
operating a ceiling fan for eight hours
would be one-half cent.
The fans are available with short-stem
assembly, allowing them to fit easily into
rooms with standard eight-foot ceilings,
with seven feet of clearance. The fans
range in size from 36 to 52 inches across.
The smaller models are designed for use
in tight quarters such as hallways, small
offices, stairways, dining rooms, apartments and small houses where space is at
a premium. The larger fans are suited to
living rooms. play rooms, large porches.
basements, dens, and, thanks to truly silent operation, bedrooms.
HVI cautions consumers to be very
careful in selecting a ceiling fan. The organization notes that some fans are built
stnctly as decorative items and are of almost no value as air-circulating devices.
Consumers are urged to determine that
the fan has been sturdily constructed to
withstand the rigors of operation before
they make their purchase.

Kids Can't Fly And Insect
Screens Are Not For Safety
Insect screens are tor health and L oin tort, not for safety They are intended
only to keep insect and small birds out.
They are not intended to keep children
in. That's the way it's always been, according to Frank S. Fitzgerald, CAE. a
lifetime veteran of the window industry
who is currently Executive Vice President and Technical Director of the
Screen Manutacturcrs Association.
Filieerald is a member ot the National
Safety Council, and has been involved
with safety programs there since the
early 60's. Currently he serves on the
Children's Home Falls Committee and

the Consumer Product Satety Advisory
Committee

He suggests that you follow this good
advice published by the National Safety
4 Be.sure all screens are secure and
Council:
I. If you must ,open a window in a in good repair, but do not depend on
room where a small child will be sleep- them for anything except to keep small
ing or playing, open it not more than tour birds and insects out.
5 Never place a child's bed or crib
or five inches. If you fear a child can
raise the window higher. you can secure nest to a window
6 Avoid placing furniture under winit at the desired height "with a "window
hurgler lock" or create your own device, dows. If you cannot avoid it, keep the
such as a broomstick or piece of wood windows closed and locked.
placed between the top of the raised win7- Above all . . keep an eye on your
dow and the top of the window frame
toddler.

Billy Mitchell and Martin Severns, Owners

MITCHELL & SEVERNS
Hwy. 94 West

733-2392

'
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•

FICIPIER

,

OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

5HP Rear Tine Tiller

• 5-

With counter-rotating tines
•Briggs G Stratton engine
•Power reverse
•12" tines/17" till path
•7-Position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty
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Valuable Coupon
•

•

With This Coupon

Roper Tiller

-I

Reg. Price '69995

'59995
Coupon Expires 4-15-89
3:111,51W51

Floors, Walls
and Windows

2. For windows that are opened with
the turning of a handle, it may he a good
idea simply to remove the handle, and
.crew it hack only when you need to adlust the window, or tor escape in case of
a tire.
.1 Curtains or shades over a window,
dunng nap time and at night, will help
keep a curious child from being attracted
to the scene outdoors.

Sale Price 564995
With Coupon
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Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00
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More Design Innovations And
Color Selections In Acrylic
Whirlpools and Lavatory's

A Roma" acrylic 5 foot whirlpool has a
depth of 18', and is fitted with two grab
bars and factory installed whirlpool system, including four color-matched multidirectional jets. It is available with optional
bath-mounted
Ultrasense
electronic whirlpool on/off control with
low water cut-off. The Lexington" 51
/
2
foot whirlpool has an attractive comfort
feature - a molded-in headrest.

A GOOD INVESTMENT

PURCHASE AREA COMMUNICATIONS

For those who prefer unusual lavatory
shapes. Arnencan Standard introduced
the Hexalyn" countertop lavatory, available with 8" spread faucet holes, 4" center faucet holes, or center hold only. The
basin measures 22' X 19".
Two added dramatic colors by Amencan Standard are stiletto, glistening
Black, and a definitive Orchid. Available
for all American Standard bathroom
suites, the colors are bnlliant statements
on their own or can be used together for
the highly adventurous. If guests linger
too long in a bathroom in either color,
it's understandable.
Acrylic Whirlpools and Lavatorys,
write American Standard, Plumbing
Products, I Centennial Plaza, P.O. Box
6820. Piscataway, NJ 08854.

MORE THAN A PHONE STORE!
•Commercial and Residential Jack Installations
'SALES and SERVICE of Telephone Answering
Machines, Wireless Telephones and
Accessories
•Service on all Key and PBX phone systems

•Facisimile Machines
(502)
753-0342

Rt. 1, Box 31-B
urport Road, Murray

Ingersoll
p
lr
-, •.•

*

Garden,Tractors
if
irwit
.vii

4'-.
,
i,;
.
•

•101 1°— •
•

An extension of the existing Lexington line, the 5'/2 foot tub has a
molded-in headrest, two grab bars, and is designed for the left or
right hand, penninsular, island or sunken installations. The
factory -installed whirlpool system includes six color-matched
multi-directional jets.

How To Create A Useful Closet
lOu can effectively increase useful closet
space in your home. Many times builders will put in only the minimum amount
of shelving in clothes closets and leave
the job of adding space to the homeowner Perhaps some of the ideas in a
pamphlet by L.E. Johnson Products,

Inc. will assist you in doing this. In addition, there are tips on constructing additional closet space in other parts of the
house, such as basement, unfinished attic, garage, etc. Write to L.E. Johnson
Products. Inc., Dept. HT. Box 1126.
Elkhart, IN 46515.

•

'.'

• 4

floprOiAt
'5121?INGIS L
.11111,00M1113unTH
POWITR COLORS.
Say hooray for
spring. Spruce-up

Take A Close Look At Ingersoll.
You'll find plenty of heavy gauge steel, welding and cast-iron. A solid wellbuilt tractor and an attachment system that can do a lot more for you.
Quick and Easy.
Exclusive. Powerful, compact and efficient, hydraulic powered
attachments are easy to hook up and use. No extra
engine or complicated drives.
'8 Hydraultc models to choose from

"Ingersoll The new name to say for Case Lawn
and Garden Tractors'

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.

and brighten-up
with famous
Porter quality.
Disarmer the
wonders of the
Designer 800
Custom Tinting
System. Hundreds
ofcolorsfrom
gentle pastels to
deep accent
moods. Discover

• Unbeatable
hiding power
•Maximum
washability

•Spatter
resistcuu
•Professional
results
•Designer 800*
colors

tulw 4.21A0
AT;;01
MyeRS1!:3-thorm
'Trademark of die ProfturionaLs

farnous Porter
"service," tool

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 444-0110
(502) 753-3062

Open Mon-frl 7-5 Set 6-11

Visa-A1C-O4soover

•
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High-Tech Furnaces
Need Professional Care

a.

Sophisticated new gas heating equipment
needs regularly scheduled service by a
professional heating contractor to ensure
top performance, according to the American Gas Association.

,r unusual lavatory
andard introduced
op lavatory, availacet holes, 4" cen'ter hold only. The
19".

z colors by Amen:iletto, glistening
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Most
how the technology is app te
window manufacturers put a Low-E
pane of glass in a normal double-pane
window. The coating is either "sputtered" on the glass (soft coat) or hooded
onto the glass (hard coat). While insulating efficiency is improved in either case.
the window still has only one air space.
Mirror
windows
sud1982,
Hurd
Heat
in
When first introduced
Heat Mirror" windows by Hurd Milldenly doubled the energy performance of standard donble-pane work Company, Medford, WI, are the
windows. Even with very cold outdoor temperatures, Heat Mir- only wood windows with two air spaces
ror keeps interior glass close to room temperature, reducing that employ Low-E technology. Hurd
drafts and chilly spots near windows. Heat Mirror reduces costly suspends and seals a Low-E coated film
fabric fading of draperies and furniture by blocking most solar in an insulating panel. So, instead of reultraviolet (UV) radiation. Even plant growth is improved with lying solely on the reflecting qualities of
Mirror winHeat Mirror, as it moderates harmful outdoor temperature a Low-E coating, Hurd Heat
take advantage of two important
swings and blocks infrared rays that can scorch leaves, while let- dows
benefits. First, Heat Mirror reflects heat
ting in the light plants need. For noisy environments, Heat Mir- back to its source. Secondly, the double
.or's unique construction insulates from street noise.
air space make it much harder for heat to.
I here was a time when windows were ciency has ushered in a new technology pass through.
Hurd Low-E film insulated windows
little more than holes in walls with called "Low-E" coatings. The more you
single-pane glass in them. But, today's know about low-emissivity coatings, the with dual air space block both radiation
and conduction heat transfer to keep the
new windows are more efficient, provide better windows you will select.
Low-E coatings are extremely thin house warmer in winter and cooler in
better comfort and are more beautiful
than ever. The average window pur- layers of metal. Most light passes summer.
For a free copy of the "Window Comchased today is a high-quality wood win- through, making coatings invisible to the
dow with double-pane insulating glass eye, but they are so formulated to allow parison Guide" which compares differsince wood is the best natural insulating certain wave lengths of heat to pass ent Low-E windows, write "Window
Comparison Guide", Hurd Millwork
material used in windows, Double-pane through while reflecting others.
Some Low-E windows perform better Company, 520 So. Whelen Ave., Medconstruction adds additional energy efficiency, but the quest for additional efli- than others due to a basic difference in ford, WI, 54451.

leaks, corrosion, rust, moisture or blockage; test for proper combustion and, if
necessary, adjust the burners; clean and
replace the air filter; lubricate motors
and fans that require it; check for
Like today's high-tech autor‘iobiles, cracked or frayed blower belts; clean the
the new generation of high-efficiency pilot and burner chamber; and clean and
natural gas furnaces should be serviced' adjust thermostats.
Between annual inspections, the
by a trained professional. A.G.A. recommends that a qualified gas contractor homeowner should clean or replace the
perform an annual routine inspection of furnace filter or air cleaner every three
months, and remove dust and lint from
your heating system.
the furnace, vents, registers or baseboard
During the service call, the contractor heating units on a regular basis. Outside.
should: visually inspect the furnace vent- gas meters should he kept cleared of
ing system and chimnetfor any signs of snow and debris.

Ns.

1EI
A variety of colors to choose from
Available in:

8"x 8" Floor & 4"x 4" Bathroom

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 So. 9th

Open Mon.-Fri.
8-4:30

753-5719

• ••••
i•

NEW OWNER CELEBRATION

••
•

Friday, April 14; 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturday, April 15; 7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

S.

•

Solid Color Exterior Stain

• Bestt Liebco Brushes, Rollers •
• Painting & Papering Supplies •
• B4 Mini-Blinds • Profile Verticals •
• Verosol pleated Shades • In-Stock Wallpaper •
Benjamin

Moore

PAINTS
.01.00,11401.1.0.• ••‘
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Other Items Available Include:

Latex Exterior Primer • Moorwhite Primer
Moorglo • Moorgard
Vinyl Acrylic Latex Stain
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How You Can Give Your Kitchen
Excitement With Wood Mouldings

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Looking for an inexpensive way to add
eye-popping appeal to any room in your
home?
If so. decorative wood moulding may
be your answer.
Wood mouldings are among the least
expensive, most versatile, readily available and easy to use building products.
according to Georgia-Pacific Corporation, the nation's leading manufacturer
and distributor of building materials.
The earliest recorded use of wood
moulding was to hide poorly fitted joints
in crudely built structures. Ancient
Greeks elevated mouldings to an art
form and embellished their classic
columns with them.
Today, wood mouldings are enjoying
renewed popularity as easy do-ityourself projects to enhance a home's
appeal. The uses for decorative mouldings are practically endless.
Mouldings give rooms a finished look.
They add depth and interest to walls,
ceilings, doors, windows, cabinets, or
even fireplaces. And keep in mind that
wood moulding applications need not be
limited to large-scale projects.
Moulding can provide the crowning
touch to wainscoting, decorative wall
panels. room dividers, planters, picture
frames, trellis work and even toys The
use of moulding is limited only by your
imagination.
There are also many practical applications. Base mouldings protect walls from
being damaged by mops and brooms.
chair rails protect walls from being
deRted by carelessly-moved chairs and
furniture.
You can be as creative as you wish
with decorative mouldings. Apply them
vertically. honzontally, diagonally, or
combined with paneling, wallpaper or

LAKELAND
April Shower Specia
*Complete Fertilization
*Broadleaf Weed Control
*Crabgrass Control

$20 Up To 5,000 Sq. Ft
1-800-822-LAWN
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone Answered 24 Hous A Day - 7 Days A Week

fabrics.
Stain wood mouldings to bnng out
their nch grains and trextures. Or paint
them to blend or contrast with their surroundings.
Other exciting decorating ideas with
wood mouldings can be found in G-P's
24-page color booklet, "Moulding
Makes It More . .". The booklet
shows a variety of moulding styles used
throughout the house and also offers inStfUCt10115 showing how to measure, install and finish you own moulding project.
Send $3 to "Moulding Makes It More
.", Georgia-Pacific Corporation,
Dept. HITM, P.O. Box 2808, Norcross,
GA 30091.
For the G-P Registered Dealer or
Home Center nearest you, call 800-4772882.

—.doom*

Gas Water
Heaters
Save
Money
Itl•Cil in naillinsal average residential enCrp prices. natural gas remains the mom
eriminnical way to heat water, says the
AnWliCjIl Gas Association
Using Department of Energy figures,
the association estimates that, on average. a high-efficiency natural. gas water
heater costs as much as 69 pelt:ern less to
operate than a conventional electnc water heater
Although high-efficiency gas water
heaters may cost slightly more than
lower efficiency models, they .isually are
the hest huy over the life of the appliance
because they cost less to operate.
The Federal Trade Commission requires that manufacturers put an
"EnergyGuide•' label on all water
heaters The label can help consumers
compare value hy determining which
ill he the MIN econoriacal to (iscrate The guide also shows consumer.
how to c pine annual operating costs
h using Ii 'a I Ui ii it rates
New natural gas water heaters feature
better insulation. 1111pnitied burner', and
more efficient heat transfer technology.
I his translates into dhow a tb percent reduction in energy use
pared with
44(ki models

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Know The Energy-Efficiency Ratings Of
Your Heat Pump Or Air Conditioner
By comparing the energy-efficiency ratings, as well as the price of your next
heat pump or air conditioner, you'll be
sure of saving all the money you intended, according to the Edison Electric
Institute, the association of investorowned electric utilities.
The seasonal energy efficiency ratio,
or S.E.E.R. as it is commonly referred
to, will tell you the efficiency of a central
air conditioner or heat pump. Another ratio, the energy efficiency ratio, or
E.E.R., is used to measure how energy
efficient room air conditioners are.
The S.E.E.R. measures an air conditioner's energy efficiency over an entire

cooling season, taking into consideration
the region of the country where it will
operate. It's found by dividing the unit's
total cooling output during the cooling
season (measured in British Thermal
Units or "BTUs"), by the total amount
of electricity in kilowatt hours (Kwh) it
consumes during the same period.
A S.E.E.R. rating of 10 or higher certifies a particular air conditioner or heat
pump as energy efficient, although for
today's high efficiency heat pumps, a
rating of 15 or greater is possible. For
room air conditioners, the E.E.R. rating
measures the unit's energy efficiency by
dividing its cooling output (BTU's per

Do-It-Yourselfer Can Create
Beautiful Textured Walls

hour) by the amount of electricity it consumes per hour (Kwh). Unlike a
S.E.E.R. rating, the E.E.R. rating is derived from its performance in a laboratory, without considering the climate
where it will be used. An E.E.R. rating
of 8 is good, and Ii or more is excellent.
Your actual operating costs will de.pend on the cost-per-kilowatt hour in
your area, climate, and the particular insulating qualities of your house. For
more information on these energy efficiency ratings, call your local electric
utility, or a heating and cooling contractor.

Electric induction cooktops
feature responsiveness and precise temperature, without the
heat or clean-up problems of
ordinary cooktops.

Follow
The Leader
Let us install continuous, seamless
Reynolds Aluminum gutters
formed to fit your home
on our special equipment.
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There was a time that getting an elegantly textured plastered wall was limited to those who could afford to hire a
professional craftsman to do it. Now you
can do it yourself in an afternoon with
Ruff-It Acrylic Sculpture Coat.
Ruff-It is manufactured by Z-Brick
Brands, a leader in decorative wall coverings for over thirty years. It is specially
formulated to give the consumer the
quality they demand, an ease of application they desire while providing a professional finish. The Ruff-It difference
makes it a pleasure to use.

Ruff-It holds its texture shape with
sharp or smooth edges better than any
similar product available. In addition, it
has a long working time, allowing the
user to change their mind if they are unhappy with the texture they have chosen.
Ruff-It will not crack or "round out"
holds a sharp texture effect.
For more information on Ruff-lt see
your nearest home improvement center
or write for a free informative brochure:
Ruff-It Sculpture Coat, Z-Brick Brands,
7711 Computer Ave., Minneapolis, MN
55435.

We offer a complete
line of fasteners and
anchoring devices
for every type and size
of do-it-yourself and
home fix-it project

Residential/Commercial
Vinyl and Aluminum Siding, Replacement Windows,
Shutters, Storm Windows and Doors, Canopies and
Awnings, Columns.

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray
Home:
(502)753-0834

Business:
(502)753-8181

We help you
hold it together

Murray Supply
Company
208 E. Main
753-3361
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*Wicker & Rattan Furniture
20 to 50% OFF
(Including Our New Whitewash Rattan)

A GOOD INVESTMENT
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*Baskets & Hampers
20 to 50% OFF
20 to 50% OFF
*Rag & Natural Fiber Rugs
*Bamboo Window Blinds
20 to 50% OFF
*PLUS EVERYTHING ELSE, STOREWIDE 20% OFF*
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Olympic quality
guaranteed for
15 years
•One-coal coverage
'Resists mildew
"For painted or
primed wood
exteriors
*Excellent for
hardboard stucco,
masonry and
aluminum
'White Only
"Satin
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Flat

Give Concrete Steps A
Home
Facelift With Alkali-Resistant
Insulation
Paint To Increase Beauty
Mini-Packages
Are your concrete steps plagued by chipping. flaking paint? If so. the National
Paint and Coatings Association suggests
you tackle the problem by applying a
fresh coat of alkali-resistant paint.
Some masonry surfaces, including
concrete steps, contain alkali. The presence of alkali causes problems of adhesion in the form of chipping. flaking and
discoloration Alkalinity decreases with
age and weathenng. but to assure adhesion. apply a coat of alkali-resistant
paint
Surface preparation for painting concrete surfaces may include applying a
block filler, which should be thinned
with latex, to any large voids in the ccnient. If you use a block filler, then

prime the area with an alkyd/latex
pnmer. If no block filler is used, then
masonry surfaces should be primed with
an oil-based Masonry Conditioner. Consult your local paint dealer for direction
on selecting the appropriate products

Now Available

Gefteral suggestions for painting con
crete surfaces: Wait 60-90 days before
painting over new concrete surfaces. Use
a' wire brush to roughen up the surface.
Apply two to three topcoats of alkaliresistant paint to new and repainted concrete surfaces. And, the NPCA recommends you set aside two days for the job
By painting alternate steps, you will be
able to walk on the dry steps while painting the others.

Regular PrIce 515.95
White Sale Price

12.95

•

Quantity Lasts

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
104 Maple

753-3161

minionvenient • an
package holds full 50 square
feet of R-11 Manville gold fiber
glass insulation.
Insulating your house saves money and
energy. Now, getting the insulation
home from the store is more convenient
with new HandiPak'' bags from Manville.
Each lightweight HandiPak minipackage contains a full 50 square feet of
compression-packed R-I I gold fiber
glass insulation. And the high-strength
plastic bags have hand holes, so they are
easy to carry.
Manville HandiPak hags are available
at many building supply dealers.

Rent
your tools!
Save on the high cost of buying and
maintaining expensive lawn &
garden equipment.

•Riding Mowers
•Push Mowers
•Weed Eaters
•Aerators
•Seeders

Temporary Storm
Windows Easy
With Staple Gun

4,1•vz.

•Thatcherizers
•Tillers
•Front End Loader

... And Comfortable
SAVE
Hoffman's carries
UP
TO
'Brown Jordan *Winston
35% OFF
•Woodard
•Lyon-Shaw
ON
ORDERS
•Tropitone
•Allibert
EVERYDAY!

•Backhoe

• t•
•. .
:

,,
-4 •

•

•Trenchers
.Plus A Lot More!

410Pktio
Hoffmant
nurser

-

ies

94 East
Murray, Kentucky

..•

ar*lehbouse9
Dana & Tom
759-41512

For additional protection, you can make
excellent temporary storm windows by
covenng them with clear plastic. Use
6-mil polyethclene and staple it around
the outside of the window with an Arrow
Model T55 Staple Gun Tacker. Double
the plastic at the edges and drive the staple against the outer edge of the tnm
where the staples won't be noticed.
These easy-to-do-measures will make
your home far more energy-efficient.
You'll save significant amounts not only
on your winter heating bills, but on summer air conditioning bills too. Your investment in materials will soon be paid
hack again and again.
For additional tool information. write
to Arrow Fastener Company, Inc., 271
Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, NJ 07662.
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Now Hear This: Talking Home Security System
Offers Safety, Savings, And Easy Installation
!he most valuable inipnivenierit to he
made to any home is the addition of a
reliable home security system
Security systenis help protect persons
and possessions from fire, burglary. and
other dangers And they also can save
money, since a high-quality system entitles homeowners, and home renters, to
annual insurance premium discounts as
high as 15%.
Until recently, the high costs of equipment and installation have prevented
most people from enjoying the benefire
of a well-protected home or apartment.
But things have changed_ New high-tech
electronic systems are now available that
provide the protection of expensive,
"professional" systems and can easily
be installed by almost anyone. The savings in labor alone reduces the cost by at
least half—with no compromise in home
or personal protection_
"Research indicates that most people
install a security system only after they
have expenenced a burglary or fire."
said Steven W. Chepa, president of Di-

con Systems. Inc.. Willowbrook, Illinois. Dicon is the world's second-largest
maker of smoke detectors and a leading
maker of electronic secunty systems.
"With cnme rates again on the rise.
people should be motivated to put in a
security system before they're victimized. According to the FBI, homes with
security systems are 15 times less likely
to be robbed than those without. And the
success of smoke alarms in saving lives
and property is well-documented," said
Mr. Chepa.
Dicon has recently developed a security system that offers professionalquality features, fast wireless installation, and a useful, unusual feature: it
speaks.
In addition to watching over your
house tor apartment) for fire, burglars,
medical emergencies, or other threats,
Dicon's new 9000 Home Secunty System has a voice which guides you in setting up and operating the entire system,
step by step. It also identifies the specific
detector which triggered an alarm, and

voices many other commands, requests,
and messages.
While the system's voice is its most remarkable feature, its electronic brain is
its most important. The computerized
central console, about the size of a telephone answenng machine, has a built-in
telephone dialer that, in the event of an
alarm, will call up to eight local or long
distance numbers and relay an emergency message in your own voice.
It also automatically dials different
numbers in response to different emergencies, and delivers an appropriate
message for each situation. When there's
a fire, it can call the fire department first.
During a burglary, the police or secunty
service can be called first. Your office, a
neighbor, or a relative could also be
called, all automatically.
Using a fire and security system which
calls out automatically for assistance
usually qualifies a home owner or home
renter for an annual discount on home insurance policy costs.
The insurance company may also con-

cider the type and number (il sensors
used, whether the alarm system operates
dunng power failures, and other factors.
The new Dicon system employs door
and window switches, motion detectors.
pressure-sensitive floor mats, smoke and
heat detectors, and other electronic home
monitoring devices. It can even warn the
family if its basement is flooding, if the
freezer goes on the blink, and in the
event of other damaging. if not lifethreatening, home emergencies.
Like professional systems, the Dicon
9000 automatically switches to back-up
power when the electricity fails. It also
uses its electronic voice to say when as
back-up batteries need replacement
To find out if an alarm system can help
you save on your home insurance costs.
contact your insurance agent. To find out
more about how to install a home security system, call Dicon's toll-free consumer hotline, 1-800-387-2868. The
company can be reached by mail at 631
Executive Drive, Willowbrook, ILL.,
60521.

Almond Caulk
For Tub And Tile
„ "
"
a
.
1.
3
'40'
Netn
-

IMO

DAI" Kwik-Seal Tub and Tile
Adhesive Caulk, the top-selling
tub and tile caulk in the country, is now available in a new
almond color.
DAP* Kwik-Seal rub and Tile Adhesive
Caulk is now available in almond color
DAP Kwik-Seal rub arid Tile Adhesive Caulk is an easy-to-use/all-purpose
mildew -resistant caulk. It provides a
neat, watertight seal around tubs, sinks.
shower stalls and other high-moisture areas The product provides excellent adhesion and is paintable.
DAP Kwik-Seal Tub and Tile Adhesive Caulk, in almond or white, is available in 6 oz. squeeze tubes.
For further information contact DAP
Inc . P.O. Box 277, Dayton, OH 45401.
DAP Inc. is a subsidiary of USG Industries, Inc. USG Industries. Inc is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of USG Corporation.
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*Vanity Tops *Wall Panels
*Large Selection of Bowls
*Shower Bases & Walls
*Mirrors *Tub enclosures
*Whirlpool Bathtubs. . . and more!

"Visit Our Showroom Today."

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 So. 9th

Open Mon.-Fri.
8-4:30

••
..••••

753-5719

Spring Is Not
Only Home
Improvement
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Clip & Present Coupon
Expires 4/29/89

113
One HOUR
cLeaneRs
Central Center
753-9525
Wm.-Fri. 7-6
Ss
-

20%

OFF (regular price)
Drapes, Curtains, Sheers,:
Bedspreads,
Blankets,:
Quilts and Comforters
Big B Cleaners
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

It's Aso Spring
CLEANING TIME
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Save Money By Using Air
Conditioning Wisely
can afford An energ) etticient unit s
If sou C .n.i.Jerinr the purchase of a
thc savhigher cost ssill he offset
new central air conditioner or if s(M.I al
ings on our monthls energs hills
reads own one Edison Electric Institute.
he association of 1mi:shit ov.ned cies • Properls weatherproof sour home
Weatherstripping doors and windows
tn.. utilities 'ttr'. these guideline, to
keeps the hot air dutside Suitable attic
help sou ntasimilj cooling comfort. and
insulation and sentilation also will reenergs dollars
duce heat build up
• V. hen selec ting a new air conditioner. • Consider home improsements such as
installing reflecting glass windows
hus the most energs efficient unit sou

Pocket Door Frame Opens
Up Valuable Floor Space

double-pane windows, and awnings.
• Dunng the day, keep curtains drawn
and shades pulled over windows facing east, west, and south
• Move furniture away from your unit's
registers, allowing for the free flow of
cooled air.
• Most air conditioners can cool a room
in half an hour—don't leave them running when you're away from home,
consider a timer.
• Run kitchen and bath exhaust fans
sparingly. These rob your house of
cool air.
• Set your thermostat to 78 degrees or
higher—the highest point at which you
still are comfortable.

•

do not swing on hinges, but slide completely hidden from view into a wall
(pocket) when not in use. Conventional
doors can take up to 8 square feet of
floor space for "swinging" room.

How to
tell a Pella.

CONVENTIONAL DOOR

Every Pocket Door Frame kit
comes complete with all hardware components, including
pre-assembled track and
header. An extra convenience is
a universal frame header premeasured to fit all popular
door sizes. You just supply the
door.
Are you thinking of adding on or remodeling your resent home' The high cost
of new housing has prompted many families in think of upgrading or renovating
their present residence—adding moms,
modernizing bathrooms and kitchens,
enlarging family rooms. etc
Making the best use of space is, of
course, one of the major considerations
whenever remodeling is undertaken.
Smart homeowners look for every possible way to squeeze more usable space
out of every square foot
POCKET DOOR

Pocket doors on the other hand, allow
the floor to be used right up to the door
opening.
The average handyman should be able
to install pocket doors using common
tools. You must plan ahead for their use,
however, as the framing must be in place
before drywall or paneling is installed.
Pocket door frames come in all popular
sizes and many of them are universal
(marked for cutting to fit your needs).
When selecting pocket door frames;
he sure to check such things as: Is the
track removable? Is the track designed
so the rollers cannot jump the track?
Will the rollers handle my door
smoothly? Will I be able to remove the
door easily?
Before installing the door into the
frame, make absolutely certain that you
seal the door, especially around the
edges to prevent absorption of moisture
and possible warping. Check with your
local paint/building supply dealer for
materials and correct procedures.

Slip Into
Something Comfortable
It's obvi( wus at a glance that this could only be a Pella:
• Beautiful styling• Energy-saving with exclusive privacy
features and options•Smooth operation • Wide selection of
styles, shapes and sizes•Custom capabilities•The perfect
Pella fit • Long-life performance Visit our Windowscaping'
experts at your nearby Pella Window Store, and see the Pella
difference.

The Pella

WindOW
Sth
r
et

Windrpo• 11.•_•
•4

For a free estimate, new construction or
replacement windows or doors
call or stop by:

Dear Customer:
You've told us what you like about Softub - the portability, comfort and
economy, how it's always hot and ready to use.
For the next flinty days Murray Hot Tubs is having a Good Neighbor Special.
Bong this Ad, receive a tree chemical starter kit.

The Pella Window Store

The otter expires in linty days.

Open: 8-5 Daily; 9-12 Sat. *After Hours By Appt.
Hwy. 60 West, Paducah, Ky.
105 N. Brewer St., Paris, Tn.
(502) 442-4110
(901)642-2641

yote Aotofeto

Sincerely,
Dr. Hopkins, Store Owner

Murray Hot Tubs

ttlet.
.
o

115 So. 13111 St.

4

753-3492
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Hints For Homeowners
Tips YOU Can Use From The
Garage Door Council
The door to family safety can begin
with your garage. If that door gets damaged in any way, it's wise not to put off
repairs. For the sake of security, you
might like to follow these tips from
Frank S. Fitzgerald, president of the Garage Door
Council:
Do not add an electric
opener to an existing door
without proper counterbalancing of the door. An
automatic door that doesn't work properly has a reduced life expectancy and
can be dangerous.
Keep the tracks and other moving
parts properly lubricated. This type of
maintenance can be done by most handy
do-it-yourselfers.
For other garage repairs, look for qualified people to do the work. Check the
Yellow Pages under "Doors" for a

Give.

WERE FIGHTING FOR
`CUR UFE

American Heartt
u
f
Association

For safety's sake, make sure
your garage door closes properly.
nearby- garage door dealer. Look for
those dealers who display the emblem of
the Far Western Garage Door Association or the Door and Operator Dealers of
America.
If you have any questions about garage
doors, you can write to Garage Doors,
Frank S. Fitzgerald, CAE, 3950 Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 606I3.

)0OR

BEL-AIR DECOR

!r hand, allow
up to the door

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
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Cabaret
Collection
Made-to-Length
Draperies

11

40% off

Exterior House Paint Sale

Spruce upfir Spring
With a Home Improvement loan from
Peoples Bank. Spread out your space by
adding an attractive new room to your
house. Even that attached garage can be
remodeled.
The improvement you make in your home
today will increase its resale value tomorrow.
Bring your plans or ideas in today and discuss
them with our experienced loan officers.
Find out how easy it is to add living space
and value to your home.
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MAI HOUSING

MEMBER FDIC

2 Gal. Flat Latex

LENDER

$26:95

Large Selection Wallpaper
Special Order Books

30°i° of

SOUTH
12th and Story

FIFTH AND MAIN

753-3231
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12th and Chestnut
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Insulating Your Home
Can Help Reduce The
"Greenhouse Effect"

LAWN-BOY'S
SEASON OPENER
Sell-Propelled Mower S2IE:iN
•.4 11P ei minter cial grade
engine•Cast aluminum d.tk •I-Act-tn.:tart •21 cut, staggered wheel
• Mulchet,shredder, side and rear bag
a.(T.:,'nes available• Rear cat..ier
kit
,nal

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Push Mower 1.21ZPN•4 HP
commercial-grade engine•Side or
rear grass bag available•21" cut.
staggered wheel• 14 gauge steel deck

Reg.

619"

52995
Reg.
Reg.
$1599"

Rear Engine Rider RISe
•8 11P cummercial,grade engine
•5 speed gear drive transmission
• 12 volt electric start with auxiliar
reci ill•30" full flu iat mg mu'veer deck
•Twin bag grass catcher and thatcher
available

'1279"

3199"

Yard Tractor YT16• 16 HP twincylinder commercial-grade engine
•5-speed heavy duty transaxle•42"
axle mounted mower deck •Thatcher,
snow/dozer blade, and snowthrower
available

Catcher and front weights shown are optional

2399'

LAWN-BOY
it( (1'.5 knig-inniting tradiliun.
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CoasttoCoast

America's TOTAL HARDWARE® Store
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••
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Ite*

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
753-8604

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Many experts are Naming summer high
temperatures and drought conditions on
the "greenhouse effect," a slow warming of the Earth's temperature. This is
largely caused by the burning of fossil
fuels, like coal, oil and gas, that are used
to generate energy to heat and light our
homes. Upgrading the insulation levels
in your home to meet today's new energy
standards is a project that can help minimize the "greenhouse effect" by reducing the amount of energy you require to
heat and cool your home. There are also
several other energy saving measures
you can take to more wisely use the energy in your home, like caulking your
windows and doors and buying energy
efficient appliances and fluorescent
lighting. By improving your home's
overall energy efficiency, you'll help
lower your annual utility costs and reduce the impact of the "greenhouse effect
Adequate attic insulation is one of the
first steps toward an energy efficient
home. A well insulated attic can help
you cut down on your cooling and heating bills year after year while helping to
keep your home more comfortable.
Check your attic to see how much insulation is in place If you have 6 inches
or less of existing insulation, you'll need
to upgrade it. To determine the recommended insulation levels for your geographic area, ask your local building materials dealer or home center.
Your home's crawlspace is another
area of energy loss, which contributes to
the "greenhouse effect" If the floor
above felt cold to bare feet last winter,
adding insulation can help improve the
comfort of the room
Many homeowners are also unaware
of the energy that is wasted by undennsulated sidewalls As with other undennsulated areas of the home, cool air in the
summer and heated air in the winter can
pass through a poody insulated sidewall
causing your heating or cooling unit to
work harder than necessary to keep your
home at a comfortable temperature The
unit then has to use more fossil fuels.

to the -greenhouse
again
effect."
Check for adequate levels of insulation
in your sidewalls by removing a light
plate and examining the area around the
fixture or by pressing your hand against
the wall. If no insulation is visible, or the
wall feels cool on an early spring day, it
may need more insulation.
Because sidewalk are a hard-to-reach
area, adding insulation may require special equipment and a professional insulation contractor to do the job properly, especially when a blown-in product is used
like CeriainTeed Corporation's InsulSafe Ill Blown-In Insulation.
Sealing your door frames, windows
and other gaps with weatherstripping and
caulking is another easy energy conserving measure that will help stop the flow
of cool air through the cracks between
door jambs and doors.
Energy efficient appliances can also
help you cut back on the amount of fossil
fuel you use. If you're buying a new appliance look for its EnergyGuide label.
The label will list the appliance's annual
operating cost and you'll be able to evaluate its overall efficiency and its impact
on your electnc hills.
Installing a high efficiency furnace or
cooling unit, or upgrading your present
one with a fuel-conserving heat pump is
another ideal way to cut down on your
fuel use And with regular professional
tuning and cleaning, you can help reduce
your unit's annual energy consumption
up to 10 percent. Install an automatic
thermostat as well You'll he able to adjust the temperature in your home while
you're at work or on vacarecio to COOserve valuable energy
How you light your home is another
important area where energy can be conserved to lessen the "greenhouse effect." In existing lighting, install fluorescent bulbs And in seldom used rooms
like the basement, garage and laundry
room, install dimmer or timer switches
For a free copy of "Insulation Facts
for Comfort and Savings," writc to the
H.;PInstitute.
Box
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Great Ideas from Organic
Gardening Magazine

rie
:he

From the (Akins of this famous
mag.a:ine the American Association of
Nurserymen received these expert tips
for enhancing the quality and yield of
fruit and vegetable gardens.
• For bigger berries and more of them.
lii ild the winter mulch and protect the
plants with a cover. In recent held
trials at the University of New Hampshire. strawberry. plants were protected
beneath a mulch iii salt marsh hay,
slut ed clear plastic. floating row cover
ii ciunhmations of the three. NW
!,ears ul observation, Iron production was greatest on the nonmulched plants over-wintered under floating row covers.
Compared with a layer of mulch, a
spuntionded polyester row cover was
'found to boost yields by 27-50 percent
for three years running. Why'? Partly
because a row cover maintains higher
soil and air temperatures around plants
than most mulches do. stimulating
greater flower production in spring,
the researchers say.
• Sweeten tomatoes with seawater.

Here's good news for shore-dwelling
gardeners and others who can't avoid
saline water. While seawater sets back
most other crops. it can significantly
improve tomato flavor without sacrificing yields. In past experiments,
plants were fed varying dilutions of
seawater throughout the season,resulting in sweeter, though smaller, fewer
fruits.
Israeli scientists have now discovered that the trick is in the timing,
reported the .lonrnal of the American
Sot arty for Ilmucultural Si tern
In
the most recent trials, plants were irrigated with salty water only after fruits
had formed. The result: overall, these
tomatoes were of better quality with
higher sugar concentrations than those
raised on just fresh tap water, and the
seawater decreased yields only slightly.
• Pick vegetables at their peak. Knowing when prime time is may be just a
matter of recognizing the way great
taste looks in the garden. This means
harvesting when taste, texture, color
and nutritional content are at a peak.
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For Professional
Landscaping. . . See Us!

lere are some prime-time picking lips:

Large Selection

Sweet Corn. Harvest ears about IX
days after silk appears, when it looks
dried and brown. The ear will feel full
and tilt away slightly from the stalk.
Peel hack the husk to check for plump
kernels.
Lettuce. Harvest all types early in the
day, when the plant has at least five or
six mature leaves (for loose-leaf types).
and when the center starts to feel linn
for head types).
"tomatoes. Harvest when the color is
fully developed but the fruits are still
inn. or keep partially ripened fruit at
room temperature to finish ripening.
Zucchini. Harvest before they reach
seven inches about lOur to six days
after pollination, leaving some stein to
prevent dehydration.
Green Beans. Harvest pods when
fully developed but before seeds swell
— about four to five inches long and
one-fourth three-eighths inch in diameter. Pods should snap when broken.
Tile best time to pick is in the morning.

Trees, Shrubs & Gallon Perennials
Fertilizers, Insecticides & Fungicides
Residential & Commercial
FREE ESTIMATES
Friendly & Courteous Service

Formerly Jones Landscaping
JP'

Open: 8-5 Mon.-Sat.
12-4 Sunday

Give.

.vels of insulation
removing a light
area around the
our hand against
is visible, or the
spring day. it

WERE FIGHTING FOP
YOUR UFE

407 N. 12th St.

753-1725

American Heart
Association

On.
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Re-Siding Increases Beauty;
Comfort Of Home Both
Outside And In,Saves Energy

WAI:MART
HOME
IMPROVEMENT
SALE
Mirrored Space Saver
EVERYDAY

39.97

'Two white polystyrene shelves w'r-irror
'Model 13161

Reg 22.88

Electric Power Blower

Sale

.135 AMP kAotor .125 MPH Maximum air velocity .2 speed allow
Nc 254C

19.88

Rose Bushes
Wal-Mart Latex
Redwood Stain
•1 Gallon -Penetrate arid pro
tec% •Oucii water clean up
No

7777

Sale

Reg

-5 ga

Reg 29 46

Sale

24.46

394

3.44

Steel Utility
Shelving

Water Seater

Reg 12.96
Sale

10.96

'No 1 grade potted roses
•Doorma1 rose m a biodegradeable container
•Sterns are dipped in wax lo
prevent dehydration
•2

EVERYDAY

5.27

Poly Drop Spreader
•Poly hopper is rust free and easy to
clean •Handle mounted flow control
.8" plastic wheels .75 lb. capacity
Model CD20 Reg 24 94

Welcome Mat
•Blaci. rubber
Reg. 2.50

Sale

Sale 19.94

1.88
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Installing new siding is one of the most weren't wet or blistered," says LaPietra
popular remodeling projects chosen "We were convinced we were on the
these days by homeowners who want to nght track with Fome-Cor."
"Moisture has to escape." says Rob
improse their home's outdoor appearance and indoor comfort. They can pre- ert Leddy. owner of Leddy Siding Co a
serve indoor home decor as well by pro- 23-year-old siding business in Norwood.
tecting it from unsightly, costly effects N.J. "It's important to have a breathable
of condensation, rot and water damage, underlayment board. Thickness is not
which can result from choosing the better. If you want water to collect in the
wrong underlayment board to be put un- wall and maybe rot the studs away in 10
der siding.
yean
e rst..put on a non-breathable underlay"Breathability is the most important ment
factor in choosing an underlayment
thick underlayment board usualls
board." says Steven LaPietra, president doesn't breathe and can detract from the
of Red Bank. N.J. based L&M Con- aesthetics of a re-siding job, according to
struction Co.. which has specialized in Leddy.
siding installation the past 15 years and
"The thicker board will project the
used Fome-Cor° underlayment board by siding outside of windows," says Leddy.
Monsanto as a breathable underlayment "1i becomes unsightly and the thickness
the past six years.
tends to recess windowsills, door casings
Fome-Cor board consists of 1/4 inch and the roof line."
extruded polystyrene foam laminated beIn addition to providing a rigid yet
tween one layer of white linerboard and a breathable surface for siding installation,
layer of kraft linerboard or between Fome-Cor board also serves as an airwhite linerboard and perforated, real infiltration barrier and provides infoil. Produced in sheets 4 feet by 50 feet. creased insulation values.
Fome-Cor board is rigid, lightweight and
"When re-siding, a consumer can
fan-folded every two feet for easy hanmake the house look a lot nicer and can
dling.
increase its insulation value," says Mike
An underlayment board's moisture
McKanck, market manager. Fome-Cor
breathability is measured in permeance
board. "lf you have drafty electncal outratings; permeance measures the ability
lets, you should buy a continuously
of a material to "breathe" water vapor.
folded underlayment product. If you
As a general rule in the industry, conhave drafts and not much insulation, you
densation, water damage and rot can be
may choose to increase the insulation
averted by choosing an underlayment
with a real foil-faced undedayrnent prodboard with a permeance rating of 5.0 or
uct."
greater.
Foil-faced Fome-Cor hoard provides a
Fome-Cor underlayment board provides supenor permeance ratings from system insulating value (R-value) iii
5.8 in the foil-faced product to 12.2 with 5.76. Added to a wall with a systeni
R-value of 13. Fome-Cor underlayment
a kraft liner.
The effects of poor breathability, or board produces an effective wall system
moisture buildup, can be seen by home- R-value of approximately 19. (— lit••
owners in peeling wallpaper and/or means resistance to heat flow; the higher
the R-value, the greater the insulating
paint, according to LaPietra.
power.)
"In six years, we've never had a bad
situation that dealt with Monsanto's
For more information about Fome-Cor
product being under the siding," says board, contact: Monsanto Company.
Fome-Cor Boards. Dept. 198, 800 N.
LaPietra, who cites the example of a
mom-addition customer who had hired
Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO63167;
L&M Construction to re-side his home
L43(w
M
eoConstruction Co.. 146 Maple
Ave.. Red Bank, N.J. 07701; Leddy Sidjust 3'/2 years earlier.
ing Co., 35 Dale Court. Norwood, N.J.
When LaPietra's crew members removed siding from the room-addition
area, he was convinced that his choice of 07•
(Fome-Cor
48oM
is a registered trademark
Fome-Cor board was a correct one
of Monsanto Company. Savings vary.
"The wood shakes looked like the day
Higher R-values mean greater insulating
they were covered with Fome-Cor; they
power.)

Bird Bath
Machine Ball Trees
and Shrubs

.24' High a 17' diameter
•Whae 'No 379

•Simply remove covering from
root ball and plant anywhere.

Reg 7.88 Sale

EVERYDAY

5.00

Glidden Paint

12" Electric Trimmer

4

,
•12' CutIng path
'Bump teed kne advance
•1 year Iwnited warranty UL listed No 1212

Spred
Enamel
spred
Satin 10.54 gal

8.94

•44

Reg. 29.94

sale 24.94

gal

Sale Prices Good thru Tues., April 18 Hwy.641 North - Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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New technology
builds worry
Gas Appliances Should Be
free carpet
A.G.A. Certified
warranty
Thanks to recent technological ad-

now is a great time to buy
carpet. New chemistry has further
improved the stain and soil resistance ofadvanced generation systems
introduced just a couple of years ago.
It is because ofthese advances that
Allied Fibers' Worry Free carpet can
be advertised as"not just stain resistant,but totally worry free". The company backs this claim up with a fiveyear residential warranty that has
been expanded to include hot beverages and heavy traffic areas(difficult
stains for all advanced generation
carpets). Unlike most advanced generation nylon carpet systems,Worry
Free carpet is also warranted against
soil, static and wear. You can purchase Worry Free carpet with the
confidence that you are getting the
best performance features available
in today's marketplace.
You may see carpets claiming stain
guards,stain blockers,stain stoppers,
etc., but none are better than Worry
Free carpet. Allied's system provides
dual protection—permanent, builtin stain resistance in the fiber and an
added stain barrier—that gives you
hours, even days to discover a spill
and clean it up before it leaves a
stain.
While stain protection is important, it's not as likely to happen as
dirt build-up. Everyday you, or your
family and your friends track dirt
across your carpet. You can't get
away from it; it's on the bottom of
your shoes every time you come in
from outside.These dirt particles can
tear the carpet pile, but Worry Free
carpet's built-in protection "suspends"
soil in the pile so it can be easily
vacuumed away.
Worry Free carpet also offers backup support through its Smart Lines
maintenance hotline(1-800-441-8185)
and its free booklet the "Worry Free
Guide to SmartCare for Carpet"(available by calling 1-800-992-9014).
Besides the technology, warranty.
and customer service, Worry Free
carpets are also available in a vast
array of colors, patterns, and styles
from the leading carpet mills in the
country. Al! of this evidence can give
you confidence in your worry free
carpet selection.
vances,

II you're buying a new natural gas furnace or appliance. look for the Blue Star
Design Certification Seal from the
Gas Association Laboratories.
I .ike the UL(Underwriters Laboratories)
symbol on electric equipment: the
A.G.A. Blue Star is your assurance from
the manufacturer that the design of the
natural gas appliance you're buying
complies with national safety standards.
Dedicated to appliance safety and efficiency, the A.G.A. Laboratories in
Cleveland and Los Angeles have tested
more than 55.000 equipment models
submitted by more than 500 manufacturers during the past 64 years. Many local
building codes and standards require
A.G.A. certification on natural gas
equipment.

A well-informed consumer makes the
smartest choices when buying a new furnace or appliance. A high-efficiency gas
furnace, for example, can pay back its
initial extra cost in just a few years
through fuel savings. according to the
American Gas Association.
To help consumers learn more about
new natural gas equipment, the association las published a "Buyer's Guide to
Energy-Efficient Natural Gas Furnaces
and Appliances." The 20-page brochure
covers gas heating systems. ranges.
clothes dryers. water heaters and mom
heaters It discusses available options.
special features, sizes and efficiency ratings such as those provided on sonic
equipment through the federal Energy Guide labeling program.
Consumers can get a free copy of ihc
Buyer's Guide by writing A.U.A. Pablo
Information. Dep•t. HT. 1513 Wilsor
Blvd.. Arlington, VA 22209.
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for expert cleaning services
The BaneCiene• Way...
W. Want to Work for You!"
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Call'Us' On The Carpets
•
.74r4

,„,40
.
4‘••11`i
.- •
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•Insured I. Uniformed
•Courteous & Prompt
•Carpet Protector
•0do• Control Treatment
•We slop static electricity
•We don't smoke in
your horn*

J A• •11,
ir

fit 3P

Lee's
Carpet Cleaning

100111.
C111.1141

Commercial & Residential
Liu
.•••••1
••••-•

•Safe, Quiet System
"Cleans Deep, Dries Fast
•We Bring Own Softened Water
"We Take Away Soil & Waste Water

(502)753-5827
Murray

•We leave no Soapy, Sticky Residue
"We're Very Careful Who We Send Into Your Home!"
Copyogni. Banco C.o..' Corp •976 11912. 1961 is Palen, Nos 1.154.571 and 4.244.01$
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Mow with Snapper;
where first class results
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bythe yard.
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6" x 10' Cedar 1 1751c5.70 1
Lawn Edging

Protects & beautifies rubber, pios.•
t,c, vinyl ono leather Bonus size

Rich flour°, cedar edging accents
flower beds, patios & walkways
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cured look All of which
means you spend less time
on the lawn and more time
on yourself See your
Snapper dealer for details
on our 2-year limited warranty and lifetime limited
warranty on the mower
housing Snap-Credit makes
it easy to loin the
millions of satisfied
Snapper users

Monsanto
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Durable surface scrapes shoes
Clear' & hides dirt Non-slip bock.
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If you have more important
things to do than putter
around the yard, move up to
a Snapper.With state-of-theart features and options that
thoroughly out-class all of
the competition Including
electric key start, easy to
handle catchers, and our
patented HI-Vac
mowing system for
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How To Make Your Own Sliding Or Folding Doors
Panel Jacket enables the do-it-your:eller
to take any 'I," to '1.." thick piece of
matenal c g wood paneling, colorful
sinv1.1;41“..ied pallUed or papered wood
inserts, hardboard or esen mirrors--and
make a folding or sliding door to lit any
opening
The Johnson Hardware Panel Jacket

A GOOD INVESTMENT

You buy the door material and easy to
kit is the actual hardware that frames or
use hardware can be installed in five simjackets the panel to form a door
ple steps A folder descnbes each step:
Available at building supply. hardware ins
. fascia and threshold: asand how centers. the Panel Jacket kit semb
doo
lock on hangers and
contains all hardware required. with glides:
ng don and adjust doors.
trames and tracks pre-sized to fit prop- Write to L E. John
Products • Inc.,
erly in all standard size door openings. Dept. HT, Box 1126. Elkha
46515.

Efficient
Gas Cooking
Preferred

OUR NEW LINE OF WINDOWS
IS JUST WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ORDERED.
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That s because we now otter Marvin Windows
Marvin Windows can be made to order tor you in
any ot more than 5 000 sizes and shapes You can
choose casements gliders double bungs bay
windows pictures triangles trapezoids even Round
Top windows terrace doors and patio doors

Building Center

AN are extremely energy &tic-tent and made from
beautiful Ponderosa pine Yet they re no more
eiipensave than other brands ot quality windows
And wet deliver your windows last
So the next time you re window shopping come
let us show you the advantages ol having your
...,ridows made to o«ler

Building Center
Lake City, Ky

362-4238
Hwy 62-86
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More American consumers prefer cooking with efficient, economical natural
gas today than ever before, according to
the American Gas Association.
Like nine out of 10 professional chefs,
today's consumers prefer natural gas because they get even heat, perfect temperature control and instant "on" or "off."
Natural gas ranges also cost less to operate- The estimated annual operating
cost for an efficient natural gas range is
about one-half the cost of operating an
electnc range. according to Department
of Energy statistics.
Instead of the traditional standing pilot
light. new gas ranges have pilotless ignition systems that use an electric current
to light a burner. Eliminating the pilot
light saves about 30 percent on energy
costs and reduces excess heat in the
kitchen, A.G.A. says.
New gas ranges also have options such
as black glass doors and cooktops, selfcleaning systems, sealed burners for easier cleaning, five-burner designs and
computerized controls. Some models
also have a modular design that allows
the cook to interchange griddle, grill and
burner components.
One of the most efficient and popular
options is the convection oven, which
uses a high-speed fan to force hot air into
the oven chamber. The convection oven
requires no preheating. The heated air
goes directly to the food, starting the
cooking process immediately.
Another new development is the selfcleaning natural gas wall oven, which offers high-efficiency operation in a
double-oven configuration.

Natural
Gas Use
Is Preferred
Statistics from the Department of Enerp,
show that natural gas is the best buy for
residential energy users.
4
About 26 percent of the natural gas
used in the United States each year is delivered to residential customers, according to the American Gas Association
Over 65 percent of all homes in the
United States have gas service. and 55
percent of all homes are heated with gas
Conservation has reduced gas use per
household for space heating by 24 per
cent since 1973 Thc new generation of
gas appliances and furnaces is at least
one-third more efficient than older models
Natural gas was first used in the
United States in 1$416. when gas lights
illuminated the streets of Baltimore. Mil
today. the American natural gas indus
try seises inure than 1601 million Lon
4.1/111Cr• in all 50 stales
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Gain Beauty, Added Insulation
Re-Siding Manufactured Homes
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Contrary to popular betiefr-bigitter isn't
always better. Just ask Tony May, owner
of Remodeling by May & Co., of
Clearwater. Fla.
May was one of the first remodeling
contractors in the country to re-side older
manulactured homes. increasUig the
home's insulative values at the same
time by installing Fome-Cor* Weather
Banier Board by Monsanto underneath
new vinyl siding.
While some of his competitors sell a
re-siding system featuring a thicker underiayment board. May says Fome-Cor
hoard is a superior product, offering not
only a smooth surface for the installation
of siding but hreathability to allow potentially damaging moisture vapor from
cooking and bathing to escape.
May first marketed his trademarked
"Comfort Wrap System" in 1984 to retired persons. who own the majority of
manufactured homes an the Tampa Bay.
area. Many of these homeowners spend
just half of every year in Florida and
don't want to have to worry about a lot
of maintenance on their vacation residences.
"Homeowners want their vacation or
retirement homes to be comfortable. inexpensive and as maintenance-free as
possible." May says. "With the oxidation caused by Honda's humid climate,
however, they find they need to repaint
often. Also, they want to get rid of uncomfortable drafts—hot spots or cold
spots—that they sometimes feel in their
homes."
May's "Comfort Wrap" wall system
features new vinyl siding to restore the
horne•s extenor beauty and ensure it
won't need repainting and the addition of
an insulating under-lap-tient board to act
as an air infiltration barrier to increase
comfort and reduce energy bills.
The "Comfort Wrap System" has
proven quite popular in the Tampa Bay
area, which includes approximately
80,000 manufactured homes. Since he
began selling the system in 1984. May
has wrapped approximately 1,000
homes.
"The 'Comfort Wrap System' has really caught on here through a combination of referrals by satisfied customers,
word-of-mouth advertising and people
just walking by one of our jobs and getting interested," says May.
"Comfort Wrap's- success also has
spawned a great deal of competition in
the re-siding of manufactured homes, according to May.
"It's doing teal well for a lot of us,"

makers of Manville gold fiber glass insulation have published an illustrated,
pocket-size guide that cosers everything
from how to determine if you need more
insulation to how you should install it

If you think that your home may be one
of the many that is not yet adequately insulated against the cold of winter and
heat of summer, now is the time to check
it out. and to add more insulation it
needed
"rii help the job go sinooth1). the

used in the
en gas lights
Atmore. Md
al gas Indus
million con -

GARDENING

The installation guide contains brief.
simple Instructions, with clear, color
sketches showing how to insulate newand existing attics. floors. crawl spaces,
walls, and the little spaces around windows and doors
You can obtain a free copy of the
'Homeowners' Installation Guide."
No. RIG-505, from your dealer, or by
wnting to Manville Inquiry. Dept , 1601
23rd St , Denver, CO 80216.

A Remodeling by May & Co. crew installs the company's trademarked "Comfort Wrap" system on a manufactured home.
The "Comfort Wrap" system makes re-siding a manufactured
home easier because the old siding does not have to be removed.
Instead, Fome-Cor underlayment board from Monsanto company wraps around the home directly over the old siding, and the
new siding is installed on the rigid, flat surface provided by the
Fome-Cor board.
he says. "It's created heavy competition. We aggressively marketed an idea
that took off."
All re-siding jobs arc not the same,
however, and May feels his "Comfort
Wrap System" is superior because customers receive long-lasting, goodlooking results through the use of custom
window/door trim and finishing accessories, as well as quality-trained installers
and Monsanto's Fome-Cor board.
The "Comfort Wrap System" includes new vinyl siding with a lifetime
warranty and Fome-Cor board by Monsanto. Fome-Cor board consists of 'I.,
inch extruded polystyrene foam laminated between two sheets of tough
linerboard or, where applicable, between
linerboard and foil. Produced in continuous sheets 4 feet by 50 feet, it is rigid,
lightweight and fan-folded every two
feet for easy handling.
"We use Fome-Cor board because the
existing aluminum siding is rippled,"
explains May. "It gives me 50 feet of
underlayment, which will straighten the
wall out. Installation also is less timeconsuming and less costly than older
methods. Before, you had to tear the old
siding out and rework the windows.
Fome-Cor board can be put right over
the old siding."
Additionally, Fome-Cor board is a

breathable—or permeable to moisture
vapor (8.8 perms)—undedayment board
that also is waterproof. Condensation,
water damage and rot are three major
problems that can result from choosing
an underlayrnent hoard that is not waterproof and breathable.
While some home improvement contractors try to sell customers on the idea
that thicker underlayment boards are better underlayrnent boards, many do not
have the breathable and continuous characteristics of Fome-Cor board, according
to May.
'The competition sells: 'Thicker is
better.' But they put up a sheathing board
that doesn't breath and comes in 4-foot
by 8-foot pieces. After four years, my
siding looks good and lays good. Their
siding doesn't look good. That's why
we're so sold on Fome-Cor board."
For more information, contact: Remodeling by May & Co., 2077 Range
Road, Clearwater, FL 34625.

Quality-Built
Extra Large Capacity

WASHER
•••

•
•• •

For more information, contact: Monsanto Company, Fome-Cor Boards,
Dept. 198, 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., St.
Louis, Mo. 63167.
(*Fome-Cor is a registered trademark
of Monsanto Company. Comfort Wrap
System is a trademark of Remodeling by
May & Co /
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Home Insulation D-1-Y Guide

UCK'S PANELING 901/587-3000
cm of Energy
. best buy for
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ADJUST WATER
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7:30-5:30 NION-FRI

FIBERGLASS TUB UNITS - $1 25.00
#1 INT. DOOR UNITS- 39.00 wititim
METAL DOOR UNITS - tow a4 59.00
VANITIES w/top- 29.99 up
7/ 16" CHIPBOARD - 4.99
1/4" CHIPBOARD- 3.29
1/2" PLYWOOD - 5.99
2x 4x 8'- .99
KITCHEN CABINETS
PANELING - tow (24 2.50
VINYL FLOOR COVERING - 1.99
KITCHEN COUNTER TOPS #1 - 4.
ALL k,i_nct4 o TREATED LUMBER
4 x 8 TREATED LATTICE - 8.99
C Li
WHIRLPOOLS - 475.00 up
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
STORM DOORS- 45.00
e.
13 pine
2z 4'.5, 2 z6'4, 2z
LANDSCAPE TIMBERS - 2.69
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• 3 wash/rinse temperature selections
with energy-saving cold water rinse.
• 2 cycles.
• 4 water level selet tions.
• Porcelain enamel finish.
• Unbalanced load control system:
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Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
753-1586
212 East Main Street
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Natural Gas

55.52

Electric;ty

Propane

522.57

57.88

Heating 011

55.62

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. AD Quality Materials, No Seconds.
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We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And 1 Year Written Warranty.

18 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
w/hardboard Siding
1 1/2 CAR (12X20)
2 CAR (11K20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
2 1.2 CAR (24X24)
LARGE 21/2 CAR
(24X30)

ti990
$2875
$2950
$3260
$3875

vinyl Siding
11/2 CAR (12X20) •
2 CAR (18X20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
:2112 CAR (24X24)
LARGE 21/2 CAR
(24X30)
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Geothermal Heat Pumps Offer Cool
Energy Savings And Home Comfort

1989 Average Residential Energy Costs
25

14, 1989

$2425
13095
$3390
$3675
$4375

More and more homeowners are discosenng a new high-efficiency heating and
cooling technology that uses an unusual
source for its cooling comfort and energy
efficient heating—the Earth.
By using the Earth's relatively constant year-round tempensture, a geothermal heat pump system can provide your
home with cool air in the summer, toasty
heat in the winter. And the energy savings, according to the Edison Electnc Institute, the association of investor-owned
eiectnc utilities, will be higher than a
conventional air conditioner, and substantially higher than a fossil-luel furnace
Other advantages of the geothermal
heat pump include "free" hot water during the air conditioning season, quiet operation year-round, and no open flame or
exhaust gases intro a rossil-fuel furnace
to worry. about

heat. Dunng the cooling season, for instance, you'll save up to 30% on air conditioning bills. And during the winter,
you'll be heating your house with a system that is more than three times as energy efficient as a fossil-fuel furnace.
In addition to the heating and cooling
dollars it saves, a geothermal heat pump
offers optional equipment to reduce water heating bills as well. In the summer.
during air conditioning use, heat being
removed from your house is transferred
to the water heater tank, providing for all
of your hot-water needs.

tion through an underground loop of pipe
to pass heat to. or absorb heat front. the
Earth's soil.
The cost to install either geothermal
heat pump makes the system costlier
than a regular air-to-air heat pump. but
the energy savings will pay you back the
difference in 3 to 5 years.
For more information on this exciting
technology, contact your local electric
utility, or a heating and cooling contractor.

Types of Geothermal Heat Pumps
Depending where you live, you can
choose front two types of geothermal
heat pump systems to supply all of your
heating and cooling needs. An open
loop, or ground water, geothermal heat
pump system heats or cools your house
by recirculating water of a relatively conHow It Works
stant temperature from an underground
Since heat always moves front a warm water well or deep pond. A closed loop.
area to a cool area, a geothermal heat or ground loop, geothermal heat pump
pump, like an air-to-air heat pump, system recitrulates an anti-freeze soluworks by mechanically transferring heat
from one location to another. But instead
of exchanging heat with the outdoor air,
like a conventional heat pump, a geothermal heat pump exchanges heat with
either the Earth's soil, or a large supply
of ground water such as a pond, or a
well.
In the summer, your house's heat is
transferred to the relatively cooler Earth
by the geothermal heat pump. And in the
winter, heat from the relatively warmer
Earth is transferred to your cooler house.
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A ground water heat pump system uses the constant water
temperature of a deep pond or
well for energy-efficient cooling
and heating
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Plus Off Level Lot & Freight Larger Garages Available

YOUR SA.TISFACTION IS OUR GOAL. .„

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
,

HELBER, KY (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Energy Savings
Since a heat pump uses electricity' only
to transfer heat, and not create it, it's the
most energy efficient heating and cooling system you can buy. A geothermal
heat pump, however, uses even less ekctricity, because the relatively constant
temperature of the Earth's soil or ground
water makes it work less to exchange the

A vertical ground loop heat
pump system is used in rocky
soil, or where space is limited.
Again, the Earth's constant
temperature provides energyefficient heating and cooling.
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A horizontal ground loop heat
pump system is used where soil
is soft and space is plentiful.
The Earth's constant temperature provides energy-efficient
cooling and heating.
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"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

PLANT NOW...

$1 499
'
TAKE WITH
whiLa QUANTITIES LAST

SEE OUR NEW LINE OF:
*Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs

e- Black, 36 X 80 only
▪ Decorator Grill
P. 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
▪ Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient Installation

We also carry:
•Jackson Perkins Roses

•

A

Special Purchase

and enjoy a beautiful Spring

Potting Soil, Fertilizer
and all your other
Gardening Supplies

V

• Tempered Glass Kickplate
• I/
1
4 . thick, 2- wide main frame • Self-storing storm door of extruded,
heat treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• Wraparound "Marine type.. glazing on glass Inserts • Adjustable bottom expander with vinyl sweep 111 Strong extruded key corners held
firmly double screwed • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z-bar is adaptable to most casings • Delivered and installed 519900
Authorized Inetzdtere
TRUST SEARS TO G
IT INSTALUTO RIG
Free Estenates
to
' Co.
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Ready-To-Use
Joint Compound
Ready For
Do-It-Yourselfers
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Energy-Efficient Air Conditioning Tips
Although it's easy to take your air condi- system at the beginning of each cooling
tioning system's comfort for granted, season.
having it quit on the hottest afternoon of • I( several years have passed since
the summer is the worst time to start
you've had your system professionally
thinking about its service needs.
serviced, call a qualified company,
The Edison Electric Institute, the asso- • If your system was covered dunng the
ciation of the investor-owned electric
winter, be sure to remove the cover
utilities, says it's smart to spend a few
before starting the unit. Otherwise
minutes checking your air conditioning
clean away accumulated dirt and

er geothermal
(stem costlier
eat pump, but
y you back the

leaves. And cut back any shrubbery
and grass, if they're blocking the condensing unit.
• Inspect the fan and motor on the con
densing unit; oil if necessary. Also
check the air filters, replace monthly.
• And refer to your air conditioner's
owners manual for exact starting instructions.

A GOOD INVESTMENT
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All Purpose
Mut Commix
_tir72415
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A ready-to-use joint compound for do-ityourselfers. Sheetrock' All Purpose
Joint Compound, is available in a 12 lb.
plastic pail from United States Gypsum
Company.
Sheetrock" All Purpose Joint Compound can be used for embedding joint
tape. finishintgypsum panel joists, nailheads and metal corner beads. It finishes
walls to smooth or textured surfaces. It is
also excellent for patching drywall
cracks, holes and dents in walls and ceilings.
Sheetrock All Purpose Joint Compound requires only minimal mixing and
can be used directly from the container.
The vinyl-based formulation applies
quickly and smoothly while piovidins
excellent bond even under humid job
conditions.
Easy-to-follow application directions
are printed on the container. A twelve
pound pail covers approximately 35 linear feet for joint finishing and 42 square
feet for textured surfaces.
For further information on Sheetrock
All Purpose Joint Compound (Technical
Data Sheet 1-60), contact United States
Gypsum Company, Dept. 122-72, 101
S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Illinois 60606.
United States Gypsum Company is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of USG Corporation. headquartered in Chicago.
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Spectacular Savings
on beautiful LEES Carpets
Stylish! Colorful! Stain-Resistant! Sale-Priced!
Now.for a limited time only. cash-in on
Great Savings of LEES Stainmaster'"
Carpets.
It's LEES'Annual Authorized Dealer
Sale that puts great looking and great
wearing carpet into your home at sensationally low prices.

Every carpet in this Spectacular Savings
Event is made from 100% DuPont Nylon
guaranteed to resist soil and stains and to
reduce static for years to come. And every
carpet carries the exclusive LEES Wear

•

•

Warranty. too.

Choose from scores of great textures
and styles and hundreds of today's most
fashionable colors, and SAVE like never
before.

Save From
$200 to $500 per sq. yd.
For Limited Time Only
* Free Estimates
* Expert Installation
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A Rivet Tool That
Will Fasten Almost
Any Repair Job
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Select rivet type, drill hole, insert rivet stem, squeeze.

STAINMASTER

•

The E-Z Heavy Duty Pull Rivet Tool is
used for repainng lawn furniture, metal
cabinets, aluminum doors and windows,
cooking utensils and baking pans, pails.
ironing boards, metal mail boxes, toys,
power tools, bicycles, motor scooters,
electrical fixtures automobile add-ons
and repairs; installing and repainng heating ducts, gutters and downspouts, air
conditioners. TV antennas. Fasten metal
to metal, canvas to canvas, canvas' or
leather to metal for 1001 uses
For additional tool information, write
to Arrow Fastener Company, Inc., 271
Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, NJ 07662
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The "How To"
Book Of Redwood
Includes Plans
36 page Redwood Book of Wood/
Could II features detailed plans for 23 innovative redwood projects created by.
pmfessionals in fine woodv..orking of the
Northwest. Included are working drawings. hills of matenals, working with
wood tips, plus the fascinating story of
redwood $3 95 from Simpson Timber
Company. Redwood Division. P0
Drawer 1169, Arcata CA 95521-1169.

THIS TILLER
DOES THINGS,
BACKWARDS.

GARDENING

The Lowest Price On

CertainTeedlIl Windows
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Insulated
30 Year Glass Warranty
Easy Tilt-In Cleaning
•

KUBOTA
Nothing like it on earth:

Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
Industrial Rd.

"I imp In — Leap Out"

759-9831

THERMALINE OF PADUCAH
554-7647
3038 Lone Oak Rd.

TERRY'S
LARGEST INVENTORY
IN MURRAY!

Congoleurn® Inlaid

•••••••*t.

Quality Floorcoverings
at Discount Prices

-

•

On These Styles

Area Rugs

Esteem®, Innovation®,
Reflection®, Triumph®, Dynasty®
-Stain-Resistant -Scuff Tuff Formula
-Chromabond

-Braided Rugs
-Orientals
-Bath Sets

MOHAWK
Illuatations II
•Trackiess •10 Yr Warranty
•Oupont Stainntaster

'129s? Yd

CARPET
OUTLET

TERRY'S
DECORATING
9

•

3-Piece Luxury
Dining Room
Suite
$699013
Swivel Rockers

Starting at $69°'

Recliners

Starting at $89°'

Assorted Lamps
-- Various Styles Available --

MURRAY
FURNITURE MART
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